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T he turn of a millennium is a 

natural time to take stock of the 
past and take steps toward the fu
ture. It marks momentous transi 
tions-for the world, the field of 

oceanography, and this institution. 
Our world today stands poised be

tween promise and peril. As Earth's 

population continues to explode, the 
oceans will have more impact on 
more of us than ever before. And we 
humans are having much more im

pact on our life-sustaining oceans. 
Fortuitously, the field of oceanog

raphy is also on the brink. Scientific 

and technological breakthroughs 
have given us the potential to pen

e trate and comprehend the oceans as 
we never could before. We are ready 

to make quantum leaps in under
standing that will yield a cornucopia 
of social, environmental, and eco

nomic benefits. 

This is a potentially transforming 
moment in history, when society 
more than ever needs the products of 
scientific enterprise and when our 
science is ready to deliver them. 

Recognizing both the chaJlenge 
and the opportunity, Woods Hole 
Oceanographic Institution is launch

ing a new initiative that will trans
form our institution. In 2000, we es
tablished four "Ocean Institutes" to 

bring toge ther the 'best minds, across 
the full spectrum of oceanographic 
disciplines , to focus on critical 
ocean-related issues that have sub

stantial impact on society. The Insti
tutes' concomitant mission is to 

streamline the gap between having 

information about the oceans and 
mal<.ing it available and useful to 
those who can best utilize it- to save 
lives, enhance our quality of life, 

stimulate economic growth, and edu
cate the public on the importance of 

the oceans for the world's future. 
The Ocean and Climate 

Change Institute is devoted to un

raveling the oceans' fundamental and 

critical role in regulating our planet's 
climate and to developing ways to 
monitor and forecast ocean-related 

climate changes that spawn floods , 
droughts, severe winters , and more 
long-lasting global changes. 

The Coastal Ocean Institute's 
mission is to provide sound science 
to guide wise management strategies 
that will keep our life-sus taining

but extremely vulnerable-coastal 
"vaters productive and attractive, and 
that will help mitiga te coastal haz

ards, including beach erosion, storm 
damage, and harmful algal blooms. 

The Ocean Life Institute is 
dedicated to exploring the oceans' ex
traordinary dive rsity of life-from mi
crobes to whales-to identify ways to 
sustain healthy marine environments, 

and to learn about the origin and evo

lution of life on Earth and perhaps 

other planetary bodies. 
The Earth-Ocean Exploration 

Institute will focus on developing 
the tools and technology to reveal 
Earth's undersea fronlier and on 

inves tigating fundamental forces that 
shape the face of our planet ; gener
ate natural disasters such as earth

quakes, volcanoes, and tsunamis; 

create potential mineral and energy 

resources ; and support previously 
unimagined communities of life. 

The transforming oceanographic 
advances for this new millennium 

will require scientists to look beyond 
the traditional boundaries of their 
disciplines and blend the sl<.ills of 

many scientific fields. Similarly, to 
create and sustain the Ocean Insti
tutes , "ve are lool<.ing beyond trad i
tional funding sources and blending 
them with new resources. 'vVe seek to 

couple the innovation, drive, and 
flexibility of the private sector with 
the sustained power and competitive 

honing of the federally funded peer
review system. 

We envision the Ocean Institutes 

as centers for action. Each Institute 
will assem ble scientists, engineers, 
postdoctoral fellows , graduate stu

dents, marine policy experts, and 
visiting investigators from around 
the world-thereby encouraging 

and enhancing interdisciplinary re
search and technology developmen t. 
The Institutes will identify and sus
tain innovative research initiatives 

and stimulate the richest and most 
productive education environment 
for future generations of oceano

graphic leaders. 
The Ocean Institutes will also be 

Director Bob Gagosian addresses the June 2000 commencement assembly. 
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MassCichusetts SenCitor Ted Kennedy visited WHOI in October to heCir Clbout whales 
and noise pollution , effects of a 10cClI sewage plume on CI pond, and fisheries research. 
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focal points to gather experts and de
vise strategy. They will convene meet

ings of key scientists and world ex

perts to delve into oceanographic 
research issues that have critical soci
etal ramifications. These experts will 
assess our current state of knowledge 
on the issues , identify what we need 

to know and how we can best attain 
that knowledge, explore the conse

quences of various plans of action, 
and inspire necessary and promising 

areas of further research. 
Finally, we expect the Ocean Insti

tutes to be valuable public resources 
for information on the oceans. In an 

era when technology is transforming 
global communication, the Ocean In
stitutes will use and develop the most 

effective, innovative, and timely ways 
to transfer the products of scientific 

inquiry to the public, educators, and 
policymakers. They will take a proac
tive role in translating the fruits of 

their research, disseminating basic 
understanding of the oceans, and 

communicating the message of the 
oceans' abiding-and increasing

impact on people's lives . 
The dual missions of the Ocean 

2 

Institutes-to push the frontiers and 
to report back-were underscored by 
tvvo events framing this new millen

nium year. In March, three US Sena
tors came to the Oceanographic to 

get special briefings from our scien
tists on the current scientific knowl

edge on climate change and fisheries. 
World leaders face many important 
decisions involving the oceans and 

they crave relevant, clear, reliable, 

unbiased information on which to 
base these decisions. 

] ust before the year ended in De
cember, scientists from several insti

tutions diving in Alvin were amazed 
to find a large, active hydrothermal 
vent field far from the axis of the 

Mid-Atlantic Ridge , where the ocean 
crust is old and presumably cold, 
and no one suspected there would be 
active vent fields. The vents created 

an undersea skyline of white-capped 
towers as high as IS-story buildings 
with diameters as large as five 

meters. The site was immediately 
dubbed 'The Lost City"-and it re
minds us that the oceans still have 

much to reveal. 
At the turn of this millennium, 

Woods Hole Oceanographic Institu

tion stands ready and equipped to 
answer the call and take a leadership 
role in a new era of research, explo

ration, and education. Our new 
Ocean Institutes will expand and in
vigorate our traditional strengths: in
novation, leadership, vibrant scholar

ship, technology, and access to the 
sea-all infused with an indefati
gable adventurous spirit. 

-Robert B. Gagosian, Director 

US Senators Lincoln Chofee (R-Rhode Is IClnd), Lorry Gmig (R-Idaho), Clnd Robert 
Smith (R-New Hampshire) came to Woods Hole in March for briefings on climClte 

change and fisheries. Here Bob Gagosian exchanges ideas with Senato r Craig. 
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T he most precious resource for 
any institution engaged in scien

tific research and education is its 

people. In some sort of loose hierar
chy, the next most important re
sources are the facilities for carrying 

out and supporting our research and 
educational activities-laboratories, 

ships, vehicles that provide access to 
the sea, and infrastructure. 

In the past several years, we have 
invested heavily in infra
structure, including pro
vision of a state-of-the

art, fiber-optic backbone 

for the computer net
work, developing alter
natives for high-speed 

Internet connectivity off 
the Cape, and substan

tial upgrading of the 
WHOI pier. Similarly, 
we are beginning to ad

dress access to the sea

the aging of the Univer
sity National 

Oceanographic Labora
tory System (UNOLS) 
fleet , new state-of-the

art remotely operated 
and autonomous ve
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Institution growth and space expansion fall into four phases 
over WHOI's 70-year history. 

only two mass spectrometers at the 
Institution, while today there are 26, 
with 12 associated clean rooms for 

sample preparation. These instru
ments and activities alone occupy 
11 ,000 square fee t of space, much of 

it created within our existing foot
print. We anticipate that the need for 
such high-quality laboratories will 
continue to increase. The miniatur

iza tion of electronics has not just re
of-the-art CT scanner for 

use in her research on the 
structure and physiology 
of marine mammal ears. 

This provides the oppor
tunity for us to bring to

• gether several groups of 
~ marine mammal research
~ ers and their studentsQuissett Campus ---to• 

& Clark Laboratory Bigelow Lab (/930) 1 from locations around the 

g-o.---_-& 

Institution into a Marine 

Mammal Research Cen
ter to be built on the 

Quissett Campus. 

OO L L-_~L-_~__~__-L -L~ 

We are in the early 
stages of developing an 
overall plan for future 

building on the Quisse tt 
Campus. As part of this, 
we will be assessing spe

minated in the creation of the 
Quissett Campus and construction 
in 1974 of the Clark Laboratory. 

Over the last decade, there has 

been no construction of new space 
for science, and we can no longer ac
commodate our growing and chang

ing science with existing space. 
One of our biologists , Darlene 

Ketten, was funded by the Office of 
Naval Research to purchase a state

hicles , and other options in the 

coastal ocean including establish
ment of the Martha's Vineyard 
Coastal Observatory. 

Until now, we have been able to 
deal with needs for scientific labora

tories mostly through renovations of 
existing buildings. This has been pos

sible, in part, because the Scientific 
Staff of the Institution has not grown 
significantly in the past 10 years. We 
have also been able to reassign space 
from administrative function s to sci
ence. This process has run its course. 

Changes in the practice of ocean 
science over the past 10 to 20 years 

have brought increasing emphasis on 
analytical laboratory research. As an 
example, 20 years ago there were 

duced the space req uired for com
puters and other instrumentation ; it 
has lead to the creation of highly spe

cialized and extraordinarily complex 
instruments that can be optimized 
for the individual scientist's research 
projects. Today, rather than establish

ing facilities that provide analyses for 
several inves tigators , each scientist 

requires several of th e instruments 
for hislher own research, and conse
quently req uires more individual 
laboratory space. 

The figure above shows the devel
opment of the Institution's space 

since we were established in 1930. 

There have been several phases of 
growth, most notably during the 
years after World War II , which cul

cific laboratory space requirements , 
changes anticipated in the character 
and needs of the science, and pro

jected growth of the Institution . We 
recognize already that some new con
struction of laboratory space is re
quired, and that this will afford us 

the opportunity to use the new con

struction to interrelate the loosely 
connected and somewhat disjointed 
collection of buildings on the Quis
sett Campus. We anticipate that the 
Campus Plan, encompassing both 
Quissett and Woods Hole village 

properties , will make better use of 
our beautiful land and its spectacular 

views of the woods and ocean. 
-James Luyten, Senior Associate Director 

& Director of Research 
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T he Applied Ocean Physics & Engineering 
(AOP&E) Department continues to make signifi

cant advances spanning diverse areas in ocean science, 
technology, and engineering research. In 2000, 43 
principal investigators led 144 projects. AOP&E has 
140 staff members, 27 students, and 40 postdoctoral , 
guest, and visiting investigators and guest students. 

Ocean science research ranged from air-sea interac
tion and various mixing processes to sediment trans
port and benthic biology, and included acoustical 
oceanography, estuarine and coastal hydrodynamics, 
internal waves, physical-biological interactions, and 
surf and swash zone processes. In the technology cat
egory, AOP&E staff are developing a wide variety of 
ocean sensors as well as data acquisition and telemetry 
systems. They continue to develop or enhance various 
sensor platforms, including bottom-mounted systems 
and moorings as well as submersible, autonomous, and 
remotely operated underwater vehicles. Engineering 
research encompasses signal processing, underwater 
communication, autonomous vehicle control theory, 
image analysis, hydrodynamic modeling of vehicles 
and cables, dynamics of moorings, and fish propulsion. 

There were a number of promotions this year 

including Rocky Geyer and Jim Ledwell to Senior 
Scientist, John Colosi and Wade McGillis to Associate 
Scientist, Jim Irish to Senior Research SpeCialist, 
Dezhang Chu to Research Specialist, and Jon 
Howland to Senior Engineer. Postdoctoral Investigator 
Peter Traykovski, who specializes in the migration of 
small-scale seabed features (see article below), was ap
pointed Assistant Scientist. Anatoliy Ivakin, scientist at 
the Andreev Acoustics Institute, Moscow, an expert in 
acoustic scattering by the seafloor, was named 
Adjunct Scientist. 

Several AOP&E staff were formally recognized for 
their accomplishments. Sandy Williams was honored 
with the Distinguished Technical Achievement Award 
of the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers 
Oceanic Engineering Society, Britt Raubenheimer re
ceived an Office of Naval Research Young Investigator 
Award and Dennis McGillicuddy the American Society 
of Limnology & Oceanography's Lindeman Award, and 
the British Institute of Acoustics presented its A.B. 
Wood Medal to John Colosi. Gene Terray was named 
the first recipient of the Institution's Allyn Vine Senior 
Technical Staff Award. 

-Timothy K. Stanton, Department Chair 

Sonar Measurements Illuminate Sand 

Ripple Migration and 


Sand Transport Processes 

Peter Traykovski, Assistant Scientist, and 


James D. Irish, Senior Research Specialist 


Sand ripples are a ubiquitous fea
ture in the coastal landscape . 

Beachgoers see them at low tide, and 
we also often find them on the sea
floor outside the surf zone. This lat
ter "inner shelf' region is important 
because it serves as a conduit for 
sand moving from the nearshore re
gion to deeper waters, where sedi
ment is rarely mobilized. It can also 
act as a reservoir, storing sand trans
ported offshore during storms. The 
inner shelf can also supply sand in 
the opposite direction , from the in

4 

ner shelf to the nearshore 
region-possibly through 
migration of sand ripples. 

Both waves and currents 
form sand ripples on the in
ner shelf, and these ripples 
can migrate as fast as several 

Interac tion of sand ripples and water currents near 
the seabed can move sand toward or away from 
the beach.meters per day. The relation

ship between ripples and wave- and 
current-generated, near-bed flows is 
complex because of inherent feed
back processes : Although the ripples 
are created by sand transport that is 
induced by near-bed flows , the 

ripples themselves modify the flows 
that create them. Over the past two 
decades, scientists have conducted 
extensive studies of continental shelf 
environments where the water is 
deep relative to the wave height . This 
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work shows that while waves resus
pend the sand, currents are respon
sible for transport. However, in 
depths that are shallow relative to 
wave height , where waves dominate 
both the resuspension and transport, 
basic questions such as the direction 
of transport are just beginning to re
ceive attention. For the past five 
years we have been studying sand 
ripples under wave-dominated 
conditions as well as the relationship 
between the ripples and sand trans
port processes. 

We have worked primarily at the 
LEO-IS (Long-term Ecosystem Ob
servatory in approximately 15 meters 
of water) located at the Rutgers Uni
versity Marine Field Station in 
Tuckerton, N]. This site is ideal for 
studying bedform processes for two 
reasons: It has a sandy seafloor with 
a coastline exposed to waves from 
many directions, and the observa
tory includes an undersea cable and 
node that allows power and data 
communication between LEO-IS 
and a shore lab. The cable and node 
were designed and built by AOP&E 
Department engineers in the 
Oceanographic Systems Lab led by 
Chris von Alt. This node allows us 
to image the bedforms and sand 
suspensions with sonar systems 
that collect more data and consume 
more power than would be possible 
with a battery-operated, autonom
ous deployment. 

Our measurements employ three 
primary sonar systems mounted on a 
four-legged frame . A rotary sidescan 
sonar images the topography of 
bedforms once each hour. A second 
sonar system images a vertical plane 
to obtain quantitative measurements 
of ripple height along a single axis 
and measures the two-dimensional 
structure of the suspension above 
the ripples. A third sonar system im
ages a horizontal plane 20 centime

ters above the ripple crests. We take 
velOCity measurements with Sontek 
acoustic velocity sensors and a novel 
velocity profiling sonar deployed in 
collaboration with Alex Hay of 
Dalhousie University. 

Our measurements reveal that the 
ripples grow to wavelengths of up to 
I meter and heights of up to 15 centi
meters during storms, and that they 
generally migrate in the onshore di
rection. This onshore migration is 
generally faster during larger waves, 
but under certain storm conditions 
the ripples do not migrate at all. 
While the exact mechanisms for 
ripple migration are still poorly un-

ABS Acoustic 
Backscatter 
Sensors (2) 
(profiles of 
suspended sand 
concentration) 

ADV Acoustic Doppler 
Velocity Sensors (3) 

Top: Schematic view of a suite of acoustic sensors mounted on a quadrapod frame to 
measure sediment transport processes. Bottom: A rotary sidescan sonar and vertical 
pencil beam sonar sample two perpendicular planes (diagram at left) providing images 
of the seabed ripples and suspended sediment above the ripples (data plots at right). 

derstood, it appears that faster wave 
velocities occurring in the onshore 
direction force the migration . How
ever, measurements of suspended 
sand transport reveal that the sand in 
suspension is transported offshore, 
opposite to the direction of ripple mi
gration. We speculate that a thin but 
very highly concentrated layer of 
bedload transport near the seafloor 
forces the onshore ripple migration . 
Although we have been unable to 
measure it thus far, we are in the pro
cess of developing instrumentation, 
based on sonar Doppler shift, to 
measure this layer of bedload trans
port. This instrumentation will be de-
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ployed at the Martha 's Vineyard 
Coastal Observatory in winter 2001
2002. Resulting data will allow us to 
better understand the relationships 
between the hydrodynamic forcing 

processes, the inner shelf sand ripple 
migration, and the sand transport 
that ultimately shape our coastlines. 

Our work is sponsored by both the 
Office of Naval Research and the 

National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration . Initial phases of 
bedload-sensor development were 
funded by The John E. and Anne W. 
Sawyer Endowed Fund. 

An Offshore Mussel Aquaculture Experiment 
Walter Paul, Senior Engineer 

G rowing mussels suspended on at the Buoy Farm and involving the 
"longlines" in deep water (140 author, George Hampson, and Porter 

fee t, 42 meters) offshore rather than Hoagland and Hauke Kite-Powell of 
in their traditional near-shore bottom the Marine Policy Center (see box on 
habitat shows promise for maricul page 8). 
ture. Blue mussels (Mytilus edulis ) Mussels suspended in the water 
cultured at a WHOI experimental column are not exposed to the sand 
site in Rhode Island Sound received and grit that are part of daily life for 
rave reviews for taste and tenderness bottom-grown mussels . In addition, 
when served at a May 2000 dinner ocean currents provide both nutri
for Institution Trustees and Corpora ents for suspended mussel colonies 
tion Members. and a highway for mussel larvae, 

The "WHOI Buoy Farm" 1 0 miles which drift in the water column until 
southwest of Martha's Vineyard has they find a place to attach them
been used as a test site for mooring selves . Our project, along with others 
operations since the early 1960s, and conducted nearshore, indicates that 
biologist George Hampson had long the time to grow mussels to market 
noted a heavy natural growth of blue size on longlines is half or less than 
mussels on the buoy mooring chains. the natural grow-out period. 
Increased interest in and technical However, offshore aquaculture 
advances for offshore aquaculture in fac es great obstacles. Any installa
the mid 1990s led to a project based tions must survive both continuous 

WHO!. Buoy Farm and Marine Mammal Sightings 
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Hard work before the feast : Will Ostrom 
(left ) and Joe Alvemes (FN Nobska) 
scrape mussels from a longline system 
anchor rope after 19 months at sea. 

waves and currents and storm
heightened events, yet need limited 
maintenance and infreq uent site vis
its to minimize costs. Major fishing 
grounds, shipping lanes, habitats and 
major migration routes of protected 
species, as well as other multi-use ar
eas, are off-limits for offshore aquac
ulture sites. The possible entangle
ment of endangered and protected 
marine mammals, in particular the 
northern right whale , is a major con
cern. We are developing a wireless 
communication link, using a low 
Earth-orbiting satellite system, that 
would reliably sense an entanglement 
event and communicate it to shore in 
order to initiate rescue efforts. 

~ One of our first tasks was to de
,3 velop a model for the mussel 
! longline. This was undertaken by 
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Joint Program student Jason Cobat 
and his advisor, Mark Crosenbaugh, 
using the new WHaT Cable software 

program (described in the AOP&E 
section of the 1999 Annual Report). 

To determine the mooring's response 
to surface waves and ocean currents 
over a period of time, they consid

ered static and dynamic mooring 
forces, motions, and deflections of 
the entire system, and acceleration 
levels of mussel strings. Using their 
model , we selected lines for maxi
mum durability and with sufficient 

weight to drop to the seafloor in case 
of failure, and we included weak 

links at the bottom of the "socking" 
(mussel colonization) loops to mini
mize marine mammal entanglement. 

The WHOI Rigging Shop pre
pared four spat (small mussel) collec

tor moorings and four moored guard 

buoys for deployment in spring 1998 
at the Buoy Farm. The longline 
mooring was anchored there in Octo
ber 1998 using a local fishing vessel. 

When the longline was inspected 

in May 1999, after its first winter at 
sea, the I-inch (2.5-centimeter) di

ameter rope was not only intact but 
thickly covered with a heavy growth 
of long, grasslike hydroids. Closer in

spection revealed thousands of small 
mussels using the hydroids as a habi

tat. A plan to suspend seed musse ls 
in socking loops from the longline 
was de layed six months until June 
1999 by problems in seed-mussel re
cruitment. At that time the spat col

lec tor mooring ropes, covered with 
over six inches of mostly hydroid 
growth, were retrieved and added to 

the longline. 
By the end of summer 1999, the 

mussels had grown considerably and 
were outcompeting the hydroid 
growth. We weighed the individual 

suspended lines and socking loops to 
determine the suspended mussel 

mass , and added floats along the 
longline to compensate for the 
weight increase. On September 17, 

1999, Hurricane Floyd brought 60
mile-per-hour wind gusts and 20-foot 

waves to the area-we were greatly 
relieved when an inspection by 
divers a few days later showed no 

visible signs of damage to the 

longline system. 
In March 2000 we conducted the 

first partial inspection of the longline 
from RN Asterias. The socking loops, 

both seeded and naturally colonized, 
were covered with mussels some 2 
inches (5 centimeters) long, and we 
retrieved 600 pounds (273 kilo
grams). An April 2000 harvesting 
cruise with the Woods Hole-based, 
96-foot (44-meter) fishing trawler 

Nobska, operated by Matt Stommel, 
raised the 100-foot-long (30-meter) 
grow-out ropes and found them 
thickly covered with up to 3-inch 
(7.5-centimeter) long mussels . More 
than 1,000 pounds (450 kilograms) 

of mussels were harvested in record 
time, though a similar amount fell 

back into the sea before they could 
be retrieved on board. All socks and 
vertical grow-out ropes were rede
ployed. It took the four-person 

Submerged Longline System Design with M ussel Grow-Out Harness 

o 

so 

100 

Engineering diagram of the longline mooring se t at the WHOI Buoy Farm. 
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Nobska crew just twa haurs to. raise, 
inspect ar harvest, and redeplay the 
entire mussel harness. 

A retrieval trip with Nobska fal

lawed in June to. bring the entire 
maaring system ashare far inspec

tian after 19 manths at sea. The twa 

anchar lines were cavered with up to. 

18 inches (45 centimeters) af large 
blue mussels. Mare than 1,200 
paunds (540 kilograms) of mussels 

were scraped off the rapes and dis
tributed to the Woods Hole public. 

We found that mast mooring 
campanents showed little or no. 

wear, indicating that lang-term de
playments far mussel farming cauld 
be successful. 

Funding far the initial praject was 

pravided by the WHOI and MIT Sea 
Grant Offices, a Massachusetts 
Aquaculture Grant, and the mussel

pracessing firm Blue Gald af New 
Bedfard, MA. Far the next step, in 
callabaratian with Matt Stommel, we 
are filing propasals to suppart a twa

year pilat praject at the Buay Farm 
with as many as 30 langlines (abaut 
ane-tenth the size af a patential cam

mercial enterprise). Objectives af the 

installatian wauld include carrelatian 
af the biaproductivity af the water 
and mussel attachment and grawth, 
studying seasanal and multi-year 
variatian af the graw-aut, and better 

understanding af mechanical wear 
and durability af all maaring campa

nents. If permits can be abtained 

fram the US Army Carps af Engi
neers and the Natianal Marine Fish

eries Service, this shauld lead to. a 
mare realistic assessment af the fea
sibility and ecanamics af affshare 

mussel farming in the waters sauth 
af Cape Cad. 

Bioeconomics of Mussel Aquaculture in the Ocean 
Porter Hoagland, Research Specialist, Marine Policy Center 

R esearchers at the WHOI Marine Policy Cen
ter (MPC) are studying the ecanamic aspects 

af growing blue mussels (Mytilus edulis) and ather 
seafaad praducts in the acean. Their investigatian fa

cuses an three primary areas: aperatians, risks, and 

dawnstream markets. Understanding the ecanamic 
aspects af aperating a mussel farm in the acean re
quires accounting for all af the casts assaciated with 
capital and labar factars. Capital casts may include 
warkboats; anchars ; langlines ; buays; socks; 
seeds tack; handling, sarting and processing technala

gies; and instruments for environmental manitaring. 
A particular cancern af the analysis is identificatian 

of scale ecanamies. In affshore mussel farming, the 
warkbaat (typically a fishing vessel) appears to. be the 
main source af such ecanamies-it needs to. be 
warking all the time. Labar casts include wages paid 
bath to. thase war king the farm and to. its managers. 

At present, there are no casts assaciated with obtain
ing the exclusive rights to. set up a farm in the acean, 

though the permitting pracess may be time-consum
ing and therefore financially burdensame. 

There are risks assaciated with almast every aspect 
af an ocean aquaculture aperatian, and MPC re
searchers have begun to. develap economic models 

that simulate risks affecting bath biological produc
tivity and market demand. The small US market for 

blue mussels is currently supplied predaminantly by 
farms in the Canadian Maritimes. In arder to. explait 
economies of scale, an acean farm may need to pro
duce mussels at a scale that cauld drive the US mar
ket price down. MPC researchers are develaping 
madels af the demand for blue mussels in arder to. 

anticipate such supply-driven price movements and 
the influence af substitute products, as well as 

changing consumer preferences. 
The MPC effarts are still in the farmative stages, 

but initial madel autputs are aptimistic , suggesting 
marginal prafitablity under current enviranmental 
and market conditians. The results af these effarts 
may prove useful for entrepreneurs, lending and in

surance institutians, and gavernmental autharities, 
thereby smoathing the way toward commercialization 

in this field. 
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There is extraordinary complexity in the diversity of 

oceanic organisms, their life habits, and their in


teractions with and contributions to essential global 

processes . Research in the Biology Department en

compasses a broad range of subjects and a variety of 

approaches to identifying and understanding marine 

organisms and their functions. WHOI biologists study 

organisms from the smallest scale (marine viruses and 

bacteria) to the largest (whales) . At each level, Depart

ment members address questions from genetic make

up and biochemistry to population structure and ecol

ogy. Their investigations employ powerful techniques 

of molecular biology, bio

chemistry, and cell biol

ogy; sophisticated acous

tic and optical methods; 

and informatics applied 

to modeling molecular, 

behavioral, and popula

tion structures. 


During 2000, WHOI 
biologists undertook stud
ies in local Massachusetts 
and coastal New England 
waters, and at sites 
around the globe (polar 
regions, Atlantic , Pacific, 
and Indian Oceans) . Spe
cial strengths in the de
partment include the ecology and physiology of mi
crobes; bio-optical studies of phytoplankton; advanced 
optical and acoustic techniques for zooplankton distri
bution and behavior; the ecology, behavior, develop
ment, and genetic history of invertebrates; mathemati
cal analysis and computer modeling of life history; 
population dynamics and physical-biological interac
tions; toxicological and molecular biological research 
on pollution effects in the sea; and acoustical, ana
tomical, and behavioral studies of marine mammals . 

The work of the Department was funded by a di
versity of Federal agencies, including the Office of Na
val Research, the National Science Foundation, the 
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, 
the Environmental Protection Agency, the National In
stitutes of Health, the National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration, and the US Geological Survey. Depart
ment members submitted a total of 121 grant applica-

During Global Ocean Ecosystems Dynamics program work on 
Georges Bank, Gabell Davis exhibits a mackerel, an important 
predator in the Bank ecosystem. 

tions in 2000 to these agencies and other sources, and 
48 percent were funded . There were 149 papers pub
lished or in press during the year, in journals including 
Science, Nature, the Proceedings of the National Acad

emy of Sciences, and others. The Biology Department is 
home to headquarters for national programs including 
Ecology of Harmful Algal Blooms (ECOHAB) and the 
US Global Ecosystems Dynamics (GLOBEC) Georges 
Bank program. 

At year end, the Scientific Staff numbered 26, there 
were 6 Scientists Emeriti and 4 Oceanographers 
Emeriti, 15 Technical Staff members , and 28 adminis

trative and science sup
port staff. There were 36 
Joint Program students 
and 19 postdoctoral inves
tigators. In addition, there 
were 17 Guest Students 
and 42 Guest and Visiting 
Investigators from around 
the world . 

Peter Tyack was 
t awarded The Walter A. 
~ and Hope Noyes Smith 
! Chair, and Hal Caswell 

was elected a Fellow of 
the American Academy of 
Arts and Sciences. Larry 
Madin, Department Chair 

until December 15 when he was succeeded by John 
Stegeman, was named Director of the newly formed 
Ocean Life Institute . Other important changes in
cluded promotion of Rob Olson to Senior Scientist, 
awarding of tenure to Mark Hahn, and promotions of 
Carin Ashjian and Mike Neubert to Associate Scientist. 

New appointments to the scientific staff included 
Simon Thorrold as Associate Scientist and Sonke 
Johnsen as Assistant Scientist. Thorrold employs so
phisticated analyses of unique chemical signatures in 
otoliths (ear bones) to understand fish population 
structure and history, and Johnsen employs insights 
from physics and mathematics to explore and under
stand the diversity of organismal form and function , 
particularly the optical adaptations of animals to pe
lagic existence. 

-JohnJ. Stegeman, Department Chair 
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Mathematics Aids Understanding of Ecological Invasions 


I nvasions by "introduced species" 

transported beyond their natural 

ranges are creating ecological and 
economic crises throughout the 
world. While estimating the eco
nomic costs of introduced species is 
a tricky and sometimes controversial 

enterprise, by any accounting these 
costs are staggering. US agricultural 

Michael Neubert, Associate Scientist 

1840, the European periwinkle 
(Littorina littorea) has since trans

formed much of the New England 
and Canadian Atlantic shoreline. By 

consuming marine plants that induce 
mud accumulation, they have dra
matically increased the proportion of 
rocky shoreline compared to salt 
marshes and mud flats. 

serve as nurseries for valuable fish 
species. It has recently appeared in 
North America (near San Diego) <lnd 

in Australia. 
When an invader first appears, its 

geographic range is small. The rate of 
range increase, called the invasion 
speed , is an important aspect of the 
pattern of spread. Understanding the 

costs alone may be over 

$ I 38 billion per year, and 
the Nature Conservancy 

estimates that just the 79 
worst alien species have 
already cost the US 
economy $97 billion. 

While agricultural 

pests garner the most me
dia attention, invasions 

are also an increasing 
problem in marine sys
tems, especially in coastal 
ecosystems. The US Fish 

processes that control in
vasion speed helps man

agers decide where, how, 

and how qUiclJy to act. 
Over the past several 
years, my colleagues (in
cluding Senior Scientist 
Hal Caswell and applied 
mathematicians Mark Kot 

from the University of 
Washington and Mark 

Lewis from the University 
of Utah) and I have been 
developing mathematical 

and Wildlife Service re- models of biological inva
Mike Neubert at his computer with the results of a simulated 

ports more than 200 ex
invasion displayed on the monitor. 

otic species in the San 
Francisco Bay area alone, with one 

new species invading the Bay Area 

estuaries every 12 weeks. Examples 
of marine invaders are dishearten
ingly easy to com~ by: 

• One of the more infamous freshwa
ter invaders, the zebra mussel 
(Dreissena polyrnorpha), was recently 

joined by a marine cousin attempting 
its own invasion along the Texas 

Coast. The brown mussel (Perna 

perna), native to Brazil, was first 
spotted in 1990 near Corpus Cristi 
and has since spread to cover over 
900 miles of the Gulf coast. Popula
tion sizes remain small, but studies 

are already underway to find ways to 
control their spread because of the 

damage they can do; their weight can 
sink offshore buoys. 

• Introduced in Nova Scotia circa 

• The green crab (Carcinus rnaenas), 

native to the European and North Af
rican Atlantic coasts, is a voracious 

consumer of many commercially 
valuable clams, oysters, and mussels. 
It is also an intermediate host of a 
parasitic worm that attacks shore
birds. Green crabs established a foot

hold in North America in the early 

1800s, but first appeared on the 
West Coast in San Francisco in 
1989. They are now spreading along 
the California, Oregon, and Wash
ington coasts. 

• An aquarium culture of the tropical 
green algae Caulerpa taxifolia was 

accidentally released near Monaco 
in 1984. Today it covers thousands 

of hectares of the northwest 
Mediterranean, overgrowing the 
native seaweeds and seagrasses that 

sions. These models, for

mulated using 
"integrodifference" equations, permit 
great flexibility in incorporating dis

persal distributions and demographic 
processes, and can be linked closely 

to empirical data. 
Here is an example of how an 

integrodifference equation model 
works. Imagine a population of an in
vasive mussel along a stretch of 

coast. Let's say that in the year 2000 
we measure the number of mussels 

per unit length of coastline at each 
spot on the coast. Now imagine that 
every mussel produces 10 offspring 
between 2000 and 2001, and then 
dies. Each of these offspring has a 
probability of moving to a different 

location. To predict the number of 
mussels per unit length of coastline 

in 2001 at a given location x, we take 
the number of offspring produced at 
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location y, multiply by the probability 
that they move to x, and add up the 
potential contributions from every lo
cation y along the coast.We repeat 

this process to determine the spatial 
distribution of mussels in year 2002 
from the distribution in year 200 J 

and so on.~· 

Of course, nature is not as simple 
as I have just described it. Individu
als within a population differ in their 
rates of survival, growth, develop
ment, and reproduction; the environ

ment varies from place to place and 
from year to year; and dispersal is de

termined by behavioral properties of 
the organism and phYSical transport 
processes. These factors combine to 
produce characteristic distributions 

of dispersal distance. One focus of 
our research is to understand the ef
fects of these real-world complica
tions. While incorporating such com

plexities into a mathematical model 
is relatively easy, analyzing the result
ing model is not. The art comes in ju

diciously eliminating the processes 
that are not important and incorpo
rating the remaining processes in a 
way that still permits analysis. 

Invasions by noxious pest species 
are not the only instances where 
population growth and spread are im
portant. The design of marine re

serves and of biological control pro
grams (introducing a predator to 
control the pest species) and the re
sponses of animal and plant home 

ranges to climate change all depend 
on rates of population growth and 
dispersal. We expect that our theo
retical work using integrodifference 

equation models will help applied 
scientists deal with these important 
ecological issues. 

Financial support for our efforts 
has come from the National Science 
Foundation; The Charles Davis 
Hollister Fund for Assistant Scien
tists; a Texaco Research Award in 
Science, Technology and Public 

Policy; and the Lawrence J. Pratt and 
Melinda M. Hall Endowed Fund for 

Interdisciplinary Research. 

.. With the probability of moving from y to 
x expressed as k(x,y) , the equation is: 

n,+\(x)= IOfn,(y)k(x,y) dy. 

Measuring the Smell of the Sea 
John W.H. Dacey, Associate Scientist, and EricJ. Hintsa, Assistant Scientist (Marine Chemistry & Geochemistry Dept.) 

T he oceans, covering 70 percent 
of Earth's surface, exert great in

fluence on the atmosphere. Ex
changes of heat, momentum, water, 

and gases across the sea surface play 
major roles in global climate and bio

geochemical cycling. Myriad pro
cesses influence the concentrations 

of gases dissolved in the surface wa
ters of the vast biological soup that is 
the ocean. Although some of these 
gases are present in only trace 
amounts in the atmosphere, they can 

play significant roles in the chemistry 
of the atmosphere. These small 

fluxes can be very important because 
of the extent of the ocean surface 
and because of the chemical proper
ties of the gases and their decompo
sition products in the atmosphere. 

Dimethylsulfide (DMS) is one of 

the more important gases formed in 
the surface ocean . It is the most 

abundant volatile sulfur compound 
in seawater, constituting about half 
of the global biogenic sulfur flux to 

the atmosphere. Though DMS oc
curs in the atmosphere at concentra
tions of only parts per trillion (typi

cally less than one-millionth the level 

of carbon dioxide), it is detectable by 
the human nose-in fact, it is the 

major component in what is com
monly known as "the smell of the 

sea." At higher concentrations in fish 
tissue, DMS can result in an offen
sive flavor. Salmon have been ren

dered unpalatable by feeding on 
salps (gelatinous animals) rich in 
dimethylsulfoniopropionate (DMSP), 

the precursor of DMS. 
DMSP is highly concentrated in 

the cells of many phytoplankton spe
cies and in algae that form symbiotic 
relationships with animals as phylo
genetically wide-ranging as pelagiC 
sarcodines, giant clams, and the 
polyps that form coral reefs. The bio

logical function of DMSP is unclear, 

though there is evidence that it plays 
a role in regulating salt balances in 
cells. Scientists think that healthy al

gal cells do not leak much DMSP or 
DMS, but that cell death, grazing by 
zooplankton, and viral attacks on 
phytoplankton cells can lead to me

chanical release of DMSP into the 
surrounding seawater and DMS pro
duction. In addition , bacterial me

tabolism of dissolved DMSP is a ma
jor mechanism for DMS production 

in seawater. 
Relatively high concentrations of 

DMS in surface water and relatively 

low concentrations in the atmo
sphere lead to universal flux of DMS 

from water to air. The amount of gas 
moving across the ocean surface de
pends not only on this difference in 
concentration, but also on the mo
tion of the ocean surface. Flux ulti
mately depends on molecular diffu

sion and interfacial turbulence 
created by shear between the wind 
and the sea surface. Various other 

wind-dependent sea state factors 
(such as wave height, swell, breaking 
waves, bubble entrainment, and sur-
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factants) also playa role in gas ex
change. Because these other factors 
can vary independently, it is hard to 
predict gas flux purely from wind 

speed to within a factor of two or so. 
It is this gap in understanding that 
drives the need for development of in 

situ measurement techniques. 
Measuring the gas flux directly is 

difficult, especially at sea. Obvious 
methods like enclosing the water sur
face with a chamber and measuring 

changes in the 
headspace have 
an immense ef

fect on turbu
lence at the wa
ter surface-
and they invali
date the flux 

measurement. 
DMS provides a 
unique opportu

nity to measure 
flux directly in 
the field be
cause the extent 
of its disequilib
rium with the 

atmosphere 
means that 

DMS presents a 
large gradient in 
the lower atmo
sphere, as it 
"boils" (in a 

sense) off the 

water surface. 

Oceanic petrels, 

samples in inert Teflon bags for 
analysis in the laboratory. Our mea
sured gradients, together with meteo

rological data from Wade McGillis 
and Jim Edson of the AOP&E De
partment, allow us to estimate the 

rate of DMS flux from surface 
water. These measurements will be 
used in models for atmospheric sul
fur, but they can also be applied to 
estimating the flux of other gases. By 
knowing both the flux and the con-

Direct,;7'A'''' ''''.' Algal 
DMSP 

the likely future The concentration of DMS in seawater is the result of a web of biological, physical , and 

chemical interactions. Its precursor, DMSP, is concentrated in certain species of algae, composition of 

which conveli it to DMS. However, most is degraded after I·e/ease into seawater by zoo the atmosphere. 

plankton grazing or cell disintegratton. DMS is consumed by bacteria and degraded photo
 Developing 
chemically. DMS also fluxes to the atmosphel'e, leading to the commonly perceived smell field-based 
of the sea. This "breath of the ocean" has important consequences for aerosol formation , 
cloud nucleation, and Earth 's heat balance. 

birds that fly far out to sea, find food 
by following plumes of DMS rising 
from areas of high biological activity. 

With initial funding from the Na
tional Science Foundation and the 
Andrew W. Mellon Foundation and 

current funding from the National 
Oceanic and Atmospheric Adminis

tration, we are gauging DMS flux by 
measuring its profile in the lower at
mosphere. We accumulate air 

centration difference between the at
mosphere and ocean, we can de

scribe transport in the surface 
microlayer where diffusion and 
small-scale transport are the keys to 

gas transfer. In a sense, we are using 
the lower few meters of the atmo

sphere to quantify the physics of the 
upper 100 microns of the ocean. 

DMS plays a major role in atmo
spheric chemistry and potentially in 

modulating global climate. One 
theory links the emission of volatile 
organic sulfur (mostly as DMS) 
from the ocean with the formation 

of cloud condensation nuclei. Since 
clouds reflect incoming solar radia
tion, they tend to limit the sun's 

warming effect on Earth 's surface, 
DMS may thus help to reduce the 
warming tendencies of SLlch trace 
greenhouse gases as carbon dioxide, 
nitrous oxide, and methane. Besides 

having these 
optical effects 
in the atmo

sphere, the oxi
dation products 
of DMS also 
contribute to 
the acidity of 
rain in certain 

environments. 
Given the 

vast extent of 
the sea surface, 
it is vitally im
portant to un
derstand the dy

namics of gas 
§ exchange across 
~ the ocean in or

k der to predict 

measurement 
techniques for 

specific gases allows us to improve 
models of gas exchange in general. 
These in turn lead to better models 
for atmospheric sulfur, which may be 
a key species in the evolution of the 
atmosphere, and to better predic

tions of how a large geophysical 
change like global warming might af

fect, and be affected by, the dynam
ics of important trace gases, includ
ing DMS itself. 
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Geology and Geophysics (G&G) Department sci
entists study the role of the oceans in past cli

mate change, the geologic structure and tectonics of 

ocean basins and their margins , and the composition 
and dynamics of Earth's mantle. There were 194 active 

awards in the Department during the year 2000 total
ing $11.1 million in funding. 

Two new Assistant Scientists were appointed in 
2000. Kai-Uwe Hinrichs came to WHOI as a Post
doctoral Fellow in John Hayes's lab in 1997 upon com
pleting studies at 

geochemically important trace elements among coex
isting minerals and silicate melts. Glenn's work fills a 

long-standing need in G&G for lab experiments at high 
lemperatures and pressures. 

With these two additions, the size of the resident 

Scientific Staff in G&G stands at 34. We currently 
also have 22 Technical Staff members, 17 graded and 
9 administrative staff, 23 MITI\VHOI Joint Program 
Ph.D. students, and II postdoctoral fellows, scholars, 
and investigators. Gerald Haug (Swiss Federal Insti

tute of Technology 
the University of Zurich), Roger Sum

Oldenburg in Ger mons (Australian 

many. His research Geological Survey) , 
focuses on the pres and Peter Molnar 
ence of and pro (University of Colo

rado) were apcesses mediated by 
microbial communi pointed Adjunct 
ties in marine sedi Scientists in 2000, 
ments. He is inter bringing the total of 
ested in a number of G&G adjunct ap
fundamental scien pointments to II. 
tific questions in Associate Scien
this area, including tists Delia Oppo and 
examining the role Dick Norris were 
of anaerobic oxida awarded tenure, Pe

Dave Sims, left, and pczt Hennessy launch a camera sled from Atlantis
tion of methane in ter Kelemen was 

during geophysical work on the East Pacific Rise in early 2000. 
marine sediments, 

testing hypotheses about the correlation of bottom wa


ter warming with the release of methane from marine 

gas hydrates, and exploring microbial and biogeochemi

cal processes within the deep sedimentary biosphere. 

The relationship between microbial life and geological 

processes is an important, emerging nevv interdiscipli


nary field in the earth sciences, and Kai's appointment 

gives the Department a strong presence in it. 


Glenn Gaetani, an experimental petrologist, com

pleted a Ph .D. at MIT in 1996, and subsequently held 
postdoctoral appointments at the California Institute 
of Technology and Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute . 
His research interests include experimental studies of 
geologic materials at high temperatures and pressures, 

the role of volatiles in the generation of magma in the 
upper mantle of the earth , and the distribution of 

promoted to Senior 
Scientist, and Technical Staff member Richard 

Krishfield was promoted to Research Specialist. 
Several Department members were recognized for 

their research accomplishments in 2000. The Adams 
Chair was awarded to Peter Kelemen effective January 

2001. G&G Joint Program student Mark Behn, whose 
advisor is Associate Scientist Jian Lin, was honored 
with a Best Student Paper Award by the American 
Geophysical Union. Two of WHOI's newly established 

Institutes are headed by G&G Department members: 
Senior Scientists Bill Curry and Susan Humphris were 
appointed Directors of the Ocean and Climate Change 
Institute and the Earth-Ocean Exploration Institute, 
respectively. 

-Robert S. Detrick, Department Chair 
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Understanding Earthquake Processes 
from the Bottom Up 

J. Gregory Hirth, Associate Scientist 

Rheology, from the Greek word 
rheas, meaning current, is the 

study of the flow of matter. It encom

passes processes as diverse as the 
way rocks break under high stress 
and the f1uidlike , ductile flow of ma
terial at high temperature. The rheol

ogy of rocks controls the dynamics of 
geological processes including earth
quakes, the migration of melt to vol
canoes, and the movement of fluids 
in hydrothermal vents . The relatively 
simple geologic history of oceanic 
spreading centers makes the oceans 
an ideal naturallaboratOlY for study
ing the rheology of rocks . 

One of my primary research goals 
is to understand the processes that 
control the strength of faults and 
the depth of earthquakes at Earth's 
plate boundaries. Along continental 
plate boundaries, such as the San 
Andreas Fault, earthquakes are re
stricted to depths of around 3 to 15 

Greg Hirth worhs at the microscope in his 
laboratory at the McLean building. 

14 

kilometers. Laboratory studies on 
rock strength indicate that a transi
tion from the unstable, "brittle" be

havior of rocks at shallow depths to 
stable, ductile flow of rocks at 
greater depths limits the depth of 
earthquakes. \Nith increasing depth, 
the brittle strength increases be
cause it takes more energy to open 
the cracks responsible for the defor

mation that results in earthquakes . 
At the same time, the increase in 
temperature with depth in the earth 
results in a dramatic decrease in the 
ductile strength of rocks. The region 

where the predicted strengths for 
these two processes converge, called 
the brittle-ductile transition, corre
sponds well with the maximum 

depth of earthquakes. 
While this simple model appears 

to explain the depth of earthquakes, 
its validity has been questioned by 
seismologists who believe that the 
stresses predicted by the laboratory 

data are significantly grea ter than 
those supported by faults. One major 
concern is that the laboratory data 
for the ductile flow of rocks must be 
extrapolated many orders of magni
tude. While a typical laboratory ex
periment takes one day, the same de
formation in the earth requires up to 
a million years. Fortunately, there are 

several ways to test the applicability 
of the experimental data under con
ditions appropriate for the earth. The 
f1uidlike ductile deformation of rocks 
at high temperature is accommo
dated by the movement of crystal de

fects called dislocations. Based on a 
combination of theory and experi
mental data, we can now use a mi

croscope to identify characteristic 
fabrics, or microstructures, preserved 
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Schematic diagram showing variation in 
strength with roch depth for the San 
Andreas Fault. Earthquahes occur in the 
seismogenic wne, where brittle deform
ation processes control strength. Below the 
brittle-ductile transition, viscous deform
ation mechanisms limit strength and result 
in fluidlihe , ductile flow. The strength in 
the ductile regime decreases with depth 
because increasing temperature enhances 
viscous deformation processes. 

in rocks when these dislocations 
were active during deformation. 

Therefore, by studying the micro
structures preserved in naturally de
formed fault rocks, we can constrain 
the stresses that occur during high
temperature flow. 

Rocks we recovered during an 
Ocean Drilling Program cruise to the 
Indian Ocean are ideal for this type 

of microstructural study. The unique 
style of faulting observed at slow 
oceanic spreading centers, such as 
the Southwest Indian Ridge, results 
in the rapid uplift of lower crustal 
rocks to the surface. The microscope 

photos opposite show examples of 
the deformation fabric s preserved in 
these rocks, as well as an unde
formed "precursor" of the same rock 
type. These rocks are good models 
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for testing experi indeed support 
mental predictions high stresses and 
of crustal strength that we must re
because they think the interpre
cooled rapidly tation of the 
upon exposure to stresses on faults 
seawater, resulting based on seismo
in preservation of !

L 

logical observa
their microstruc ~ t ions alone. Com
ture. In most con bined with 
tinental settings, continued empha
scientists find sis on understand-
similarly deformed ing the conditions 

Photographs tahen under a microscope show JO-millimeter-wide sections of rochs recov
ered during Ocean Drilling Program Leg 176 to the Southwest Indian Ridge. The photo 
at left shows the texture of an undeformed mdl, and the righthand photo shows a 
similar rock that exhibits high-strain deformation caused by ductile flow. 

rocks in layers of complicated moun
tain belts that often have been ex

posed to high temperatures for long 
periods of time, which modifies the 
microstructure. In addition, chemi
cal reactions that occur within these 

oceanic crustal rocks, called gabbros, 

provide evidence of the temperature 

at the time of deformation. The 
stress and temperature of deforma
tion determined by analyses of these 

gabbros agree very well with the pre
dictions of experimental data. This 
tells us that these oceanic faults do 

under which earthquakes occur in 

oceanic environments, these rheo
logical studies will help us under

stand the earthquake process along 
all plate boundaries. 

This work is sponsored by the Na
tional Science Foundation. 

From left, Matt Gould and John Bailey 
deploy the electromagnetic system's trans
mitter, assisted by Benoit St. Louis of the 
Geological Survey of Canada. A coil of 
wire inside the black plastic housing 
creates a magnetic field as current passes 
through it. 
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A New Geophysical Tool for 

Shallow-Water Surveying 


Rob. l. Evans, Associate Scientist 

C oastal and continental-shelf re

gions constantly evolve as estu
aries release new material that is 

deposited offshore and subsequently 
redistributed by ocean currents and 
waves. Some of these sediments are 

trapped in layers that we can map 
and study to determine their origin 
and evolution and infer the history of 
changes in sea level and hydrody
namic conditions. 

While traditional acoustic and 
seismic methods allow us to map 

seafloor layering, in general the tools 
available for shallow-water studies 
don't tell us about the physical prop
erties of sediment. The porosity of 
sediment, for example, is a physical 

property that can be linked to grain 
size and can shed light on the condi
tions under which the sediment was 

deposited. Coring can be used to ob
tain this information but, because it 

is cumbersome and time-consuming, 

it can only be carried out in a limited 
number of locations. \Mhat we need 
is a tool that can measure sediment 

porosity over large areas. 
In recent years , we have learned 

that we can quantify sediment types 
by exploiting their capacity to con
duct electrical current. In a mixture 
of seawater and sediment particles, 
the passage of electrical current oc

curs through the seawater. Thus the 
more seawater in a given volume of 

seafloor (that is , the more porous it 
is) the easier it is for current to flow. 
Though techniques exjst to measure 
electrical conductivity on land, there 
are relatively few pieces of equip

ment to do the same for the seafloor. 
Over the past four years, we have 

completed three surveys in areas of 
interest to the Office of Naval Re
search with a system developed by 
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Lawrie Law of the Geological Survey 

of Canada. Two of these areas, one 

off northern California and the other 

off New Jersey, have been the focus 

of a wide variety of research methods 

as part of the Strataform Program. 

This allows us to place our relatively 

new method in the context of more 

traditional sampling and imaging 

techniques. For example, we can 

compare depth profiles of porosity 

measured by the electromagnetic sys

tem with real porosity/depth profiles 

measured in core samples. 

With funding from the National 

Science Foundation, we are con

structing an electromagnetic system 

at WHOI that is perfectly comple

mentary to existing seismic reflection 

techniques and, in fact, is most 

drawing of the 
towed electromagnetic 
system as it is pulled along the 
seafloor at a depth of about 50 meters 
(J 65 feet). A transmitter generates magnetic 

powerful when used together with 

these and coincident coring pro

grams. During our most recent 

cruise, off North Carolina, we were 

able to collect coincident seismic 

and electromagnetic data lines, al

lowing us to readily interpret the two 

data sets in concert. 

In addition to the types of surveys 
we have already carried out, we are 

expanding the use of the system into 

new areas of research, including 

studies of groundwater discharge in 

coastal settings and understanding of 

the broad occurrence of gas hydrates 

on the seafloor. 
In one region off northern Califor

nia, our 1996 survey detected a 

region of surprisingly low seafloor 

fields at a suite offrequencies that can be measured by 

conductivity, with a high Iy variable 

spatial pattern. One suggestion is that 

these anomalies are caused by fresh 

groundwater seeping to the seafloor 

through fault systems. We now knovv, 

from high resolution seismic reflec

tion profiling carried out by Associate 

Scientist Neal Driscoll, that tectonic 

forces have warped the sedimentary 

layers in this region in a way that 

might provide the necessary paths for 

fluid migration. While this remains an 

hypothesis, the prospect that the elec

tromagnetic system could be used to 

constrain fluid discharge onto the sea

floor is intriguing. There is consider

able debate regarding the amounts of 

freshwater discharged onto the 

seafloor through submarine 

routes. In coastal set

tings, especially those 

that are heavily popu

lated, groundwater 

provides a major 

source of nutrients to 

the seafloor. Locally, 

on Cape Cod, the im

pact of increasing 

population and subse

quent nitrification of 

groundwater has al

ready had noticeable 

impacts on coastal 

ecosystems. Most geo

physical techniques 

are unable to distin

guish fresh pore water 

from saline, but elec

trical methods may 

provide a means of de

tecting the freshwater 

intrusion and also help 

us to understand the 

regional hydrology that 
controls how fluids are 

three receivers located at distances of 4, 13, and 40 meters (13,43, and 132 feet) behind it. The strength o.f the transferred from land 
recorded magnetic fields is a measure of the electrical condl[ctivity of the seafloor, a property closely related to to sea. . 
sediment porosity. TIle system makes measurements approximately every 10 meters (33 feet) along track, 

A July 2000 cruiseallowing researchers to build profiles of porosity over large areas of seafloor. At the frequencies transmitted, the 
surveyed an area offmagnetic fields decay more rapidly in the ocean than in the seafloor sediment. Each receiver records a ~ubset 

of the transmitted frequencies that optimize the measurement of seafloor conductivity. North Carolina where 
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a complex series of buried river chan
nels and shallow limestone outcrops 
are thought to play an integral role in 

the local hydrology. We collected a 
series of coincident electromagnetic 
and seismic lines, and will soon be

gin work on integrating the two data 
sets. In addition, the Rinehart 
Coastal Research Center is sponsor
ing land-based surveys in an effort to 

link offshore structures with those 
beneath the present day beach. 

There is growing interest in gas 
hydrates, solids composed of cages of 

water molecules that trap methane. 
They occur under certain pressure 
and temperature conditions, both at 

the seafloor and buried within sea
floor sediments. Their presence, sta
bility, and abundance have important 
ramifications for the global carbon 
budget (and hence for climate 

change), for estimates of potential 

energy resources, and for the stability 
of the continental shelf. 

Additionally, hydrate mounds on 
the seafloor are associated with dy
namic fluid migration processes that 
are akin to the hydrothermal vents 
found on mid-ocean ridges . Very 

little is known about shallow hydrate 

distributions within the seafloor and 
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Coincident electromagnetic (top) and chirp seismic data (bottom) collected off 
North Carolina. The three curves representing the electromagnetic data are 
apparent porosities, one for each receiver. The data from the 4-meler receiver 
(green) average over about 2 meters of seafloor, while those from the 40-f11eter 
receiver sense deeper, to around 20 meters depth. The seismic data show several 
clear features: a broad channel-like feature and a limestone block Cit about 
3 kilometers along tracl,. As the electromagnetic system enters the channel, 
porosities on the 4-meter and 13-meter receivers generally increase. The sharp 
drop in porosity in the 40-met.er-receiver data between 2.5 and 3.2 kilometers 
results from the lower porosity of the limestone block. 

how they are linked with fluid migra matically lower than normal, again 
tion and faulting. Evidence indicates suggesting that the tovved electro
that the electrical conductivity of hy magnetic system might be used to 

drate-bearing seafloor should be dra- map shallow hydrate distributions. 

Atlantis crew members conduct a firehose drill during Voyage 3, Leg 47, for geophysical work on the East Pacific Rise in early 2000. 
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R esearch in the Department of Marine Chemistry 
and Geochemistry (MCG) involves the study of 

chemical processes in the ocean and chemical fluxes 

to and from the oceans. Many oceanic geochemical 
processes operate over time scales of a few days to mil

lions of years, and researchers use a variety of labora
tory and field-based tools to understand them. The re
search projects often 

gram Ph.D. students and 9 postdoctoral researchers. 
We worked with 5 Summer Student Fellows during 

2000, and MCG staff taught 6 graduate courses as 
part of the MITIWHOI JOint Program. 

There were a number of important personnel 

changes in 2000. Fred Sayles officially retired at the 
end of the year, after 32 years at WHOl, but , fortu

nately, is continuing his 
focus on the mechanisms research programs and is 
and rates of chemical as active as ever. Ken 
transport at major ocean Buesseler was promoted 
boundaries and range to Senior Scientist and 
from river chemistry to Bernhard Peucker

the chemical influences Ehrenbrink to Associate 
of microbes living in the Scientist. Three new As
deep sea. Ongoing re sistant Scientist appoint
search projects also in ments bring important re

clude upper ocean bio search interests to the 

geochemical cycles, Department. Matt 
organic geochemical Charette studies ground

transformations, seafloor water fluxes to the ocean 

hydrothermal circulation, using nutrient, trace 
photochemistry, atmo metal , and radionuclide 

spheric chemistry, marine measurements. Konrad 
aerosols, the sediment Hughen employs high
ocean interface, mantle resolution sedimentKatrina Edwards uses the hood in her lab to work. with samples. 
geochemistry, extraterres


trial fluxes to the oceans and atmosphere, anthropo

genic contaminants , and remote sensing of the oceans. 


MCG Scientific and Senior Technical Staff mem
bers submitted 117 proposals and participated in 115 
actively funded projects in the year 2000, including a 
number started and augmented with internal WHOI 
funds. MCG scientists participated in national and 

international programs such as the World Ocean Cir
culation Experiment, Earth Observing System, Ocean 
Drilling Program, Ridge Inter-Disciplinary Global Ex

periments, and Joint Global Ocean Flux Study, whose 
national administrative office is housed in MCG under 
the supervision of Ken Buesseler. 

At the end of 2000, there were 22 Scientific Staff 
members , 4 Scientists Emeriti, 19 Technical Staff 

members, 6 graded staff, 6 administrative support 
staff, 4 Adjunct Scientists, and 1 Adjunct Oceanogra

pher. In addition, there were 18 MITIWHOI Joint Pro-

geochemistry to under

stand rapid climate change over the last glacial cycle. 
Chris Reddy applies organic geochemical methods to 

studies of the fate and transformation mechanisms of 
pollutants in the marine environment. Matt and Chris 
were previously postdoctoral researchers in MCG, and 
Konrad came from a postdoctoral position at Harvard 
University. Steve Pike was promoted to Research Asso

ciate II, and Cyndy Chandler was promoted to Infor
mation Systems Associate II. 

MCG congratulated Joint Program graduate Anne 

Pearson, who received MIT's prestigious Carl-Gustav 
Rossby Prize for best Ph .D. thesis of the year. The 
high-profile journals Science and Nature featured cover 
articles by Katrina Edwards on microbes living in ex
treme environments and by Matt Charette and Ken 
Buesseler on the role of iron in stimulating surface 

ocean productivity. 
-Mark D. Kurz, Department Chair 
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Hydrothermal Vent Microbes Draw Energy from Solid Minerals 


T here are still many mysteries re
garding the animal communities 

that thrive in darkness around hydro

thermal vents along the mid-ocean 
ridge. Microbes at the bases of these 
communities' food chains use inor

ganic compounds 
for energy in a 
chemosynthetic 
sys tem rather than 
using light in a 

photosynthetic sys
tem more familiar 

to us on land and 
in the upper layer 
of the ocean. 

Scientists as

sessing the poten
tial for primary 
biomass produc

tion in hydrother
mal ecosystems 
have principally fo
cused on microor

ganisms that ob
tain their energy 
from dissolved inor

ganic compounds 

such as hydrogen 
sulfide, methane, 
and hydrogen. 
Howeve r, there 'is also an enormous 

amount of chemical energy available 
in the form of solid minerals such as 

pyrite (FeS2), chalcopyrite (FeCuS2), 
and sulfur (S). Microbial degradation 

of minerals at the seafloor may also 
contribute to accelerated rates of 
mineral transformations , resulting in 
unknown fluxes of chemicals to and 
from the oceans. 

Although it is easier for microbes 

to draw energy from aqueous or dis
solved energy sources, culturing 

studies undertaken by WHOI biolo
gist Carl Wirsen and others indicated 
that certain sulfur-OXidizing bacteria 

Schematic illustration of a seafloor hydrothermal vent environment. Microorganisms use 
dissolved inorganic compounds such as hydrogen sulfide for energy in both high- and 
low-temperature venting environments. Scientists also find sulfide mineral production at 
other vent components including chimney structures, brecciated rubble (fragmented 
rock), and fine-grained mineral particulutes that "rain out" in chimney plumes. 

Katrina Edwards, Assistant Scientist 

can grow on solid minerals as the 
only source of energy. However, the 

extent of this process at the seafloor, 
the rates and products of mineral oxi
dation, and the identity of all the mi

crobes involved were still unknown. 

In July 2000, with funding from 
the Mellon Foundation , Postdoctoral 
Investigator Tom McCollom and I 

joined an Atlantis research voyage to 

the Juan de Fuca Ridge off the 
\Vashington/Oregon coast to try to 
determine the size, extent , and diver
sity of mineral-oxidizing microbes as
sociated with hydrothermal vent sul
fides. Diving in Alvin, we began by 

collecting rock samples in order to 
determine the genetic relationships 
of microbial populations associated 

with them. This work is ongoing with 
recent funding from the National 
Science Foundation. Then, working 

in the ship's laboratory, we trans
ferred microbes from the samples 

collected to solid mineral substrates 
and observed their growth in this 
"enriched" environment. \JVith help 
from Carl W'irsen, we have deter

mined that some 
of our enrichments 
are chemauto
trophic (that is, 

they manufacture 
food from carbon 

dioxide), which 
suggests we are on 
the right tracle We 
are now working 

to obtain pure 
cultures of min
eral-oxidizers from 
the mixtures. 

In order to as
sess the degree to 
which natural 

~ populations of mi
~ crobes may prefer
~ entially select min

erals of different 

composition or 
crystal structure, 
we also placed ex

periments at the 
vent site using a variety of mineral 
substrates. Associate Scientist Meg 
Tivey retrieved them for us during an 
Alvin dive two months later. 'vVe were 

surprised to learn that certain of our 

substrates were apparently colonized 
by an abundance of iron-oxidizing 
bacteria-surprised because the 
amount of energy available from iron 
oxidation at vent sites with a neutral 
pH is vanishingly low, making it an 

unlikely growth substrate at the sea
floor. In addition, these types of iron 

bacteria have previously only been 
observed to grow from aqueous iron 
sources, not by directly oxidizing a 
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Oxidized piece of sulfide rubble collected along the Endeavor segment of the Juan de 
Fuca Ridge off the northwestern US coast. The unoxidized sulfide is dark grey to black, 
and the rusty orange color results from oxidation of iron to form the secondary ferric 
iron minerals that coat this rock. The two scanning electron micrographs at right depict 
surface areas of a sulfide the author and colleagues placed on the seafloor for two 
months. The upper right image reveals the highly porous nature of the surface; the 
pores are the dark, angular holes. Abundant secondary minerals are also evident in this 
image, appearing as surface debris. A closer look at some of this material (lower right) reveals that much of it has a very specific 
morphology characteristic of iron-oxide stalks produced by the iron-bacteria. Large accumulations of these stalks give rise to the 
rusty orange coating evident in the photo above. The U-shaped bacterial cell that is marked with an arrow produced the stalk. 

Model of Sulfide-Surface Colonization by Iron Bacteria 
1) Upon initial emplacement of the 
reaction vessels on the seafloor, the flUid at 
the surfaces is that of the surrounding, 
well-oxygenated seafloor. Thus initial 
colonizing bacteria will be aerotolerant 
(oxygen-loving) .2) Oxygen consumption 
by the initial colonizers drives down oxygen 
levels in areas where free exchange with 
seawater is restricted, such as within pits. 
3) Lowered oxygen levels provide ideal 
conditions for colonization by 
microaerotolerant bacteria (those needing 
less oxygen), such as iron-bacteria, which 
begin to produce stalks. 4) The production 
of abundant iron-oxide stalks (Fe3+) 
further restricts free fluid exchange, 
resulting in a chemically stratified region 
near surfaces where reduced iron and 
sulfur (Fe2+, S-) diffuse up due to mineral 
dissolution, and oxygen (0) diffuses in 
from seawater. As a consequence, the 
entire surface may become suitable for 
colonization by microaerotolerant iron
oxidizing bacteria. 
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mineral surface, and to survive only 

in low-oxygen environments . 

On cl oser in spection, we found 

that the bacteria were colonizing spe

cific mineral types. They preferred 

highly reac tive minerals, that is , 

those that are most soluble, and 

those that are significantly porous. 

This suggests that restrictive pore 

spaces are first colonized by microor

ganisms that need more m.)'gen, thus 

reducing pore-space oxygen levels to 

conditions favoring succeeding colo

nies of iron-oxidizing bacteria. 

Our observation that these bacte

ria show preference for certain min

erals over others indica tes that their 

growth is being supported by mineral 

dissolution , an importan t new finding 

given the ubiquity of iron-sulfide de

posits in hydrothermal vent areas. 

We expec t that this process is wide

spread, significantly impacting min

eral weathering and primary produc

tion . We look forward to examining 

other seafloor hydrothermal vent 

sites to verify this hypothesis. 

New Techniques Define Combustion Product 


Atmospheric levels of carbon di

oxide have markedly increased 

since the beginning of the Industrial 

Revolution in the 1800s. Conse

quen tly, concern about the effects of 

burning carbon-based fuels on global 

climate has focused considerable at

tention on this 

human activity. 

While fossil fuel 

utili zation has 

been heavily im

plicated, there are 

other combustion

derived sources of 

atmospheric car

bon dioxide, and 

ca rbon dioxide is 

Researchers firs t 
drove 5,000 pounds 
(2,250 kilos) of cor
ing equipment (in
cluding the cata ma
ran at right-in 
pieces) fro m Woods 
Hole to Grand Por
ta ge, Minnesota. Next they transported it 
by ferry to Tsle Royale in Lake Superio r, 
and then they backpacked, dragged, and 
pushed it on a dozen round trips each on 
a mile-long treh to Lake Sishiwit. Team 
members included, above, Jim Broda and 
Greta Hovelsrud- Broda, and, a t right get
ting the boat off on its first trip (from 
left), Brya n Benitez-Nelso n, Peter Saue r, 
Jim Broda, and Chris Reddy. 

Signatures in Sediments 
Timothy I. Eglinton, Associate Scientist 

not the only product of combustion 

released to the environment (see fi g

ure on page 22). Burning vegetation 

(biomass) for fuel, "slash and bum" 

clearing of land for agriculture and de

velopment, and spontaneous fires that 

ignite during dry periods are also im

portant combus

tion processes. 

Additional com

bustion products 

of environmental 

concern include 

nitrou s oxides, 

sulfur dioxide, 

soot, and polycy

clic aromatic hy

drocarbons 

(PAH). Several of 

these species 

(such as sulfur di

oxide and soot) may also play an im

portant role in climate change, while 

others (such as PAH) impact environ

mental quality through their toxico

logical properties. 

It is important, therefore, to distin

guish and quantify emissions from dif

ferent combustion processes. Devel

oping temporal records that document 

amounts and sources of combustion 

products will help us assess past and 

present emissions and predict future 

trends . Because carbon dioxide and re

lated gaseous combustion species are 

ephemeral , and direc t measurements 

of atmospheric carbon dioxide only 

span the last few decades, it is impor

tant to find other products of combus

tion that leave longe r-term records of 

pas t variability. 

The PAH are good candidates . 
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These compounds are usually ad
sorbed to particles both in the atmo
sphere and the water column and be
come sequestered in sediments and 
soils (see figure), where they may re
side indefinitely. Down-core studies of 

PAH in sediments can thus provide 
records of combustion inputs to the 
environment. However, combustion of 

any fuel will produce some PAH, so 
their molecular distributions are not 
sufficiently unique to provide infor
mation on combustion sources. 

One definitive way to distinguish 
between fossil fuel (coal, oil, and 
natural gas) and biomass inputs is via 
radiocarbon (carbon 14) measure
ments. The approximately 5,700 year 
half-life of this natural radioisotope is 
ideal because it yields a sharp contrast 
betvv'een fossil-fuel-derived carbon 

(formed many millions of years ago, 

and therefore exhihiting a very old car

hon 14 age) and biomass carbon 
(formed over the last few years to few 

De 
Qfr ,

poslbon 
Wet 

Deposition 

Sources and pathways of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH) to aquatic sediments. 

centuries, and hence exhibiting a 
modern carbon 14 age). Making car
bon 14 measurements on individual, 
trace organic compounds such as 
PAH presents significant technical 

challenges that my colleagues and I 
have only recently overcome. The 
successful development of analytical 
methodologies for compound-spe

cific , carbon 14 analysis would not 
have been possible without the dedi

cation and skills of members of the 
National Ocean Sciences Accelerator 

Mass Spectrometry (NOSAMS) Fa
cility at WHOI. 

Their technical advance paved the 
way for a National Science Founda
tion-funded project to develop the 
first carbon 14 record for atmospheric 
PAH deposition. Others involved in 
this work include Postdoctoral 
Scholar (now Assistant Scientist) 

Chris Reddy, JOint Program graduate 
students Ann Pearson and Ana Lima, 
and Li Xu and Ann McNichol from 

the NOSAMS Facility. We selected 
Siskiwit Lake on Isle Royale, Lake Su
perior, for this preliminary investiga
tion because of its remoteness from 
major urban or industrialized centers 
and because it is a designated wilder

ness area where the use of motorized 
equipment is restricted. (It also has 
the distinction of being the largest 

lake on the largest is
land in the world's larg
est freshwater lake!) As 
a result, atmospheric 
PAH deposition there 
reflects regional rather 

than local emissions, 
providing a more repre
sentative picture of 
combustion activities 
on the North American 

continent. 
This SCientifically 

ideal site presented 

significant logistical 
challenges. Of particu
lar note was the back

packing of more than 
5,000 pounds (2,250 
k.ilograms) of gear, in

cluding a dismantled 
pontoon boat, for sev
eral miles to the lake 
side, and the use of a 

manually operated 
winch to repeatedly deploy and re
cover the some 300-pound coring de

vice at water depths of about 120 feet 
(36 meters)1 Despite these hurdles, 

several sediment cores were success
fully recovered from the center of the 
lake in summer 1998 and returned to 
WHOI for analysis. 

For purposes of this study, PAH 
were divided into two groups: those 
with an unequivocal combustion ("py
rogenic") source, and perylene. 
Perylene is thought to derive from 

chemical transformations within soils 
anel/or sediments, although its precise 
origin remains uncertain. Sedimentary 
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abundances of PAH systematically in
crease in concentration from the early 
1800s through the mid 20th century 
(see figure below). Though we were 
unable to recover the uppermost lay

ers of sediment reflecting the most re
cent deposition history, the trend in 

the data is highly cons istent with in
creasing human exploitation of car
bon-based energy resources during 
the Industrial Revolution. Note that 

the concentration profile for perylene 
differs significantly from that of pyro
genic PAH. 

Carbon 14 abundances of the PAH 

are expressed in terms of "fraction 
modern," where a value of 1 is equiva
lent to 100 percent modem carbon, 
and 0 corresponds to 100 percent fos
sil carbon. Carbon 14 measurements 
on pyrogenic PAH yielded a fraction 
modern value of about 0.9 in the early 

1800s, and decreased to about 0.5 in 
the mid-1900s . This trend is consis
tent with increasing utilization of fos

sil fuels over this time period. 
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Despite this overall concurrence with 
fossil fuel utilization trends, the frac
tion modern value for the pyrogenic 
PA.H in the uppermos t portion of the 

core (c irca 1950) is surprisingly high. 
This interval coincided with the maxi
mum utiliza tion of coa l as an 

energy source, after which oil and gas 
became the preferred fuels. Despite 
this dominance of coal combustion, 
the PAH carbon 14 results imply 

that biomass burning was an equally 
important source of PA.H to the 
Siskiwit Lake watershed. Potential 
biomass-derived PAH inputs include 

natural forest fires , domestic wood 
burning, charcoal barbecues, cigarette 

smoke, etc. 
The carbon 14 profile for pelylene 

contrasts sharply with the other PAH, 
shovving a slight increase in fraction 
modern toward the top of the core, in
dicating that perylene's origin is dis

tinct from the other PAH. This is con

sistent with the theory that this 
compound forms after deposition. 
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Down-core profiles show the concentrations (left) and rodiocarbon content (rig ht, 
expressed as "fractio n modern ") of combustion-derived ("pyrogenic") PAH and perylene 
in Siskiwit Lake sediments. Note approximate chronology for this sediment record 
between the two plots. 

Aboard the catamaran , Chris Reddy 
monitors the CPS system for precise 
location of sediment cores. 

These results have Significant im
plications for how we attribute differ
ent combustion sou rces to the overall 
increase in PAH deposited over the 

past 200 years. The data provide di
rect evidence that both fossil and 
modern carbon sources are important 

precursors for pyrogenic PAH depos
ited in the environment. Our molecu

lar carbon 14 app roach provides a 
new means for quantitatively appor
tioning inputs from each source. The 
Siskiwit Lake study is only a first step 

toward developing a global picture of 
past and present combustion inputs to 

the environment. Vie are targeting fu
ture research toward more detailed 
temporal studies that will better de
fine the emission curve. We anticipate 
that similar down-core investigations 
in sediments from a range of geo

graphic locations will allow construc
tion of historic, global PAH budgets 

and provide a basis for comparison of 
Northern versus Southern Hemi
sphere emissions. 
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T he Physical Oceanography Department includes 
scientists who study broad-scale, general ocean 

circulation on time scales from seasonal to decadal and 
longer, the role of the ocean in climate variability, and 
processes affecting water mass formation such as mix
ing and air-sea interac
tion. Department in
vestigators make 
fundamental observa
tions of the ocean, 
spanning the globe 
from the Arctic to the 
Antarctic, from the 
coastal ocean to the 
deep sea, and from the 
surface layer to the 
ocean bottom. 

We have strength
ened our department 
in the area of Arctic 
processes, models, and 
observations during the 
past year with appoint
ment of Andrey 
Proshutinsky as Associ
ate Scientist. Andrey 
comes to WH0 I from 
the University of 
Alaska and the Arctic 
and Antarctic Research 
Institute in St. Peters
burg, Russia. He is 
both establishing his 
own Arctic research 
program and serving as 

Ray Schmitt explains the moored profiler during a visit to WHOI by 
US Senators and their staffs in March 2000. 

the Institution's Arctic Coordinator, with the objective tember 2000. During her 34 years in our department, 
of catalyzing new efforts for further understanding of Susan was instrumental in developing techniques for 
the Arctic region. Postdoctoral Scholar Claudia processing current meter data, from entering long lists 
Cenedese was named Assistant Scientist in 2000. Her of numbers by hand in the early days to massaging 
research interests focus on oceanic eddies and their in today's digital recordings. 
teractions with topography; her principal tools include -Terrence M. Joyce, Department Chair 

rotating tables and video imagery analysis in the Geo
physical Fluid Dynamics laboratory located at the 
Coastal Research Laboratory. 

With these appointments, Phil Richardson's retire
ment, and the departure of Steve Anderson during the 

year, the Scientific 
Staff in Physical 
Oceanography remains 
constant at 33. Phil 
continues to work in 
the community as a 
Scientist Emeritus, and 
Steve is pursuing sci
ence in the business 
sector. Other changes 
include the promotions 
of Karl Helfrich and 
Steve Lentz to Senior 
Scientist, Dave Hosom 
to Principal Engineer, 
and Dick Limeburner 
to Senior Research 
Specialist. 

Department Admin
istrator Karin Bohr re
tired in December af
ter 22 years at WHOI, 
and Maryanne Wray 
became the new De
partment Administrator 
early in 200 I . 

Finally, we are sad 
to report the passing of 
long-time employee 
Susan Tarbell in Sep
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Tidal Mixing on the Continental Shelf 


A nyone standing on the banks of 

the Cape Cod Canal can ob
serve the waterway's fast-moving 
tidal currents, These fluctuating cur

rents also occur on the continental 
shelf and in the deep ocean where 
they are "veaker-but nonetheless 
energetic-compared to steady 
ocean currents like the Gulf Stream, 
With this large tidal input of energy, 
there is the intriguing 
possibility that the tides 

might help drive the 
large-scale ocean circu
lation. Until recently it 
was thought that loss of 
tidal energy occurred in 

shallow coastal seas 
without influencing 
open ocean circulation, 
However, recent satellite 
observations and mea

surements of mixing in 
the open ocean indicate 
that a significant frac
tion of the tidal energy is 
lost out into the deeper 

ocean, where it stirs the 
seawater, causing verti
cal mixing of heat and salt. 

This is important because large 
scale ocean chculation depends cru
cially on vertical mixing. The large 
scale circulation carries warm water 
to polar regions, where it loses heat 

to the cold atmosphere, cooling the 
surface water. This leads to an un
stable situation--denser water above 
lighter water-Clnd eventually the 
dense water sinks to the bottom of 
the ocean. The cold, dense water 
then travels back toward the equator 
at depth. Finally, some means of 
mixing this dense water back toward 
the surface at lower latitudes must 
close the circulation loop , But what 
external source of energy aceom-
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plishes this mixing, moving denser 
"vater up and lighter water down 
against the action of gravity? 

The tides could be the source of 
energy that generates this mixing, In 
shallow water, the tidal currents cause 
mixing by creating a turbulent layer 
near the bottom as they flow over the 
seabed. In deeper water, the currents 
are not strong enough to generate 

Sonya Legg works at her laptop in the Clark Laboratory, 

mixing directly through th is process. 
Mixing is only possible if the shear
the vertical gradient of the current
is strong enough, but the tides are, for 
the most part, uniform with depth, 
and have no shear, However, sheared 

currents can be generated when the 
tidal flow crosses a "bumpy" seabed, 

composed of submClrine canyons and 
ridges. As the tidal current flows over 
a rise, it pushes the denser water up 
from below and over that rise . Gravity 
tends to pull the denser water down 
again on the other side of the rise, 
and th end result is that underwater 

waves are generated at the rise . Since 
these waves are driven by the tides, 
they oscillate at the tidal frequency 

and are known as internal tides, Un
like the more familiar surface tides, 

they are associated with sheared cur
rents-currents that change with 
depth. These waves can travel away 
from the topographic feature where 
they were created, or they can inter
act with other waves or the ocean 
bottom and break (as a wave breaks 
on the beClch), leading to local mix

ing. In order to under
stand the mixing gener

ated by tides we need to 
know how much of the 
tidal energy is converted 
to internal tide energy, 
and how much of it goes 
into mixing, 

WHOIoceanogra
phers have recently 

measured mixing gener
ated by bumpy topogra
phy near the Mid-Atlan
tic Ridge (where the 

complex seafloor is full 
of fracture zones) and on 
the continental slope 
(where the topography is 
much simpler). The con

tinental slope region studied by Kurt 
Polzin, John Toole, and Ray Schmitt 
consists of a concave slope punctu
ated by canyons and ridges with fairly 
regular spacing, Vertical mixing is ob

served to be strongest in the canyons. 
The relative simplicity of the topogra

phy in this region makes it an ideal 
starting point for investigations of the 
mixing generated by tides flowing 
over bumpy topography. Computer 
models are a useful tool for these in
vestigations: They can simulate the 
waves generClted as the tide flows 

over the topography and help to ex
plain and fill in the gaps in measure
ments made in the field, 

Computer simulCltions of the flow 
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in this region show the canyons and 
ridges playa very important role in 
determining the structure of the mo
tion generated by the tides. The 
component of the tide that flows on 
and off the shelf (called the cross
shelf tide) generates an internal tide 
at the shelf break. This internal tide 
energy travels away from the shelf, 
towards the deep ocean, and down 
towards the ocean bottom. If there 
were no ridges and canyons, the in
ternal tide would have a large verti
cal scale, and carry energy off to the 
deep ocean without any mixing (see 
figure A above). However, with the 
canyons and ridges, the wave reflects 
off the bottom in a region of bumpy 

topography, and the reflected wave 
exhibits "wiggles" on smaller horizon
tal and vertical scales (see figure B). 
These smaller-scale structures were 
also found in the observations, and 
since smaller vertical scales imply 
more rapid variations in currents 
with depth, they are more likely to 
lead to the instabilities that generate 
mixing. The along-slope tidal cur
rents flow over the ridges, generating 
internal tides near the ridge tops. 
Because the canyon/ridge height dif
ference is relatively large, the inter
nal tide energy is concentrated in a 
narrow path, with strong current 
shear. The strong along-slope tide 
causes some local mixing on the 

downstream side of each ridge. 
Hence the computer simulations 
show that ridge-canyon topography is 
important in generating small-scale 
sheared currents and local mixing, 
which would be absent on a smooth 
slope. The net mixing generated by 
the tides therefore depends on the 
roughness of the ocean bottom. 

The next steps in this research are 
to quantify the amount of energy 
transmitted into the internal wave 
field, and lost to local mixing, and 
compare this with observations from 
other continental slope regions. 

This study is funded by the Office 
of Naval Research. 
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Overflows and the Thermohaline Circulation 


T he renewal of water in the deep 
ocean is due (in most places) 

mainly to a very slow overturning cir

culation associated with the pole-to
equator temperature difference that 
characterizes Earth's climate. The 

descending branch of this 
thermohaline (heat- and 
salt-induced) circulation 

occurs at high latitudes, 
particularly in marginal 
seas, where ocean cooling 

is sufficient to produce 
water dense enough to 
sink to the seafloor. The 

ascending branch of the 
thermohaline circu lation 
appears to be distributed 
over much broader regions 

of the subtropical and 
tropical oceans where wa

ter slowly upwells toward 
the surface and is warmed 
by a gen tle, but persistent, 

mixing of heat absorbed 
near the sea surface. 

So far as we know, this 

circulation is fairly steady 

from year to year, but many 
different paleo records indi
cate that periods of signifi
cant climate change-for 
example during the onset 

and demise of glacial maxima-can 
alter the thermohaline circulation. 
An important goal for today's ocean 

and climate science is to understand 
and eventually predict the role of the 
oceans' thermohaline circulation in 
Earth's climate. 

As one part of this large effort we 
are working towards improved under

standing of the physical processes 
that contribute to the production of 
deep water in the Norwegian

Greenland Sea. N ew, deep water 
there flows into the northern North 
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Atlan tic through two main gaps in 
the Greenland-Iceland-UK ridge: the 

Denmark Strait between Greenland 
and Iceland, and a narrow passage 
between the Faroe Islands and Scot

land called the Faroe Bank Channel. 

Schematic of the exchange between the northern North Atlantic and 
the Norwegian and Greenland Seas. Currents that are depicted as 
smooth, narrow, well-defined streams, such as the North Atlantic 
Current, are in reality unsteady and highly contorted. 

The dense water currents overflow
ing these gaps are some of the stron

ges t bottom currents found in the 
oceans, and they are of great interest 

to physica l oceanographers, marine 
geologists, and paleoceanographers. 

The objective of an intensive sum
mer 2000 survey of the Faroe Bank 
Channel overflow was to observe the 
area's currents and the hydrographic 

fields (that is, temperature and salin
ity distribution ) with our colleagues 

Tom Sanford and James Girton (Uni
versity of Washington) and Mark 

Prater (University of Rhode Island). 

We had hoped to conduct our 
work from \iVHOJ's RN Oceanus, 
but as no US research vessels 
were scheduled to be in the northern 

North Atlantic during June, the 
optimum time for our 
project, the National Sci
ence Foundation arranged 
for us to use the large UK 

research ship RRS Dis
covery. It can be more 

than a little daunting to 
mount a complex and de

manding research project 
from an unfamiliar ship, 

but we found Discovery to 
be an excellent research 
platform-and, as we en
countered unusually 

stormy weather, we were 

fortunate to be on a ship 
the size of Discovery for 
the 30-day voyage. 

At some 220 sites we 

~ lowered a sensor and wa
c3 ter sampling package to 

~ the seafloor to measure 
~ temperature, conductiv

ity (fo r salinity), and oxy

gen , and to collect water 
samples for nu trient con
centration studies. The 

sensor sampling package also carried 
acoustic Doppl er profilers to mea
sure horizontal currents through the 

wa ter column. Another, complemen
tary technique for measuring cur

rents involved deployment of just 
over 100 expendable current 
profilers (XCPs). These instruments 

fall through the water column and 
measure the electric field induced 
by the flow of seawater, which is a 

conductor by virtue of dissolved 

salts , through the earth's magnetic 
field. The XCP can measure cur
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increase of salinity, 
and a decrease in oxy

8 gen concentration, in

7 dicating that the 
6 changes in overflow 
5 water properties are 
4 

3 due in large part to 

2 mixing with the 
warmer, saltier, and 

o less oxygenated North 
-1 

Atlantic water over
head. Just how this 
mixing occurs is an 
important issue to be 

50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 learned from these 
Distance (kilometers) data since mixing of 

A section of temperature made along the path of the Faroe this sort must be in
Bank Channel overflow. The right side of this figure is in cluded in models of 
the Norwegian-Greenland Sea, and the left side in the the overflow currents. 
northem Atlantic. Color indicates temperature with cold 

A sample of cur(blue) waters flOWing mainly right to left, while warm 
(reddish) waters flow left to right. 

rents to within a meter or two of the 
seafloor (a region not readily 

sampled by acoustic methods) and 
thus make useful observations 
within the bottom boundary layer, 
where turbulent mixing is expected 
to be most important. 

We believe this suite of current 
data, when combined with the exten
sive hydrography and nutrient data 

also collected, will lead to the most 
detailed physical description of the 
Faroe Bank Channel ·overflow that 

has been possible to date. Our analy
sis is just beginning, but we can al
ready see a few interesting features 
of the overflow currents and hydrog
raphy of the area. 

Along the path of the overflow 
current (figure above) the tempera
ture of the deepest (and densest) 
overflow water changes in what ap

pears to be a gradual manner from 
about -1°C within the Faroe Shet

land Trough to about 3°C a hundred 
kilometers or so to the west of the 

Faroe Bank Channel. This change in 
temperature is accompanied by an 

rents measured by 
XCP along a narrow 

section across the overflow shows 

dominant northwestward flow of cold 
water at depth and eastward flow of 
warmer North Atlantic water at shal
lower depths (above about 500 
meters depth). The cold westward 
flow is Faroe Bank Channel overflow, 
and the eastward flow is a compen
sating movement of warm North At

lantic water back into the Norwe
gian-Greenland Sea. Once this North 
Atlantic water cools sufficiently by 
heat loss to the atmosphere, it in 
turn flows out of the Norwegian
Greenland Sea as part of the cold 
overflow (the descending branch of 
the thermohaline circulation). We 

observed the overflow current to be 
comparatively steady (though by no 
means strictly so), while the warm 
North Atlantic inflow varied quite a 
lot from one section to the next. 

The overflow layer appears to have 
two distinct boundary layers at this 
section. The lower boundary layer 

(adjacent to the seafloor) shows a 
pronounced decrease of speed with 
increasing depth (though even with 

XCP data we cannot obsenre the very 
thin layer within which the current 
speed vanishes). The observed 
change of current with depth in this 
bottom boundary layer provides some 
useful evidence of the bottom stress 
on the overflow, about an order of 

magnitude larger than a nominal 
wind stress on the sea surface_ A 
boundary layer is also evident on the 
upper surface of the overflow layer 
within which there is also strong 
variation of the current with depth 
and a pronounced variation of tem
perature. This internal boundary 

layer is a region of very intense mix
ing between the overflow water and 
the inflowing North Atlantic waters. 
One of our main goals in this project 
will he to characterize both of these 
boundary layer processes well 
enough to make realistic models of 
the overflow currents and of the tur
bulent-mixing-induced changes that 

modify the overflow water as it trav
els into the deep North Atlantic. 

Currents measured by seven expendable 
current profilers (XCPs) launched in a 
section run across the narrow Faroe Bank 
Channel. Color indicates water 
temperature: Blue is colder than SOC and 
red is warmer than soc. The deep , cold, 
westward flow is the Faroe Bank Channel 
overflow, and the warmer eastward flow is 
an extension of the North Atlantic 
Current (see the schematic on page 27). 
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The Cooperative Institute for 

Climate and Ocean Research 

(CICOR) is one of 11 NationalOce

anic and Atmospheric Administration 

(NOAA) Joint Institutes. CICOR 

provid es a framework at WHOI for 

coordinating NOAA-funded research, 

for building ties between WHOI in

vestigators and colleagues at NOAA 

laboratories, and for deve l

oping cooperative NOAA

funded research at aca

demic institutions in the 

northeastern United States. 

CICOR research revolves 

around three themes: the 

coastal ocean and near

shore processes, the ocean's 

role in climate and climate 

variability, and marine eco

system processes. 

By the end of 2000, 
more than two years into 

the first CICOR Coopera

term goal of developing satellite

based remote sensing techniques to 

estimate the uptake of C02 by the 

world's oceans. The sc ie nti sts added 

sensors for measuring the transport 

of CO2 between atmosphere and 

ocean to an ASIS (Air-Sea Interac

tion Spar) buoy. ASIS, previously de

veloped by Terray in collaboration 

ab undance and biomass derived from 

fi sheries acoustics surveys require 

fundamental understanding of sound 

sca ttering by the organisms. Acoustic 

scattering by fish , zooplankton, and 

other marine organisms is a complex 

function of the size , shape, mor

phometry, and behavior of the tar

ge ts. The work involves laboratory 

measurements of the scat

tering as a collaborative ef

fort between WHOI and 

the NOAA Northeast Fish

eries Science Center in 

Woods Hole. 

Stanton and Reeder 

completed extensive mea

surements of the acousti c 

properties of live individual 

alewife in 2000. After con

ducting preliminary mea

surements in a lab tank at 

WHOI , they moved to a 

larger tank at Benthos, Inc. 
Ben Reeder, left , and Mike Jech (National Marine Fisheries 

tive Agreement with in North Falmouth, MA, for 
Service) inspect the tethering sys tem for acoustic backscat

NOAA, 29 proposals had tering measurements of alewife fi sh. 
been funded by NOAA's 

Office of Oceanic and Atmospheric 

Research, the National Marine 

Fisheries Service , and the Office of 

Global Programs. 

Under the climate theme in a 

project titled "Air-Sea Carbon Diox

ide Fluxes and Surface Physical Pro

cesses," Wade McGillis, Jim Edson, 

and Gene Terray of the Applied 

Ocean Physics & Engineering De

partment, together with inves tigators 

from the Univers ity of Miami, pre

pared for the February 2001 Gas Ex

II gas exchange study in the Equato

rial Pacific. The specific objective of 

the GasEx experiments is to deve lop 

an improved unders tanding of the re

lationship between environmental 

conditions and air/sea exchange of 

carbon dioxide (C0 2), with the long-

with colleagues a t the University of 

Miami, is specially designed to pro

vide a stable meas urement platform, 

even in the presence of ocean waves. 

During GasEx-Il it was allowed to 

drift , in order to track a given water 

mass, while collecting data on sur

face process variability including 

wind speed , wind stress, atmospheric 

stability, incident radiation, upper 

ocean mixing, and surface wave state 

concurrently with measurements of 

the air-sea flux of carbon dioxide. 

AOP&E Department Chair Tim 

Stanton and Joint Program student 

Ben Reeder were fund ed under the 

ecosystem processes theme to con

tinue their work on charac terizing 

the acoustic properties of marine 

fish. Improved estimates of fish 

final measurements. They 

studied the animals ' mor

phology through a combination of 

dissec tion, physical measurements, 

x-rays, and CT scans. These unique 

data , involving 20 fish , helped to 

identify important elements of sound 

scattering and will serve as a basis for 

improving sca ttering models for use 

in field surveys of fish. 

In a projec t that fits both the 

coastal ocean and marine ecosystems 

themes, a group of Global Ocean 

Ecosystems Dynamics (G LOBEC) 

investigators undertook a predictive 

modeling effort based on field activi

ties during several 1999 research 

cruises to Georges Bank. The princi

pal objective of WHOI scientists 

Dennis McGillicuddy and Cabell 

Davis, working with colleagues from 

Dartmouth College, National Marine 
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Fisheries Service, University of 

North Carolina, Brookhaven Na
tional Laboratory, and Bedford Insti
tute of Oceanography, was to de
velop, use, and evaluate a real-time 

nowcast/forecast system for the 
Georges Bank region. The work in

cluded simultaneous assessment of 
the transport of seawater and plank
ton in the vicinity of the tidal mixing 

front. The approach was to inject a 
harmless fluorescent dye into the wa
ter, then measure the movement of 
the dye patch and the associated 

planktonic community with respect 

to the neighboring front. This was ac
complished by incorporating a fluoro

metric detector into the Video Plank
ton Recorder system, facilitating real
time assessment of both tracer and 
plankton distributions. 

The adjacent waters were also 
seeded with radio- and satellite
tracked drifters. Real-time data as

similative modeling of the flow field 
(and associated transports of tracer 
and plankton) was carried out in con

cert with the observational activities. 
This provided an additional interpre
tive framework for the measurements 
as well as nowcast/forecast products 

for use in planning sampling strategy. 

Davis and McGillicuddy plan to re
fine their simulations in a hindcast 

mode and use such models to study 
the detailed mechanisms of organism 

exchange across the Georges Bank 
tidal mixing front. 

In addition to providing a funding 
mechanism for NOAA-sponsored re

search, CICOR supports visitors, 
postdoctoral scholars, and students. 

CICOR's second Postdoctoral 
Scholar, Jim Lerczak, arrived in De
cember 2000 following completion of 
a Ph.D. at Scripps Institution of 

Oceanography to continue his studies 
of the dynamics of wind-driven, tidal, 
and high-frequency internal waves. 

-Robert A. Weller, Institute Director 

T he Marine Policy Center 
(MPC) conducts social scien

tific research to advance the conser
vation and management of marine 

and coastal resources. The work of 
MPC researchers integrates econom
ics, policy analysis, and law with 
WHOJ's basic strengths in the ocean 

sciences and engineering. Current ar
eas of research concentration include 

the legal and economic aspects of 
ocean aquaculture development, fac
tors that determine levels of risk and 
safet), in commercial fishing, and the 

economic impacts of ecosystem dis
ruptions, pollution remediation, and 
environmental regulation. 

In the US, ocean aquaculture is 

often discussed as a supplement or 
alternative to traditional offshore fish
ing, but there is no coherent policy 
concerning access to federal waters 
for aquaculture operations. Legisla
tion that would prOVide such a polic)' 

is under development, and MPC is 
contributing research that will pro

vide a framework for analyzing access 
system design, characterize an eco
nomically optimal access system, and 

recommend appropriate laws and 

regulations. 
One aspect of the study involves 

drawing lessons from the design of 
aquaculture systems under the juris
dictions of several US coastal states 
and European countries, and from 
systems for other public resources 

such as timber, grazing, and outer con
tinental shelf lands. The purpose of 

this study component is to compare 

access .system design features in terms 
of economic efficiency, fairness, and 
environmental sustainability. 

The study team is also developing 
an optimal control model to deter
mine the socially optimal scale of 

ocean aquaculture in regions where a 

commercial fishery is already in 
place. An extension of the classical 
fishelY bioeconomic model, the MPC 
model is deSigned to determine the 
optimal scale of each activity for 
maximizing the net social benefit of 

fish production from both. Two con

sequences of expanding aquaculture 
-the costs of physical interference 
with fishing, and the effects on the 

canying capacity of natural fish 

stocks-are modeled as constraints 

describing the dynamics of natural 

fish stocks and aquaculture acreage. 
Case studies are also being developed 
that apply the model to situations 
where aquaculture produces the 

same species and competes in the 
same markets as the natural fishery 
vs. situations where the species and 
markets are different. 

Another topic of MPC research is 

the factors that affect the safety of 
commercial fishing vessels and their 
crews in US waters. Fishing has al
ways been a dangerous occupation, 

and it has not kept pace with other 
industries in improving historically 
poor safety records. The death rate 

for US commercial fishers today is 
seven times the national average for 

all industries, and the annual costs of 
US commercial fishing vessel acci
dents are estimated to be over $240 
million-more than three times the 
comparable cost of tanker accidents. 

Vessel safety regulations have been 
the main focus of efforts to improve 

fishing safety, and their effectiveness 
is one of several questions being in-
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vestigated by 1\1 PC researchers. 

Other lines 01 inquiry include the 

role of the pri\'ate insurance industry 

in promoling iishing safety and the 

safety implieat ions of fisheries man

agement regulat ions. A recurring 

theme is thaI economic consider

ations strongly influence the level of 

safety al which fishers find it feasible 

to operate. 

The cornerstone of vessel safety 

regulations is the 1988 Com

mercial Fishing Industry Ves

sel Safety Act (CFIVSA), 

which took effect in 1992. 

Implementing regulations is

sued by the US Coast Guard 

to date fall well short of the 

measures mandated under the 

CFIVSA. MPC's preliminary 

analysis of fishing vessel casu

alty data from 1981 through 

1994 indicates that the legis

lation has reduced loss of life 

only slightly and has done 

little to promote accident pre

vention. Compromised operat

ing stability and watertight in

tegrity were identified in the 

analysis as among the most 

dangerous conditions for fish

ing vessels at sea , but so far 

only vessels greater than 79 

feet in length-about one per

cent of the US cO'mmercial 

fishing fleet-are subject to 

stability requirements. 

Although these safety problems 

are not technically difficult to resolve, 

fishing vessel operators have not 

made extensive use of readily avail

able guidance and have repeatedly 

opposed additional safety regulation, 

in part because they expect it to be 

economically burdensome. The ma

rine insurance industry also has not 

exercised much influence on fishing 

safety, mainly because it is unregu

lated and highly competitive. Under

writers who try to promote invest-
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ments in safety are undercut by less 

scrupulous competitors. 
The next component of the study 

will focus on quantifying the safety 

implications of commercial fisheries 

management practices. Nearly all US 

fisheries are managed through an 

"open access" approach that treats 

fish stocks as a common property re

source for which fishers compete. 

The absence of propcrty rights leads 

Red dots indicate locations of fi shing vessel accidents 
in US Northeast coastal and offshore waters from 
19BJ~1995 , as recorded in the US Coast Guard 
vessel casualty database ." 

directly to economically inefficient 

overcapacity in the fishing fleets, ex

cessive harvesting of fish stocks, and 

an economic environment in which 

fishers find it difficult to operate at 

high levels of safety. The problem is 

exacerbated when low fish prices and 

depleted stocks make it more difficult 

for operators to invest in safety train

ing and equipment. 

*Accident categories ioclude allision (solid impact 
between a vesse l and a Fixed structure), capsizing, 
collision , equipment failure , explosion, fire , flood
ing, grounding, missing vessel , and sinking. 

Specific management measures, 

such as limitations on crew size and 

days at sea, are also thought to lead 

inadvertently to additional risk by in

creasing the pressure to fish during 

unfavorable weather or with over

worked crews. MPC researchers will 

attempt to quantify the possible link 

between management measures and 

increased risk by analyzing data on 

vessel activity, accidents, and weather 

conditions in 45 fishing areas 

off New England from 1981 to 

the present. 

Preliminary analysis of data 

through 1993 indicates that 

higher wind speed is associ

ated with an increased prob

abilily of accidents, and that 

there was a significant in

crease in the average maxi

mum wind speed to which 

fishing vessels exposed them

selves over the 13-year period. 

While consistent with fishers' 

claims that fisheries manage

ment restrictions have com

f promised their safety, these f findings omit the effects of the 
~ most restrictive stock managc

64' 
\Z 	

ment regulations, which only 

came into force in 1994. 

In the coming months, the 

study team aims to improve 

the accuracy of its test for the 

effects of fisheries manage

ment regulations by extending the 

dataset to the present and adding 

economic and biological valiables 

that can also influence the behavior 

of commercial fishers, such as fish 

prices and the size of fish stocks. The 

results of this work will include sta

tistical models of fishers' decisions to 

go to sea or remain at sea in the face 

of poor weather conditions, as well as 

models of accident probability as a 

function of weather conditions and 

other factors. 
-Andrew R. Solow, Center Director 
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T he Rinehart Coas tal Research 

C enter (RCRC ) bridges depart
ment boundaries to encourage and 
initiate coastal research ac tivities 

wi thin the WH O I community. With 
endowment established by a gener

ou s gift from Gratia H oughton 
Rinehart Montgomery, RCRC pro
vides approximately $200,000 per 
year to support coastal research ef
fort s by WHO! scientists. In addi

tion , the C enter houses first- rate 

laboratory facilities and a fleet of 
small vesse ls for access to coas tal wa
ters. The C enter publishes a full
color newsletter twice pe r year to 
communicate \NHOI's coas tal re

sea rch activities to the scientific 
community, WHOI's supporters, and 
the interested public. The C enter 

also sponsors special seminars and 

workshops , and presents the Buck 
Ketchum Award to distinguished 
coas tal scientists. 

The Center solicits innovative , in
terdisciplinary proposals that address 

important coastal researc h issues. 
Five grants were awarded in 2000, 

covering a diverse range of research 
questions including groundwa ter in

fl ow, eutrophication of coastal water 
bodies, coas tal atmospheric mode l
ing, biochemical markers for oil 
spills, and air-sea gas exchange. 

Gene Terray, Wade McGillis , and 

C hris Zappa of the Applied O cean 

Phys ics and Engineering Department 
(AOP&E) examined gas exchange 
mechanisms in coas tal ecosystems, 
using innovative instrumentation 
th ey developed at WHO !. Transfer of 

oxygen and carbon dioxide, as weIl as 
invasion of volatile pollutants (s uch 
as PC Bs, PAHs, and mercury) into 

coastal ecosystems su ch as bays, es
tuaries , and marshes has a direc t im
pact on their overall health and bio
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geochemical budgets. Despite this 
importance , such processes are 
poorly understood. T his uncertainty 
is due both to the difficulty of mak
ing measurements at the air- sea in

terface and also to the considerable 
temporal and spatial vari ability of the 
coastal environment. T he research 

group tackled these problems with a 

mobile suite of sensors mounted on 
the Surface Processes Instrument 
Platform (SPIP), which measures 
both atmospheric and aquatic vari

ables. The SPIP provides data on lo
cal gas transfer velocity in two ways: 
from the mean profile of gas concen

tration in the air, and more direc tly 
via the C ontro lled Flux Technique 
(CFT) . C FT involves direc ting a laser 
at the wa ter surface to produce a 
spot with higher temperature than 

the surrounding fluid . The scientists 
use infrared imagery to track the spot 
and deduce the gas transfer velocity 

from the rate at which the thermal 
anomaly reJa;xes to the ambient tem 

perature. The RCRC-funded study 

Chris Zappa, Craig Johnso n, und Jay Sisson. test th e Surface Processes Instrument 
Platform (S PIP ) from Myti!us. 

took the SPIP system to the Parker 
Rive r estuary in northern Massac hu 

se tts to de termine the rates and 
mechanisms of exchange of carbon 
dioxide in a salt marsh system. T his 
study revealed the important influ

ence of turbulence generated by tidal 
current on the rate of gas exchange. 

T he measurements al so show an ex
treme gradient in the flux of carbon 

dioxide between coastal waters and 
the highly produc tive salt marsh. 
This study provides a major advance 
in instrumentation for gas exchange 
studies as well as new insights into 

bioc hemical flu xes in the coa stal en

vironment. 
Another RCRC project supported 

collaborative work by Jesus Pineda of 
the Biology Department and Karl 
Helfrich of the Physical Oceanogra

phy Department to de termine how 
internal bores transport larvae. Inter
nal bores are wavelike motions along 

density gradients within the ocean 

that propaga te much like surface 
waves, but with steeper wave fronts, 
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slower speeds, and often much larger 

vertical motions. Pineda recognized 

the important role of internal bores 

in the transport of larvae in field 

studies off the coast of California, 

but the mechanisms were unclear. 

He and Helfrich performed a set of 

experiments in the wave tank at the 

Coastal Research Lab to investigate 

the role of these internal motions in 

the aggregation and transport of lar

vae. They configured the tank to 

simulate internal wave motions in 

the California coastal environment, 

although reduced to a total vertical 

scale of 40 centimeters, and used 4

millimeter-diameter buoyant spheres 

to represent the larvae. Video cam

eras recorded the movement of the 

"larval mimics" during the propaga

tion of the internal bores . In addition 

to demonstrating the transport of lar

vae by internal bores, the data indi

cate that the particles accumulate at 

the wave fronts due to convergence 

of surface currents associated with 

vertical mixing. Future studies will 

compare field observations with 

The WHOI Sea Grant Program 

supports research, education, 

and advisory projects to promote the 

wise use and understanding of ocean 

and coastal resources for the public 

benefit. It is part of the National Sea 

Grant College Program of the Na

tional Oceanic and Atmospheric Ad

ministration (NOM), a network of 29 

individual programs located in each of 

the coastal and Great Lakes states. 

The goal of the program is to foster 

cooperation among government, 

academia, and industry. WHOI Sea 

Grant-supported projects provide 

linkages between basic and applied 

aspects of research and promote com

munication among the scientific com-
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these lab results to further elucidate 

the physical effects and ecological 

consequences of internal bores, 

phenomena with profound, yet 

largely unexplored, implications for 

coastal populations. 

An interdisciplinary investigation 

of sediment-water interaction in 

Buzzards Bay (west of Cape Cod) in

volved a host of collaborators includ

ing Roger Franc;oiS (Marine Chemis

try & Geochemistry Department), 

Stacey Beaulieu (AOP&E), and visit

ing scientist Jeff Shimeta (Franklin 

and Marshall College). Their goal 

was to quantify the role of sediment 

resuspension as organic "fluff" in the 

exchange of contaminants between 

the sediment and the water column. 

An organic "fluff' layer may adsorb or 

release metals at different rates than 

more consolidated, underlying sedi

ments. The effect of toxic metals 

(such as cadmium, lead, silver, and 

copper) on environmental quality de

pends on whether these metals are 

rapidly bound to particles and re

moved to the underlying sediments. 

Resuspension of the "fluff' might 

promote the remobilization of metals 

to the water column, increasing their 

residence time in coastal ecosystems. 

The scientists deployed a submers

ible flume from RN Asterias to pro

vide a controlled environment for 

quantifying the resuspension as a 

function of near-bottom current. 

Analyses of suspended particulate 

matter from flume water samples in

dicated that the resuspension is 

much higher in organic carbon than 

the underlying sediment, suggesting 

an important role for organic fluff in 

sediment-vvater exchange. There 

were surprisingly few contaminants 

in the fluff, indicating that these 

Buzzards Bay sediments me relatively 

pristine, in spite of their proximity to 

the highly polluted New Bedford 

Harbor. The next step will be to bring 

this methodology into urban harbors, 

where the flux of contaminants from 

the seabed to the water column 

causes significant reduction in envi

ronmental qU<llity. 
-Wayne R. Geyer, Center Director 

munity ami groups that utilize infor

mation on the marine environment 

and its resources. 

During 2000 the WHOI Sea Grant 

Program supported 15 concurrent re

search projects and six new initiative 

awards. The 2000-200 I research 

projects are included in three theme 

areas: Estuarine and Coastal Pro

cesses, Fisheries and Aquaculture, 

and Environmental Technologies. 

Many of the projects address local 

and regional needs; some have na

tional or even global implications. In

vestigators from the Woods Hole sci

entific community, universities 

throughout Massachusetts, and scien

tists from industlY and other states all 

participate in WHOI Sea Grant's 

competitive funding process. 

Currently funded projects include: 

• Post-Outfall Studies of Toxic 
Alexandrium Populations in the Gulf 

of Maine, 

• The Recycling of Anthropogenic 

Metals in Massachusetts Bay Sedi

ments: Assessing the Impact of the 

New Outfall, 

• Demographic Analysis of the North 
Atlantic Right Whale, 

• Estradiol Dynamics: A Molecular 
Basis for Potential Endocrine Disrup

tion in Marine Mammals, 

• Bivalve Dispersal as Indicated by 

Shell Trace Element Composition, 

• Impact of Environmental 
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Contaminants on Aquatic Birds: 


The Molecular Basis of Differential 


Dioxin Sensitivity, 


• Determining Reproductive Success of 
Commercially Valuable Squid in New 

England with DNA Fingerprinting, 

• Controls on Nitrogen Fluxes from 
Estuarine Sediments: The Importance 

of Salinity, 

• Augmenting the Lobster Catch: 
Oyster Aquaculture in Modified Lob

ster Traps, and 

• Effects of the Asian Shore Crab in 

New England: Changes in Resident 

Crab Populations? 

In 2000, WHOI Sea Grant pro

vided 21 months of support for gradu

ate students and 4 months of support 

for undergraduate students through 

research awards. The program also 

sponsored Christopher Grogan, a doc

toral candidate in the wildlife and 

fi sheries graduate program at the Uni

versity of Massachusetts-Amherst , as 

part of a National Sea 

Grant College Program/ 

National Marine Fisheries 

Service Joint Graduate 

Fellowship Program in 

Population Dynamics. 

Chris was one of two stu

dents awarded thi s two

year fellowship opportu

nity nationwide. 

In terms of info~mal 
education, WHOI Sea 

Grant maintains close 

working relationships with 

the Massachusetts Ma

rine Educators, the Na

tional Marine Educators 

Association, and the 

Woods Hole Science and 

Technology Education Partnership. At 

the local level, Sea Grant is an active 

participant in sc ience fairs, with staff 

serving as project advisors and judges. 

Each year, top science fair winners 

are guest speakers at the opening 

night of the "Oceans Alive" lecture 

se ri es . For the eighth consecutive 

year, WHOI Sea Grant sponsored 
"Sea Urchins," a summer program for 

children ages five to seven. Perhaps 

Sea Grant's most important contribu

tion to education in our region is the 

provision of educational materials to 

numerous programs, including 

Children's School of Science, Cape 

Cod Children's Museum, Cape Cod 

Museum of Natural History, Associa

tion for the Preservation of Cape 

Cod, Cape Cod National Seashore, 

Wellfleet Audubon Sanctuary, New 

England Aquarium , Thornton W. 

Burgess Society, and school districts 

throughout Southeastern Massachu

setts and the world. 

Transferring the results of research 

and providing general marine-related 

information are important compo

nents of the WHOI Sea Grant Ma

rine Extension and Communications 

Programs. Both programs facilitate 

An engineer at Benthos, Inc. demonstrates a robot to participants in 
Sea Grant's "Sea Urchins" summer program, which emphaSizes 
hands-on exploration and leaming. 

communication among users and 

managers of marine resources, in

cluding members of the fi shing com

munity, aquaculturists, local officials, 

e nvironmental regulatory agency 

managers, educa tors, and the general 

public. Two areas of particular inter

est in the marine extension program 

are coastal processes , and fi sherics 

and aquaculture. Workshops, training 

programs, and informational meelings 

sponsored by Sea Grant emphasize 

better management of resources ell the 

local and regionallevcls. 

WHOI Sea Grant provides infor

mation to a broad audience through a 

variety of means , including Web sites. 

The WHOf Sea Grant Web site 
(www.whoi.edu/seagrant) provides ac

cess to information on current re

search and outreach projects as we ll 

as funding opportunities. With sup

port from the National Sea Grant of

fice, the WHOI and Nevv Hampshire 

Sea Grant programs have developed a 

\Neb site devoted to marine science 

careers (www.marinecareers.net) as a 

companion to the publication Marine 
Science Careers: A Sea Grant Guide to 
Ocean Opportunities. 

Publications are another outreach 

vehicle for WHOI Sea 

Grant. Along with MIT 

Sea Grant, we publish the 

Two if by Sea newsletter 

three times each year. Our 

educational fact-sheets se

ries, "Focal Points," is 

geared for legislators and 

coastal decision makers. 

Another series, "Marine 

Extension Bulletins," is de

Signed for a more techni

cal audience. 

Sea Grant's low-power 

radio program, Souncl 

Waves, targeted at auto 

passengers traveling from 

Woods Hole to Martha's 

Vineyard by ferry, contin

ued throughout 2000 and will appear 

in an upcoming video highlighting in

novative uses of low-povver radio. 

-Judith E. McDowell, 

Sea Grant Coordinator 
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Memb ers of the 2000 Joint Program gradua ting class enjoy the June commencement ceremony held in a tent near McKee Ballfield. 

Commencements are wonderful 
celebrations of student achieve

ment. Each year we have an informal 
celebration at WHOI in late Mayor 

early June for new graduates of the 
MITIWHOI Joint Program in Ocean

ography and Applied Ocean Sciences 
and Engineering. Then the students 
take the familiar trip to MIT (adher
ing to the Joint Program motto of "we 
commute") for the formal commence

ment at MIT. But every 10 years we 
change this protocol and celebrate 
the decadal anniversary of the Insti

tution by convening a formal com

mencement at WHOI to honor the 
graduates of the current year and pre
vious decade . 

Chairman of the Board James E . 
Moltz convened the June 2000 com
mencement, and we were very hon

ored that Rear Admiral Jay M. 

Cohen, Chief of Naval Research
and graduate of the Joint Program 
(Engineer's Degree, 1972)-provided 
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the commencement address. In this 

report, you see pictures of the color
ful, enjoyable occasion on the Quis
sett Campus invo lving graduates, stu
dents, faculty, trustees, families, and 

special guests . I believe that these 
pictures convey the Institution's pride 

in the accomplishments of our gradu
ates and the joy of their celebration . 

The success of the Institution's 
education programs depends very 

much upon the combined efforts of 
many individuals-students and 

postdocs, fac ulty and staff, trustees 
and corporation members, and sup

porters of our education programs. 
Rather than a brief review of each of 
our programs, we note that they are 
described on the Institution's web 
site (http://www.whoi .edu ) and that 

the participa ting students and 
postdocs for 2000 are listed later in 

this report. 
The individual stories of WHOI 

students and fellows are fascinating. 

This year we'd like to introduce rep
resentatives of three of our programs: 
Sheri White is a new graduate of the 

MITIWHOI Joint Program in Ocean
ography and Oceanographic Engi
neering, Nick Drenzek was a Sum

mer Student Fellow in 2000 and will 

be member of the 2001 Joint Pro
gram entering class, and Annalisa 
Bracco is a postdoctoral fellow in the 
Physical Oceanography Department. 

Sheri White wanted to be an as
tronaut-so how did she end up as 

an oceanographer? A NASA hiring 
freeze turned out to be a boon for 

ocean science. 
Sheri, class marshall for the 2000 

MITIWHOI Joint Program com
mencement, majored in astronautical 
and aeronautical engineering at 
Purdue University as an undergradu

ate. She did a five-year program , 

working every other semester (includ
ing summers) at NASA's Johnson 
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Sheri WhiLe udjusts a cmneru mounted on Alvin for research on 
light em ission ut hydroti1ermul vents. 

duced her to 

rugby. "It helped 

get me through 

the rigors of 

graduate school," 

u Sheri says. "When 

Syou're pounding 

~ away on the rugby 

~ pitch, all the ten
~ sions fall away." 

~ She now coaches 

8 
~ 

the MIT women's 

club team. 

Sheri was 

Space Center, fully intending to be

come an astronaut. 

However, when she graduated from 

Purdue, NASA wasn't hiring, so she 

looked around for a graduate program. 

One possibility was the MITIWHOI 

Joint Program with Alan Chave as ad

visor. Sheri's engineering background 

fit well with Alan's experimental ma

rine physics program with its strong 

emphasis on the design and construc

tion of unique instrumentation to 

make oceanic measurements. 

Sheri arrived in Woods Hole in 

June 1994 and joined the rest of the 

entering class for the traditional 10

day, get-acquainted voyage aboard a 

Sea Education Association (SEA) 

sailing vessel. "These cruises are 

great ," Sheri says. "It brings the class 

together at the beginning of the 

graduate experience and creates ties 

among people in the various areas of 

study who stay in touch even though 

they may not see one another often 

over the next severa l years. " 

The first year Sheri and most of 
her classmates lived near MIT, 

where most of their classes were 
held. "Nearl y the whole class lived 

within five blocks of one another in 

Somerville," Sheri says, "i ncluding 

the three with whom 1 shared an 

apartment." During that year, Sheri 

met an Australian woman who intro

36 

based in Woods 

Hole for the rest of her graduate stu

dent days except when at sea on four 

research voyages, which included six 

clives in Alvin. Building on work done 

in the mid 1980s by then Joint Pro

gram student Cindy Lee Van Dover, 

who discovered a light-sensitive organ 

on vent shrimp, Sheri's thesis focused 

on light emission at hydrothermal 

vents and involved working with a 

highly specialized low-light camera 

that Alan developed in conjunction 

with an astronomer. Sheri did most of 

the camera test

ing and oversaw 

its integration 

with Alvin. She 

developed the 

camera proce

dures that al

lowed detection 

of thermal radia

tion from vent 

fluids as hot as 

350°C as well as 

nonthermal 

sources yet to be 

characterized. 
"Sheri made 

and interpreted 

real measure

ments in the 

ocean," Alan 

says. "She rolled 

up her sleeves, 

2000 Summer Student Fellow Nick 
Drenzek lauds sediment su mples for gus 
chromatagruphlmuss spectrometer unulysis. 

got her hands dirty making instru

ments work under difficult condi

tions, and then analyzed and inter

preted the data . This is what 

oceanography is all about." 

Sheri is currently a Postdoctoral 

Investigator working with Chave and 

others on a network plan For a large 

seafloor observatory off the north

western US coast. 

NASA offered Sheri a job when 

that hiring freeze thawed-but she 

says she's happy to be working in 

Earth's inner space instead. 

Many people with lasting ties to 

the Institution first came to WHOI 

as Summer Student Fellows. Year 

2000 Summer Student Fellow Nick 

Drenzek had an even earlier intro

duction. His family summers in 

Yarmouth on Cape Cod, so he has 

long known about the Institution. In 

March 1999 while looking for a sum

mer experience during spring break 

of his sophomore year at Rensselaer 
Polytechnic Institute (RPI), he 

stopped by the Education Office and 

picked up a list 

of staff interests. 

He called several 

staff members 

and eventually 

hooked up with 

Chris Reddy, 

who was then a 

Postdoctoral 

Scholar. Nick 

spent that sum

mer, and the fol

lowing winter 

break, as a Gues t 

Student partici

pating in Chris's 

work on potential 

methods for 

clarification of 

PCB-contami

nated sediments. 

This fit nicely 
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nity to start working on double gyre 

circulation models, but also to sail in 
a 'real' ocean. The following year I de 

termined that trave ling to California 

from Italy to present a paper would 

be more interesting if it began with 

sa iling across the Atlantic. I spent 

three weeks on that escapade on a 

12-meter boa t with four people I had 

previously met just th rough the World 

Wide Web. 

'The collaborative atmosphere 

both in GFD and more generally in 

the WHOI environment mot iva ted 

me to re turn. While completi ng my 

Ph.D., I was accepted for an 18

month WHOI pos tdoctora l position. 

Since Sep te mber 2000, I have been 

working on the instability of flow over 

topography with Senior Scientist Joe 

Pedlosky in the Physical Oceanogra

phy Department. 
"So far, I haven't been sa iling 

again, but I did participate in an RN 
Oceanus cruise to meas ure the Ant

arctic Bottom Water flowing between 

the Brazilian and Guiana Bas ins." 

These three short stories provide 

examples of the wonderful people at

trac ted to the Institution 's edu cation 

programs and some of their research 

and education ac tivities. We offer a 

rich mix of observation, theory, ex

periment, seagoing experience, and 

sophistica ted data co llect ion and ana

lytic capability. 

T hrough our education programs, 

we encourage undergradua tes to 

sample the wonders (and fru stra

tions) of scientific research, and en

able graduate students and postdocs 

to reac h their full potential in advanc 

ing knowledge of the oceans and the 

oceans' interaction with the a tmo

sphere, land , and human civiliza tion. 

-John w. Farrington, Associate 

Director for Education and 

Dean of Graduate Studies 
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with his experience at RPI in a linear 

accelerator project to examine 

whether intense bea ms of electrons 

could degrade PCBs in d redged 

Hudson River sediments. 

For his Summer Fellow work, Nick 

se t up enrichment c ultures with 

novel microbes targe ted specifica lly 

to PCB degra

dation and 

tracked the car

bon isotopic 

composi tion of 

the products 

and reac tants 

as a means of 

trac ing micro

Degree Statistics 
2000 1968-2000 

WHOI PhD 0 4 
MIT/WHOI PhD 28 404 
MIT/WHOI SeD 32 
MIT/WHOI Engineer 0 SS 
MIT/WHOI S.M. 4 114 
MIT/WHOI M.Eng. 0 4 -
Total Degrees Granted 33 613 

bial breakdown 

of these harmful compounds in sedi

ments . He completed his RPJ degree 

in three and a half years, graduating 

in December 2000 with a B.S . in 

che mistry, and has been accepted to 

the Joint Program 200 I class. 

Nick will start his Joint Program 

studies with hi s name already on sev

era l environmental chemistry re 

search papers, including one submit

ted to the journal Environmental 

Science & Technology. It's entitled 

"S table Carbon Isotopic Fractionation 

During the Reductive Dechlorination 

of Polychlorinated Biphenyls" and 

li sts Nick as first author. (Co-authors 

are Tim Eglinton, Carl Wirsen, and 

C hri s Reddy, now an Assistant Scien

tist, of WHO I, along with three other 

authors from the Medical University 

of South Carolina and the University 

of Maryland Biotechnology Institute.) 

"N ick did an exce lle nt job during 

his summer student fellowship and 

will likely publish three first- author 

manuscripts from these studies ," 

Chris Reddy said. "This amount of 

work is roughly equi va lent to a 

master's thesis at many universiti es . 

He is an ou tstanding yo ung sc ientist , 

and I am thrilled that he is enrolling 

in the WHOI Joint Program." 

Postdoctoral Scholar Annali sa 

Bracco's route to the Institution in

vo lves opting out of economics ea rly 

in her university career in her native 

Italy to study physics, work on the dy

namics of a cosmological fluid , and a 

move to geophysics that led to par

tiCipation in 

the 1997 ses

sion of the an

nual summer 

Geophysical 

Fluid Dynam

ics (GF D) 

Seminar at 

WHO!. 
"My interest 

in oceanography and flu id dynamics 

is strongly rela ted to my love for the 

sea," Annalisa said. "To explore thi s 

environment in its trues t sense, I in

terspersed my academic career with 

two sa iling races that circumnavi

ga ted Italy. But the Mediterranean is 

not an open ocean. During the GFD 

program, I not only had the opportu-

Postdoctoral Scholar Annalisa Bracco's 
first encounter with WHOI was th rough 
the summer Geophysica l Fluid DynamiCS 
Program in 1997. 
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2000 
Cruise 
Tracks 

RN Atlantis & DSV Alvin 

Total Nautical Mites in 2000-23,169 • Total Alvin Dives in 2000-138 • Total Days at Sea-236 

Voyage Cruise Period Cruise Objective/Area of Operation Ports of Call Chief Scientist 

3-XLV 1 Jan-9 Jan Trans it from San Diego to Guaymas, Mexico Guaymas B. Walden 

3-XLVI 10 Ja n- 24 Jan Life in Ex treme Environments Guaymas Basin program to survey and sa mple 
specific diffuse flow habitats with new microelectrode array and thermo
co uple s and to collect su lfide an d sedi men t sam ples for micro bial 
characteriza tion. 8 Alvin dives. 27°00'N, 111 000'W 

Manza nillo, 
Mex ico 

C. CalY 
(U . Delaware) 

3-XLVII 25 Jan-9 Feb Gravity, magnetic, and multibeam bath ymetric data coll ec ti on for 
near-bottom geophys ica l survey. 
8 Alvin dives. 9°3S 'N, 104°W-IISW 

Manzanillo, 
Mexico 

D. Fornari 
J. Cochran 
(LOEO) 

3-XLVJII 10 Feb-I S Feb Transit San Diego 

3-X LI X 25 Mar-6 Apr Map loca lities and aerial di stri bution of venting in a geotecton ic/structural 
framework; evalu ate rates and composi tion of flui d dis charge; determine 
element fluxes from co ld see ps and compare them to th e benthic Huxe s of 
the San C lemente seaHoor; charac terize mineral deposits associated with the 
seeps. 8 Alvin dives. 31 °4S 'N, II7°W 

San Diego M. Torre s 
(Ore. State U.) 

3-L 7 Apr-29 Apr Record biological and geologica l temporal changes at East Pacific Rise vent 
sites; retrieve and redeploy time-lapse temperature probes and two time-
lap se cameras; Huid , microbi ological, and invertebrate sa mpling; ret rieve 
sulfide chimney samples. II Alvin dives. 9°S0'N, 104° I7'W 

Manw nillo, 
Mexico 

R. Lutz 
(R utgers) 

3- LJ 30 Apr-30 May Collect vent animals for studi es on reproduction , development , 
sym bi osis, and ph ys iology at East Pa cifi c Rise vent sites. 
18 Alvin di ves. 9°50'N, 104° I7'W 

Sa n Diego C. Young 
(Harbor Branch 

Ocean. In st.) 

3-UI 3 1 May-6 Jun Transit As toria A. Bowen 

3-LIII 7 Jun-14 Jul In situ time-series experiments in the Main Endeavor vent field 
to defin e therm al, compositional , and microbiologica l 
va riabili ty in tid all y perturbed hydrothermal syste ms. 21 Alvin 
dives , 14 days on stat ion with DSV Jason. 47°S7'N, 129°05 '\1\1 

Astoria J. Delaney 
(U. Wash .) 

Marga ret Tivey 
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3-UV ISJul-31Jul Search for phototrophs and co llec t hydrothermal nuid sampl es at Middle 
Valley and the Main Endeavor vent field. lOA/ viI"! dives. 
48°27'N , 128°43'W (Midd le Valley) and 
47°S 7'N, 129°0SW (Main Endeavor Field ) 

Astoria C. Van Dover 
(Wm & Mary) 

J. Seewald 

3-LV 1 Aug-16 Aug Recover experimental packages at Ocea n Drilling Program 
(ODP) borehole site; co llect gas hyd rate and wa ter samples; gravity cori ng. 
9 Alvin dives. 47°54'N , 128°45W and 44 °40'N, 125°07W 

Sea ttle K. Becker 
(U. j\'liam i) 
B. Carson 
(Lehigh) 

3-LVI 31 Aug-21 Sep In-situ time-series experi ments in the Mai n Endeavor Field to define 
thermal, compositional, and microbiologica l variability in tidall y 
perturbed hydrothermal sys tems. 
15 Alvin dives. 47°57'N, 129°05'W 

Astoria J. Delancy 
(U. Wo sh ) 

Margaret Tivey 

3-LVlI 22 Sep-1 3 Oct Transit to Ga lveston, Texas, via the Panama Canal Ga lves ton 

3-L\lIIJA 14 Oct - 24 Oct Determine compos ition and st ru cture of slope bottom communities; 
characterize area's health an d function; describe exposed hyd rate beds; 
characteri ze potential drill sites for ODP; detail ed study of Foraminifera; 
sa mple mussel bed biota at seep sites. 14 Alvin dives. Gulf of Mexico 

Key We st !. MacDonald 
(Texas A&i\t1 U. ) 

3-LVIIIB 25 Oct - 1 Nov Change of personnel , continuation of Cruise 3- L\l1II 

3-UX 2 Nov-7 Nov Transit St. Georges, Ber. M. Hein tz 

3-LX 8 Nov-I S Dec Geo logic mapping and sampling of hypothesized oceanic core co mpl ex; 
meas ure seafloor gravity al ong a sprea ding-para ll el profile. Night program : 
CTDs, SeaBeam, and rock dredging. "Los t City" di scovery 
16 Alvin dives, 10 days on station for DSL- J20 and Argo II opera tions. 
JVlid-Atlantic Ridge in the vicinity of 30' N, 42°W 

Woods Hole D. Blackman 
(Sc ripps In st. 
of Oceanog.) 

4-1 27 Dec-2 Jan '0 1 Transit From Wood s Hole to shipya rd in Tampa, Florida Tampa 

RNKnorr 

Total Nautical Miles in 2000-43, I 98 • Total Days at Sea-223 

Vo)'age Cruise Period Cruise Objective/Area of Operation Ports of Call Ch.ief Scientist 

16 1-T 4 Jan-4 Jan Sea Tri als Woods Hole E. Wegman 

16 1-1 12Jan-20Jan Acoustic Doppler Current Profiling. Deploy German so und 
source mooring an d conduct CTD test stations . 22°N, 63°W 

Pointe-a- Pitre, 
Guadeloupe 

IV!. Mc Cartney 

161-II 21 Jan-4 Feb GAGE (Guiana Abyssa l Gyre Experiment) to test hypothesis 
th at an abyssa l gy re fills the western bas in of the North Atlantic 
Ocean from the equ ator to near 30o N. 

Pointe-a -Pitre, 
Guad el oupe 

IV!. McCartney 

16 1-1/1 5 Feb-20 Feb GAGE : Pl ace array of current meter moorings across the gy re 
to meas ure amplitude of Aow nea r 16°N; Acoustic Doppler 
Current Profiles; CTD measurements. 

Bridgetown, 
Barbados 

1'vI . McCartney 

16 1-1\1 2 1 Feb-22 Mar Recover & redeploy six autonomous hydrophon e-mooring arrays 
al ong the Mid-Atlantic Ridge using the SeaBeam system. 

Ponta Delgad a, 
Azores 

D. Smith 
1Vl . Tolstoy 
(LDEO) 

16 1-\1 23 i'vlar-4 Apr Transit Reci fe, Brazil 

16 1-\11 5 Apr- 17 May Measu re mi xing, st irring, and circulation in the deep Brazil Basin for studi es 
of global ocean abyssa l circulation . Opera ti ons inclu de dye sam pling, 
recovery of current meter mooring, Sea Beam survey, and depl oying 
sound moorings and shea r meters. 22°S and 18°W. 

Recife, Brazil J. Ledwell 

16 1-\111 18 May-5 Jun CTD casts along Four short sec tions in the vicinity of 
OON, 36'W, 9°N54'W; 11.5°N, 58'W; and 18.5° N, 66'W to trac k so uthward 
progress of an anomalous variety of Labrador Sea water. 

Norfolk R. Curry 
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16 1-\l1II 9 Jun-4 Jul Studies of the marine dissolved orga nic ca rbon cycle_ CTD and 
Go-Flo Casts; deep particle pumping; box and gravity coring; 
plankton net tows in the vicinity of Bermuda. 3 1 °50'N , 63°30W. 

Norfolk J. Bauer 
(Wm . &M ary ) 

16 1-IX 7 Aug- 9Aug Transit from shipya rd in Norfolk to Woods Hole Woods Hole E. Wegman 

162 -1 9 Sep-28 Sep Noise signature exe rcise ("Bea r Trap") for US Navy. Ship 
operates at variou s engin e speeds whil e a Navy airplane 
drops sonar buoys in the immediate vicinity of the vessel. 

Vall etta, 
Malta 

(Transit) 

162 -11 29 Sep-l Oct Prepare equipment and lab spaces for Littoral Warfare 
Advanced Development (LWAD) exe rcises in transit to Bari, Italy. 

Bari , Italy .I . Savage (Nava l 
Ai r Warfare 

Center- NAWC) 

162 -111 2 Oct-20 Oct Active and passive sonar tes tin g in tne Aegean Sea. Bari , Italy J. Savage 
(NAWC) 

162 -1\1 21 Oct-26 Oct Active and passive sonar tes ting in th e Aegea n Sea. Bari, Italy J. Savage 
(NAWC) 

162 -\1 27 Oct- I Nov Transit Valletta, Malta J. Savage 
(NAWC) 

162 -\11 4 Nov-27 Nov Transit Cape Town 

162-\1 [1 8 Dec-6 Jan Swath mapping of Southwes t Indian Ridge to acquire multibea m, 
gravity, and magnetic data. Roc k dredging. 51 °54'$, 9°22'E 

Durban, 
S. Africa 

H. Dick 

RNOceanus 
Total Nautical Miles in 2000-11,201 • Total Days at Sea-89 days 

Voyage Cruise Period Cruise Objec tive/Area of Operation Ports of Call Chief Scientist 

356 1 I May- II May Sea Trials Woods Hole E. Wegman 

357 15 May-1 6 May Recove r moored instrument arrays and conduct CTD su rvey 
in Buzza rds Bay. 

Woods Hol e E. Tcrray/ 
A. Plueddcmann 

358 24 May- 8 Jun Gather non-acousti c data, sonar bu oy data, and marine mammal distribution 
record s for the Littoral Warfare Advanced Development Lab (LWAD) off 
the New Jersey coast near 39°14'N and 72°37W. 

Woods Hole F. Erskine 
(Naval Resea rch 

Lab- NRL) 

359 - 1 8 Jul- 12 Jul Transi t St. Johns, Nfld . L. Goepfert 

359 - Il 13 Jul-14Aug Part of two-ship operations with RN Ewing (L DEO ) along three 
seismic transects on the Newfoundland margin between 44°48'N 
and 41 °5l 'W. Deploy and recover ocean bottom hydrophone 
and ocean bottom seismic instruments; hea t-flow meas urements. 

SI. John s, Nfld. K. Louden 
(Dalhollsie U.) 

359-1Il 15 Aug- I Sep Recover four Sparton Sound Source moorings and collect 
Acoustic Doppler Current Profil er and CTD data. 
55°00'N, 48°00'W to 45°00'N , 31°00'W 

\"'oods Hole T. Rossby (URI) 

360 25 Sep-5 Oct Fi rst of fo ur crui ses in support of the Shallow Water Acoustic Technology 
Experiment (SWAT) to study acoustic bottom interaction and acoll sti c 
propaga tion through shelf/slope front. Deploy acoustic arrays and CTDs 
nea r 39°00'N , 73°00'1,,\1 

Woods Hol e R. Field 
(NRL) 

361 7 Oct- 14 Oct Second S\.VAT crui se. Woods Hole A. Turgut 
(N RL) 

362 15 Oct- 29 Oct Third SWAT cruise. Woods Hole R. Field 
(N RL) 

363 30 Oct- 2 Nov Fou rth SWAT cruise to recover moorings. Woods Hole R. Field 
(NRL) 

364 27 Dec- 29 Dec Recover oceanographic mooring adrift on Na ntucket Shoals. 
40022'N, 69°34W. 

Woods Hole E. Terray 
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Stommel Medal Awarded to Russ E. Davis 

The Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution 
awarded the second Henry Stommel Medal on 


June 14, 2000, to Russ E. Davis of the Scripps Insti

tution of Oceanography, University of California, San 

Diego. The citation reads, "for fundamental and en

during contributions to observing and understanding 

ocean processes." 


The medal was established in 1993 to honor the 

late , world-renowned physical oceanographer Henry 

Stommel, who made fundamental contributions in 

nearly every area of physical oceanography. The first 

Stommel Medal was awarded in 1994 to British 

oceanographer John Swallow. 


Davis was honored for development, deployment, 

and successful use of the ALACE float and some of 

its profiling derivatives. The floats were used around 

the globe for the World Ocean Circulation Experi

ment (WOCE) during the 1990s and are one of the 

principal tools for new programs planned as part of 

the Global Ocean Observing System (GOOS). 


More recently, Davis is best known for his role in 

developing autonomous, free-drifting, profiling floats 

and using them to measure circulation, temperature, 

and salinity in the upper ocean. He is currently at the 

forefront of efforts to deploy modern versions of 

these floats on a global basis, initiating key elements 

of the World Climate Research Program's interna

tional study of climate variability (known as CLIVAR) 

and GOOS. . 


Board Chairman Jim Moltz presents the Henry Stommel 
Medal to Russ Davis at a ceremony in Clark 507 onJune 
14, 2000. During his visit, Davis gave a Physical Oceanog
raphy Department seminar and spoke to students. 

Russ Davis , his wife Linda, and Joe Pedlosky, right, chat 
with Breck Owens following the Stommel Medal ceremony. 

Flanked by Russ Davis and Chickie Stommel, Director Bob 
Gagosian reads from the Henry Stomrnel Medal citation. 
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As of December 31,2000 

Officers of the 

Corporation 

James E. Moltz 


Chainllall of Ihe Boa rd 

ojlrtlSlees 


James M. Clark 
Preside/It of tIle Curpomt.i0l1 

Robert B. Gagosian 
Di rector 

Peter H. McCormick 
7;easrtrer 

Ed\\~n W. Hiam 
ASS;SllIJ" '"treasurer 

Paul Clemente 
Clerk of tile Corporation 

Board ofTrustees 

Rodney B. Berens 

Or'ler 13(/)\ NY 

Percy Chubb III 

Chubb & Son Inc. 

Warren. N] 


Robert A. Day 
7rllsl Compllny of the West, 
tllC., Los Angeles. CA 

Gail E. Deega n 
1-lm4gh/oYI Miffliu. Com-pan)' 
Boston, MA 

Sylvia A. Earle 
Ouklazul, CA 

Robert D. Harrington Jr. 
Greel1wich, CT 

Joseph W. Hill II 

Greellwich, CT 


Robert F. Hoerle 

New l'<J/'k, NY 


James B. Hurlock 
While & Case LLP 

New York, NY 


Robert L. James 

Greenwich, CT 


Eric H. Jostrom 
IliIallc1lesler.IJ)·' lhe·Sea, MA 

William J. Kealy 
I)lIck, NC 

Paul J. Keeler 

Greenwich, CT 


Newton P.S . Merrill 
The Bank of New York 
Nelll }ork, NY 

Richard S. Morse 
Morse, Bames· BrOll'n & 

Pelldleton, PC 

IMdtllOlll , MA 


George I<. Moss 
New York, NY 

David G. Mugar 
MI/gar Enterprises, Inc. 

Basion, MA 


Thomas D. Mullins 
Cambridge. MA 

George F. Russell 
Tacoma, WA 

John A. Scully 
BerJIarclsllille, NJ 

Hardwick Simmons 
KatO'Ulh, NY 

John M. Stewart 
McKinsey & Compan)\ Inc. 
New York, NY 

Richard F. Syron 
Thernzo Elect.ron C OI'poration 
H" lthulll , MA 

Stephen E. Taylor 
Milton, MA 

Thomas J . Tierney 
Wellesle)1MA 

J. Craig Venter 
Celero emlomics Corporation 
Rockville, M I) 

Marjorie M. von Stade 
Locust \/ulle)1 NY 

Thomas B. Wheeler 
Naples, FL 

John). Wise 

Princeloll, NJ 


Arthur Zeikel 
Westfield. N] 

Ex Officio Trustees 
James E. Moltz 

ClzaimulIl of the Board 

of Trustees 


James M. Clark 
Presidell t of the Corporation 

Robert B. Gagosian 
Director 

Peter H. McCormick 
Treasurer 

Paul Clemente 
Clerk of I.he Cor/lOml.ion 

Honorary Trustees 

Ruth M. Adams 


J-imI011er, NH 

Arnold B. Arons 
Unjvel~ it)' of WashingtOll 

Seattle, WA 


Gerald W. Blakeley Jr. 
Blakeley I·nvestment Conlplll,!), 
Boston, IVIA 

Joan T. Bok 
Natiollal GrUI USA 

Wes tborough, MA 


Lewis M. Branscomb 
Hanla rd Un iversity 

Cam.iJridge. AdA 


Edwin D. Brooks Jr. 
Falmouth., MA 

Harvey Brooks 
Call1britlge, MA 

Louis W. Cabot 
Cabot· Wellington , LLC 

Boston. MA 


Melvin A. Conant 
Lusb); MO 

Kathleen S. Crawford 
Clevelalld, OH 

Joel P. Davis 
I3rooksville, ME 

Thomas J . Devine 
NCIIl)ork, NY 

Chief Marshall Nancy Milburn presents the Principals of the Exe rcises, fwm left, 
Dean John ha rrington, Reverend David John son , Corpora tion President Jim Clark, 
former President of MIT Howa rd Johnson, Chairman of the Board Jim Moltz, Director 
Bob Gagosiall, Chief of Naval Research Jay Cohen , MIT's Joint Program Director 
Paola Rizzoli, and Associa te Directo/' for Marine Operations Dich Pittenger. 

William Eve rdell Frank E. Mann Charles H. Townes 
Glen Head, N Y Alexlllldria, WI University of Ca/ifo mia 

Robert A. Frosch Nancy S. Milburn 
Berkeley, CA 

Boslml , MA Winchester, MA Sidney J . WeinbergJr. 

Ruth E. Fye Richard G. Mintz 
Marion. MA 

Fa /mcnall, MA 

W.H. Krome George 
Sewickle); PA 

Mintz, Levin, Cohn., Fen"i,li, 
GIOllS ky anti Popeo, Pc. 
Bostoll . MA 

F. Thomas Westcott 
Attleboro, MA 

Alfred M. Zeien 

Cecil H. Green 
Big Santl)\ 7X 

Gratia R. Montgomery 
SOllth Oart./l /Otlth , MA 

The Gillette Company 
Boston, MA 

Daniel S. Gregory 
Greylock Mll/1age/l lent 
Corporal ion, 13 oston, MA 

Guy W. Nichols 
National Gritl USA 
\.\i<stborougll, MA 

Members of the 
Corporation 

Caryl P. Haskins 
H1ashingtorl , DC 

Chester W. Nimitz 
Wellfleet, MA 

Richard D. Abrams 
Lexil/gton, MA 

William R. Hewlett 
Palo A/to, CA 

Edwin W. Hiam 
Chestn"t /-J ill, lvlA 

Frank W. Hoch 
hvi"gI<Jn, NY 

Frank Press 
WashingI<J", DC 

Reuben F. Ri chards 
Far Hills, NJ 

Kenneth S. Safe Jr. 
Welch & Forbes 
Boston, MA 

Rex D. Adams 
The Fuqua School of Busilless 
O",rham, NC 

Tenley E. Albright 
Boston, MA 

Arthur Yorke Allen 
HoveJ~ YOllngnum Associates, 

Lisina M. Hoch David D. Scott Il /c. , Ne w York, NY 
Ilv ington, NY Sail Francisco, C4 Richard I. Arthur 

Lilli S. Hornig 
Litt le Coonpton, RI 

Robert C. Seamans Jr. 
Beverly Farllls, MA 

SippiClll'l, Jnc. 

Marion, MA 

Weston Howland Jr. 
HOlv1a"d Capital 
Mmmge mellt, Inc. 

Cecil)' C. Selby 
New York, NY 

James A. Austin Jr. 
The University of Texas at. 
Austirr, Ausl.in, TX. 

Bostorl , MA 

Howard W. Johnson 

Frank V. Snyder 
Creemvich, CT 

George F. Baker III 
HOIISlmI., TX 

Massaciz.lIsetis Instilllte of 
Ti!CImology, Caml7ridge, MA 

Breene M. Kerr 

Robert M. Solow 
Massachllsetts I It51 itllte of 
Teclmolog); Cambridge, MA 

William N. Bancroft 
J.M . Forbes & Co. 
Boston, MA 

Brookside Compal1)' 
Ea5l011,MD 

John H. Steele 
Vl00ds I-Iole, MA 

Joseph S. Barr 
Needham, MA 

Harvey C. Krentzman 
Aci va nced JVlaJwgement. 
Associates, il1e. 
Chestnllt Hill , MA 

Karen G. Lloyd 
SOllth Oartmollth , iVlA 

John F. Magee 
Co nco rd. MA 

H. Guyford Stever 
Gaithersbu rg, M I) 

E. Kent Swift Jr. 
Woods Hole, MA 

Maurice Tempelsman 
Leon um' pelszrum & Son 
New\'ork, NY 

Samuel M. Bemiss 
Riellmontl, 10 

James Benenson Jr. 
New York, NY 

Philip L. Bernstein 
Jacob Stem (;- Suns. In;; . 
Santa Bm-hara. CA 
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John P. Birmingham 
Eel River Racil1g LLC 
8 0s101l, MA 

Lillian C. Borrone 
Pori Alil llOrit)' of No'!v York and 
New Jerse)~ New )brk, N)' 

Edward C. Brainard II 
tV/ariol1, MA 

William Brashares 
Mill tz, Levin, Calm, Ferris, 
GIOlISk)\ al1d 1'01"'0, PC. 
Hrlsl,ingtoll, DC 

Coleman P. Burke 

Hflleifrtml NY; L./' 

New)ork, NY 


Richard M. Burnes Jr. 
Clmrles River Ventures 
\>IMIIIlIlI1 ,MA 

Truman S. Casner 
Ropes & Gmy 

8 0Sl01l, lv/A 


Philip W. Cheney 
Haylheol1 COll1l'(II'IY 
Lexirlfilol1, MA 

James M. Clark Jr. 
Elm HiJRe HesDl/fees, Inc. 
Dallas, 7X 

Jill K. Conway 
B OS /Oll, /viA 

William C. Cox Jr. 

Hobe So lind, FL 


Gertrude Coxe 
Presenlaliol1 Society of NeUij10rt 
COunl); Newport, H/ 

Molly M. Crowley 
Piedmonl, CA 

Victoria R. Cunningham 

Soulh Darlll1Olllh , MA 


Nancy R. Cushing 
Squaw I~ lley Shi Corporal ion 
O/)'"1'ic IM/e)\ CII 

J.H. Dow Davis 
1>1051011 , MA 

Michael R. Deland 
Wash.ington., DC 

Al&ed T. Dengler Jr. 
New lor", NY 

Sara G. Dent 
Che10' Ch""", MD 

Craig E. Dorman 
Office of Nmla / Research 
Arliugtoll, \4\ 

Paul A. Downey 
Dow>ler Capi la/ll1corporaled 
San FrarlCisco, CA 

John R. Drexel 
Nelli Yo rk, NY 

Robert C. Ducommun 
New York, NY 

Joseph Z. Duke III 
Off-Road America Ellgineeriug 
jacksol1ville, FL 

Ariana A. Fairbanks 
Woods Hole, MA 

Michele S. Foster 
Portsmollth, RI 

David M. Gaffney 
Hall/illoll ,MA 

Bernard A. Goldhirsh 
MancheSler, Mil 

H. David Greenway 
Needham, MA 

Halsey C. Herreshoff 
Brislof, Rf 

Ann L. Hollick 
\>\lashil1gton, DC 

Kinnaird Howland 
Edwa rds (md Angell 

Prmlidence, HI 


Weston Howland III 
1-lawlandCapilal 

Management, Inc. 

Boston, MA 


Columbus 0, Iselin Jr. 
St. Croix, VI 

Geoffrey H. Jenkins 
Wellesle), Hills, MA 

Laura A. Johnson 
Massachusetts Audubon 
Socie!); Inc., Ullcoln, MA 

C. Russell McKee 
IWcKee Associates 

Old Gremwich, CT 


Dodge D. Morgan 
Nlaine P.ublishing Corporation 
Pori land, ME 

Giles E. Mosher Jr. 
Waban , MA 

Joyce L. Moss 
Nelli York, NY 

Robert M. Raiff 
CentllrioH 
New York, NY 

Anthony W. Ryan 
Grantham, fvIcryo, \k1l1 Ot.lerloo 
& Co. LLC 

BOSlOI1, MA 


Lisa F. Schmid 
Camhridge, MA 

John S. Sculley III 
Scu lle)' Brolhers 

New Yo rk, NY 


John E. Kelly 
j K R.esearch IIssociates, Inc. 
Breckenridge, CO 

Lily R. Kendall 
South Hamillon, Mil 

Lee A. Kimball 
Washington, DC 

Charles R. LaMantia 
Lexington, MA 

Louis J. Lanzerotti 
AT&T Bell Laboralories 

M,may Hill, Nj 


Timothea S. Larr 
Oysler fla)\ NY 

William K. Mackey 
Woods Hole, MA 

John F. Maher 
The john F. Mllher I:"mily 

Fotf.l'lllatiOIl 

Sherman Oaks, CA 


William J. Marshall 
VanwgePoint Venture ParI nan 
Stamford, CT 

Carolyn W. Slayman 
Hamden, CT 

Peter J. Stein 
Scien.tific Solutions, Inc. 
Nashtta, NH 

Carol T. Stuart 
Ultiversily of Massac/lllsetts 
BaS/on, MA 

Kathryn D. Sullivan 
COS I 
Colllmblls, OH 

Stephen P. Swope 
Hiverside. CT 

Christopher R. Tapscott 
ExxollMobil &plomlirm 
COIIIP''''); HmlStmJ, '/X 

William C, Taylor 
Saddle Islal1d Corporal ion 
Boslolt, MA 

George E. Thibault 
Alex(lItdria, VA 

Cecil B. Thompson 
Dmper, UT 

Geoffrey A. Thompson 
Nelli York, NY 

Keith S. Thomson 
Oxford, England 

Michele G. Van Leer 
john Haltcock Mutt"' / Life 

Insurance Company 

Boston, MA 


Charles M. Vest 
l\1(/ssac/'llsel." Iltslitute of 
?eclulOlog)\ Ca mbridge, MA 

Malte von Matthiessen 
Yellow S17rings InstnHllCnt Co., 
Inc., Yellow Springs, 01-1 

Warren M. Washington 
Natioltal Celt ler for 

Atmospheric Research 

Boulder, CO 


Eric A. Wittenberg 
Wittenherg~Lillingsto,." Inc. 

New/"", Beach, CA 


Edmund B, Woollen 
Ra)'t.heon Company 

Arlington, 11,<\ 


Barbara J . WU 
Wilmette, IL 

Ex Officio Members 
James E. Moltz 

Clwimum of l.he Board 
of Truslees 

James M. Clark 
f'residertt of Ihe Corporal.ion 

Robert B. Gagosian 
Director 

Peter H. McCormick 
Treasu rer 

Edwin W. Hiam 
Assistant Treasurer 

Robert D. Harrington Jr. 
Presidenl of Ihe Associales 

Paul Clemente 
Clerk of Ihe Corporal.ion 

John W. Farrington 
Associale Direclor for 
Education and DelHI 
of Graduate Studies 
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Prosser Gifford 
Sandy Williwns exp/Clins an instrument to his Corporation partner, Geoff Thompson. Washinglon, DC 

Jacqueline M. Hollister 
Associate Directorfor 
COlntHUllicliliotts, Dcvelopmelll, 
and Media Relalious 

James R. Luyten 
Senior Associate Director and 
Director of Research 

Richard F. Pittenger 
Associtlle Director for 

JVlarhze Operal ions 


Daniel H. Stuermer 
Director of Developmen.t 

Honorary Members 
Richard F. Alden 

Las Angeles, CA 

Marjorie Atwood 

Newport, HI 


Glenn W. Bailey · 
New lork, Nl' 

John M. Baitsell 
jllpiler, FL 

George F. Bennett 
Fal'llolllh , Mil 

Charles A. Black 
Woodside, CA 

Randolph W. Bromery 
Amhersl, Mil 

Richard W. Call 
Pasadena, CA 

Hays Clark 
I-lobe Sow'rd, FL 

Ruth P. Clark 
Palm Beach, FL 

Gorham L. Cross Jr. 
Wellesle)\ iVlA 

James D. Ebert 
Ball i'lllore, MD 

Nelson S. Gifford 
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Charles Goodwin 
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Donald R. Griffin 
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Richard D, Hill 
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Mary D. Janney 
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Ri nehart Coastcli Resea rch Center Direc tor Rochy Geyer 
introduces new Corpomtion members to the Center's 
IIIOrl1 during an orie ntation tour in May. 

Robert F. Hoerle 

Breene M. Kerr 

Reuben F. Richards 
Kenneth S. Safe 

Paul Clemente' 

Investment 
Committee 
Arthur Zeikel , Chair 

Daniel S. Gregory 

Eric H. Jostrom 
William J. Kealy 
Thomas D. Mullins 

Peter H. McCormick~ 

James E. Moltz~ 

Member Information 
] 
c 

Committee 
" William P.E. Graves, Chair 

~ James A. Austin Jr. 
Richard W. Call 

Ruth P. Clark 

Charles Goodwin 
C. Russell McKee 

Joyce L. Moss 
Marjorie M. von Stade 
Elizabeth S. Warner 

Jacqueline M. Hollister· 

Nominating 
Committee 
John F. Magee, Chair 

H. David Greenway 
Lisina M. Hoch 

James B. Hurlock 
Paul J . Keeler 
Newton P.S. Merrill 

Richard G. Mintz 

Marjorie M. von Stade 
Thomas B. Wheeler 

James M. Clark"" 
Robert B. Gagosian· 

Robert D. Harrington Jr. " 

Jacqueline M. Hollister ' 

James E. MolrL" 

Trustee/Employees' 
Retirement Trust 
Rodney B. Berens (200 I) 
Newton P.S. Merrill (2002) 

John A. Scully (2003) 

2000/2001 AD HOC 
COMMITTEES 

Education 
Committee 
Nancy S. Milburn, Chair 

Lewis M. Branscomb 

Joel P. Davis 

Lilli S. Hornig 
Cecily C. Selby 
"'" Ex Offido Committee !'vl embcrs 

Robert M. Solow 
Carol T. Stuart 

Keith S. Thomson 
John W. F>lfrington· 

Christopher R. Tapscott· 

Ships Committee 
E. Kent Swift, Chair 
Richard I. Arthur 

Louis W. Cabot 

James M. Clark 

Joel P. Davis 

Thomas J. Devine 
Joseph Z. Duke 

Charles Goodwin 
Robert D. Harrington Jr. 

Frank W. Hoch 
Lisina M. Hoch 

Robert L. James 
Paul J. Keeler 

Peter H. McCormick 

Gratia R. Montgomery 

Dodge D. Morgan 
George K. Moss 

Thomas D. Mullins 
Guy W. Nichols 

Kenneth S. Safe 

Robert C. Seamans 
Frank V. Snyder 

David B. Stone 

Marjorie M. von Stade 

F. Thomas Westcott 
Robert B. Gagosian · 

James E. Moltz· 
Richard F. Pittenger· 

2000/2001 
SPECIAL 
COMMITTEES 

Business 
Development 
Committee 

Robert A. Frosch, Chair 

Philip L. Bernstein 

Daniel S. Gregory 
Harvey C. Krentzman 

Richard S. Morse 

David G. Mugar 
Paul Clemente· 

Robert B. Gagosian· 

James R. Luyten· 
Daniel H. Stuermer~ 

Bylaw Review 
Committee 
John F. Magee, Chair 

James M. Clark 

Robert A. Frosch 
Richard G. Mintz 

James E. Moltz 
Robert C. Seamans 

Campaign Steering 
Committee 
James M. Clark 
Robert B. Gagosian 

Jacqueline M. Hollister 

Robert L. James 

James E. Moltz 
Daniel H. Stuermer 

Thomas J. Tierney 
Thomas B. Wheeler 

Campus Planning 
Committee 

F. Thomas Westcott, 
Chair 

James M. Clark 
Gertrude Coxe 

Thomas J . Devine 

Michele S. Foster 
Paul Clemente· 

James R. Luyten~ 

A. Dix Leeson 
/lockport., /VI E 

Stanley Livingston, Jr. 
/3 ristol, Rl 

Renville H. McMann, Jr. 
New Ca n"on. CT 

Denman K. McNear 
East Dermis. !VIA 

George L. Moses 
East Falmouth. MA 

Frank L. Nickerson 
/-Ol dwOllth. !VJA 

Phyllis McKee Orb 
Creenwich. CT 

Susanne L. Phippen 
Welllw w,MA 

Allen E. Puckett 
Pacific Palisade, . CA 

Willis B. Reals 

Falwotlth , MA 


Walter N. Rothschild Jr. 
New York, NY 

Anne W. Sawyer 
Woods HoLe, MA 

David S. Saxon 
University of California, Los 
Angeles, Los Angeles, CA 

Charles W. Schmidt 
l-lilstoll, MA 

Charles P. Slichter 
Universit), of Illinois 

Urbana, iL 


Hope Noyes Smith 
Hamilton, MA 

David B. Stone 
North American Management. 
Corp., BOstOll, !VIA 

Wm. Davis Taylor 
Brook/ine, MA 
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Richard F. Tucker 
Fairfield. CT 

Emily V. Wade 
Bedford. MA 

Elizabeth S. Warner 
ILhaca. NY 

2000/2001 

STANDING 

COMMITTEES 


Audit Committee 
Stephen E. Taylor, Chair 

Edward C. Brainard Jr. 

J.H. Dow Davis 

Gail E. Deegan 
Kinnaird Howland 

Anthony W. Ryan 

Executive Committee 
James E. Moltz, Chair 
Louis W. Cabot 
Robert A. Frosch 

Robert B. Gagosian 

Weston Howland Jr. 

Robert L. James 

Nancy S. Milburn 

George K. Moss 
Robert M. Solow 

James M. Clark "" 
Robert D. Harrington Jr.' 
Peter H. McCormick· 

Finance & Budget 
Committee 
Peter H. McCormick, 
Chair 

Arthur Yorke Allen 
Edwin W. Hiam 

Biology Depa rtment Chair La rry Madin , left, greets John 
Magee a nd Robin Wh eeler during the May dinner fo r 
Corpomtion Members and Trustees a t the Cotuit Es tate . 
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Peter Wiebe desnibes Global Ocean Ecosystems Dynamics work on Geo rges Banlz to Sena tor Ted Kennedy and others in the Iselin High Bay 

Directorate 
Robert B. Gagosian 

Director 

James R. Luyten 
Sen.ior Associate Director ana 
Associafe Direc /or of Resea rcf1 

Paul Clemente 
Associate Director for FirUince 
& Adfll.inisl.ration 

John W. Farrington 
A ssociate Director/or 
EduCMio/'i 67 Dean qf 
Graduate Studies 

Jacqueline M. Hollister 
Associate Direc/_or for 
C011lHlllnicflliolls, Developlllent 
{llId iVleci;a Relntions 

Richard F. Pittenger 
Associate Director lor Marine 
Opera/iolls 

Pamela C. Hart 
£\"eculiveAss;sfanf to t.he 

Director 


As of December 31, 2000 

Applied Ocean 
Physics and 
Engineering 
Department 
Timothy K. Stanton 

Depart."u""t Chilir 
a.nd Senior Scumtist 

Lane J . Abrams 
Research Engineer 

John J. Akens 
Senior Engineer 

Ben G. Allen 

Research Engilleer 


Laurence A. Anderson 
Research Associate If 

Thomas C. Austin 
Senior Engineer 

John W. Bailey 
Engi neer II 

Robert D. Ballard 
Scientist. ElI'1eritus 

Stacey E. Beaulieu 
Postdoctoral hwestigator 

Andrew D. Bowen 
Research Specialist, 

Martin F. Bowen 
Research Associate III 

Albert M. Bradley 
Principal Engineer 

Robert S. Bcm,n 
Research. Associate II 

Neil L. Brown 
Oceanographer Emeritus 

Megan M. Carroll 
Engineer I 

Rodney M. Catanach 
Engineer II 

Alan D. Chave 
Senior Scienr.;st 

Dezhang Chu 
Research Specialist 

John A. Colosi 
Associate Sc ientist 

Richard E. Crawford 
Visiti.ng lnvest.;galOr 

Kenneth W. Doherty 
Seninr Engil1eer 

Terence G. Donoghue 
Engineer If 

James A. Doutt 
Research Associate III 

Timothy F. Duda 
Assocwte Scientis t 

Alan R. Duester 
Engineer II 

Calvert F. Ecl< 
Research Engilleer 

James B. Edson 
Associate Sc ientist 

Robert L. Elder 
EngiNeer Il 

Steve Elgar 
Senior Scientist 

Fall< Feddersen 
Postdcctora l Scholar 

Kenneth G. Foote 
Sen,ior Scientisl 

Ned C. Forrester 
Sen'ior Engineer 

Dudley B. Foster 
Research Specialist. 

Janet J. Fredericks 
Info. Systems Assoc. IJ 

Andrew J . Fredricks 
Postdoctoral Fellow 

Lee E. Freitag 
Senior Engineer 

George V. Frisk 
Serlior Scient.i.st 

Daniel E. Frye 

Sr. Research Specialist. 


Stephen R. Gegg 
Info. Sys tems Assoc. 1J 

Wayne R. Geyer 
Senior Scien.tist 

Robert G. Goldsborough 
Research En.gineer 

Mark A. Grosenbaugh 
Associate Scient:ist and 
}. Seward Johmon Chair as 
Education Coordinator 

Matthew D. Grund 
Engineer IJ 

Robert T. Guza 
Visiting Invest.igator 

Terence R. Hammar 
Research Associate 11 

Matthew C. Heintz 
Engineer /I 

Edward L. Hobart 
Engineer II 

Jonathan C. Howland 
Senior El'lgineer 

Kelan Huang 
Info . S), t<?»IS Assoc. III 

James D. Irish 
Sr. Research Specialist 

Anatoliy N. Ivakin 
Adjunct Scientist 

Houshuo Jiang 
Postdoctoral Scholar 

Mark P. Johnson 
Research Engineer 

Gail C. Kineke 
Adjunct Scienf.ist 

Peter A. Koski 
Engilleer I 

Valery K. Kosnyrev 
Research. Associate lJ 

Andone Lavery 
Postdoctoral Scholar 

James R. Ledwell 
Senior Scientist 

Steven A. Lerner 
Research Engineer 

Stephen P. Liberatore 
Research Engineer 

Daniel R. Lynch 
Adjunc t 5c;(:'n.li51 

James F. Lynch 
Senior ScieJIt.;st 

Ann Martin 
Info. Systems Assoc. II 

Glenn E. McDonald 
Engineer II 

Dennis J. McGillicuddy Jr. 
Associate Sciertf-ist 
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Wade R. McGilJis Barrie B. Walden John W.H. Dacey Bruce A. Keafer Edward Parnell 
Associtlte Scient-ist Principil l Engineer Associate Scien.t.isL Research Associate lIT Postdoctoral TmJestigator 

Sean P. McKenna Jonathan D. Ware Cabell S. Davis III Darlene R. Ketten Mercedes Pascual 

PosllJoctorallm1estigator clIgim:er /I Senior Sc iellt ist Associate Scientist Dunlap 


AdjHllCl Scien tist
David A. Mindell Joseph D. Warren Mark R. Dennett Dale F. Leavitt 

Visit ing lnvest.igator Postr/ocUJml Fellow Resea rch Special ist Hesearch Associate 11/ Jesus G. Pineda 


Associate Sc ientist 
A. Todd Morrison III Sarah E. Webster Michele D. DuRand James Leichter 
Visi ti ng Investigater EI1~illeer 1 P()Sllioc.:t{)fllJ 11'l1..'est.igntor Postdocroml Investigator Pamela Polloni 


Visiliug luvestiglltor 
Robert W. Morse Louis L Whitcomb Iris Fischer Aishao Li 

Seier/l ist Emeri tus Vi."i iliu~ luue:;;tigatur Research Associate I Postdoctorai llwestigator John H. Ryther 


Sc ic11 ti .~ t l..::mcn f'II S
Matthew L. Naiman Albert J. Williams 3rd Michael Fogarty Laurence P. Madin 

Engineer If Sen.iur Sc:.:ieatist Adj lm c.:t Scientist Senior Scientist., Directur of Howard L. Sanders 


Ocean Life Instit.ltte, and Scieotist [",eri tH ,
Arthur Newhall Warren E. Witzell Jr. Scott Gallager Department C hair until 
Research Specialist Eug il1cer II A.,WlC;ate Scieutist Amelie ScheltemaDecem her I 5, 2000 

lusl.il-u.tioll Visi.till8 Scholar James W. Partan Dana R. Yoerger Elizabeth Garland Anna Metaxas 
Visiting Investigator Assocutte Scientis t VisiliHg Ili ves/.igrt /() r Rudolf S. ScheltemaAdjtl nct Scientist 

SciclI !;.'1 EHIe-rilll.,Walter Paul Christopher J. Zappa Rebecca J . Gast Patrick Miller 
SeI"lio r Engineer Posulocteral Scholar Assistant Sci<n'l.tis t Anne Sell Postdoc lorall" Pesligalor 

Postdoctoral hlllestigCltorKenneth R. Peal Jack Zhang Joel C. Goldman Judith E. McDowell 
Sen ior Engineer Engineer II Scient.ist Emeri t lls A1exi ShalapyonokSenior Scientist amJ 

Hesearch Associate IIISea G rant CoordinatorDonald B. Peters Charles H. GreeneBiology DepartmentResearch Engineer Visit ing Investigator Heidi M. Sosik lofia J. Mlodzinska 
John J. Stegeman Associate Sc iell,tistResearch Associate /IRobert A. Petitt Robert C. GromanDepartmellt Chair (frOnt 

Research Engineer Info. S)'stetns Specialist Craig D. Taylor December 18, 2000) and Stephen Molyneaux 
Associate Sciel1.tistSenior Scientist. Research Associate II 


ASS;slimt Scientist Associate Scien.tist John M. Teal 

James C. Preisig Mark E. Hahn 

Philip A1atalo Michael J. Moore 
Scientist Emeritus Research AISOC;ate II Research SIJecialistMichael J. Purcell Kenneth M. Halanych 

Hesea rch ElIgil1eer Assistant Scientist Andreas P. TeskeDonald M. Anderson J. Ru Morrison 

Britt Raubenheimer Sen.ior Scientist George R. Hampson PostducUJral Tnvestigater Assisumt Scien tist 


Assistant Scientist Oceallographer Emeritus Simon Thorrold
Carin Ashjian Lauren S. Mullineaux 
Assnc.:;a le Sc ientistAssoc iate Scient ist Assoc'iole SCientist aud 


Visit ing Investigator Senior Scientist Sanjay Tiwari 

Donald C. Rhoads G. Richard Harbison 

J. Seward Johnson Cllair asMichael Atkins 
Edt/cat ion. Coordinator Vi;.;iling InvestigatorPostdoctorallnvestigalOrLawrence C. Rome Robert Haselkorn 

Michael G. NeubertVisiti ng Invest.ignt-ar Adjunct Sc ientist Linda Martin TraykovskiRichard H. Backus 
ASSoc1ate Scientist 

Scientist. Emeritu.s Posldoctomllu l:esl iga lorEdward K. Scheer Erich F. Horgan 
Douglas P. NowacekIllfo. Systems Assoc. III Hesearch Assocwte II Peter L. TyackHal Caswell 

Postdoctomllnvestigator Senior Scientist SeHlor Scientist and 
The Robert W Morse James F. O'Connell

Cynthia J. Sellers Sonke Johnsen 
Hesearc /, Associale III Assistant Sc ientist. Frederica W. Valois 


Chair for Excellence Research Associate [J/ 
 Ocecmographer Emerit.usArnold G. Sharp In Ocemwg raphy Sibel I. Karchner 
Senior Et'giueer Research Associate III John B. WaterburyRobert J. Olson 

James E. Craddock Senior Scientis t Associate Scu.~lI,is tRobin C. Singer Oceanographer Emeritus 

Engineer II William A. Watkins 


Ocellllographer Elneri.t.us
Hanumant Singh 
Assistant Scientist Peter H. Wiebe 

Senior Scientist.Sandipa Singh 
alld Tile AlialllS Chair 

Engi lleer II 
CarlO. Wirsen Jr. Victoria R. Starczak 
Sr. Research Specill list

Hesell rch Associate II 
Bruce R. Woodin

Roger P. Stokey 
Research Associate 111

Senior El1gil1ee r 

Miles A. Sundermeyer Geology & 
Visiting Int1esI:igator Geophysics 

Eugene A. Terray Department 
Research Speciahst Robert S. Detrick 

Depart.ment Chair Fredrik T. Thwaites 
ami Senior Scien.tist Hesearch Engineer 

Abdallah S. A1-loubi Peter A. Traykovski 
Postdoctoral Fellow Assistant Sc ientist 

David G. Aubrey John H. Trowbridge ] 
~ 

Adjunct Scientist Associate SCien.tist 
~ Andrew H. Barclay Christopher J. von Alt I Postdoctoral h1l1csl.iga tor Principal Engineer u 

William A. BerggrenKeith von der Heydt 
SCientist Emeritus

Senior Ellgi neer Chief Scientis t Ruth C urry wOrilS in Knorr's lab during a May/June voyage for extensive 
water sct mpling to tracll anomalous southward moving Labrador Sea water. 
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Karen Bice Richard Healy Kristin Marie Michael P. Bacon Thomas McCollom 
Assistant Sc ienl.ist Illfo. Syslems Assoc;ate 1/ Michener Rohr Senior Scie~ftist Postdoctoral Investigator 

Jurek Blusztajn Kai-Uwe Hinrichs Vi si ting Investigator LaryA. Ball Scott J. McCue 
Hesetlrch.Assoc;ale 11/ A'''S;Slunl Scicmist Estelle Rose Research. Specutl;sl Info. Systems Assoc;ate /I 

S. Thompson Bolmer James G. Hirth Postdoctoral 1,111estigator Neil Banerjee James W. Moffett 
hzfo. S)'te"" Assoc;ate /I Associate Scientist David A. Ross Visiting Investiga tor Associate Scient ist 

Carl O. Bowin Susumu Honjo Scientist. Emeritus Ken O. Buesseler Daniel Montlu~on 
Scientist Emeritus Sel/ior Scien tist Peter E. Sauer Senior Scientist Resea rch Associate JI 

James E. Broda Susan E. Humphris Postdoctoral.t,westigalof Cynthia L. Chandler Jennifer Morford 
RC!searcl, Specialist Senior SC;e/1/.;SI. j. Sew"rd Robert J . Schneider Info. Systems Assoc;ate /I Postdoctoral Scholar 

Wilfred B. Bryan 
Se,,;or SC;~"" t;S t. (Ret.;red) 

joJmsrm Clwir as CdflcnlioJ1 
Coortiilllltor, ami Director of 
ElIrtJI ·Oceal7 J~'xpforaljO;1 

Senior Hesearch Spec;al;sl 

Hans Schouten 
Matthew Charette 
Assi.stant Scientist 

Robert K. Nelson 
Hesearch Assoc;ate III 

Elizabeth T. Bunce Im.lit II Ie Senior Sc ientist Robert Chen Nanako Ohkouchi Ogawa 
Scienti_, ' /:'mer;lus Matthew Jull Adam Schultz Adjunct Scientist Guest Investigator 

Juan Pablo Po.... tdoclOml J~z vest ig"Lor Adjuncl Sc;el1l;st Maureen H. Conte Naohiko Ohkouchi 
Canales Cisneros 

Research tls.we ;erte III 

Joseph R. Cann 
Adjunct Sc iel'l/,ist 

Mary Carman 
Research Associate JI 

Peter D. Clift 
t\ ::;...wx:iate Sc ientist 

John A. Collins 
Associate Sdenlist 

William B. Curry 
Senior Sc iel1.t.ist and 
D;rector of Ocean and C/;",,,te 
C hange rust,it,ute 

Columban DeVargas 
Postdoctoml FeII<Jw 

Henry J.B. Dick 
Senior Scientist 

Lloyd D. Keigwin 
Senior Scienti:;,' 

Peter B. Kelemen 
Associate Scientist 

Daniel Clay Kelly 
Pt)stdOCloml J1111cst, i~atur 

Sang Wook Kim 
PO.'itdoctomI111vesligCl/or 

Richard A. Krishfield 
Hesellrc h /lssoc ;ate III 

Peter B. Landry 
bzg;neer /I 

Graham D. Layne 
Research Specialist 

Jae-Il Lee 
POSldoctoral Fellow 

Peter Lemmond 

Nobumichi Shimizu 
Senior Scient ist ami 
The "', Vall A la ll 
Clar"},.. Chair 

Kenneth W.W. Sims 
Assistant Scientist 

Deborah K. Smith 
Associate Scientist, 

Robert A. Sohn 
Assistant Scientist 

Roger Summons 
Adjunct Sc iel1t ist 

Ralph A. Stephen 
Senior Scien t.ist 

Stephen A. Swift 
Research Specud;st 

Uri ten Brink 
Atijt/ftct, Scientist 

Associate Scientist 

Joshua M. Curtice 
Hesearch Assoc ;"" II 

Minhan Dai 
Researc h Assoc;ate III (LOA ) 

Michael D. DeGrandpre 
Adjunct Scientist 

Werner G. Deuser 
Scientist, Emerit,us. 

Katrina Edwards 
Ass;sta rlt Scien.t ist 

Geoffrey Eglington 
Adjunct Scient;st 

Lorraine Eglinton 
Research Associate III 

Timothy J. Eglinton 
Associate Scientist 

Postdoct"ml Fellow 

Ann Pearson 
Postdoctoral I-rl vest igator 

Edward Peltzer 
AdjW1ct OcemlOgraplwr 

Steven Petsch 
Postdoctoml Scholerr 

Bernhard Peucker-
Ehrenbrink 

Associate Scientist 

Steven Pike 
Research Assoc;at. II 

Christopher Reddy 
Assistant Scientist 

Daniel J. Repeta 
Serli or Scientist and 
71,e Stal/k1' W "'i llSOn 
Chair for Excellence ;/1. 

Jeffrey Donnelly 
Postdoctoral Fellow 

Resea rch Associate 11/ 

Aibing Li 
Maurice A. Tivey 
A550Citlte Scieutist 

Alan P. Fleer 
Hesearclz Assoc;ate III 

Oceanography 

Kathleen C. Ruttenberg 

Joanne C. Donoghue 
Engineer JJ 

POSldOCloral Fellow 

Jian Lin 
Brian E. Tucholke 

Senior Sc i (, l/ti.~ t (/nd 

Roger Fran/;:ois 
Associate Scient,is! 

Associate Scientist 

Julian Sachs 

Neal W. Driscoll 
AssociaJe Scie ntist 

Kathryn L. Elder 
Resea rch Assoc;ate II 

Robert L. Evans 
Associate Scientist 

John I. Ewing 
Scientist Emerit us 

Daniel J. Fornari 
Sen-ior SC;('''1'ltist 

Glenn Gaetani 
Assistant. Scientist 

AJan R. Gagnon 
Research Assoc;ate /II 

Graham S. Giese 
Oceanographer Emeritus 

Kathryn Gillis 
Adfll11Ct Scient.ist 

Associate ScienJist 

George P. Lohmann 
Associate Scien.t.isL 

John Madsen 
Adjunct SC;Cllt;st 

Steven J. Manganini 
Research Specialist 

Daniel C. McCorkle 
Associ(lte Scient. j.~t 

Jerry F. McManus 
Assistant. Scientist 

Ann P. McNichol 
Research SI,"c;al;st 

Peter S. Meyer 
Adjunct. Scientist 

Peter Molnar 
Adju.nct Sc;en.t;st 

Ann Mulligan 

The Hel1ry /3')'Ollt Bigelow 
Cha;r!or Excellence ;n 
Ocem/Ography 

Elazar Uchupi 
Scie HList Emeritus 

Richard P. Von Henen 
Scientist. Emeritus 

Karl F. Von Reden 
Se,,;or Research Specialist 

Cbris Weidman 
Visit.ing In vestigll,or 

Frank B. Wooding 
Resea rch Specialist 

Li Xu 
Visit.ing I nvest.igator 

Wen-Lu Zhu 
Assistant Scientist 

Department of 

Nelson M. Frew 
Senior Research Specialist 

David M. Glover 
Hesearch Spec;al; sl 

Eric Hintsa 
Assistant ScienUst 

Leah Houghton 
Research Assoc;ate /I 

Konrad Hughen 
Assistant Scient,ist 

John M. Hunt 
Scientist E merit,us 

Keith Hunter 
G uest. Investigator 

William J. Jenkins 
Senior Sc;enl;st. (LOA ) 

Carl G. Johnson 
Research Assoc;ate III 

Guest j'nvest.igator 

Frederick L. Sayles 
Senior Scientist 

David L. Schneider 
Research Assoc;ate Iff 

Jeffrey S. Seewald 
Associate Sciellt-ist 

Wayne Shanks 
Adjunct Sciell/i,, ' 

Edward R. Sholkovitz 
Senior Scientist 

Derek W. Spencer 
Sciellti,q Eme ritll.' 

Geoffrey Thompson 
Scientist Emeritlls 

Margaret K. Tivey 
Associate ScierlJist 

Thomas Trull 

Tracy K.P. Gregg 
Adjunct Sc;e"';st 

POSldoctoral Fellow 

Richard D. Norris 

Marine Chemistry & 
Geochemistry 

Kirsten Laarkamp 
Postdoctoral Invest;gator 

Adj/l.nct Sc;enl;st 

Wei Wang 

Van S. Griffin 
ResearchAssoc;ate III 

Stanley R. Hart 
Senior Scien t ist 

Associate Sc ientist 

Delia W. Oppo 
Associate Scj£.~t ist 

Dorinda R. Ostermann 

Mark D. Kurz 
Department Chair, 
Sen-ior Sc ientist" anti 
71ze Edward W a"d 
Bet I)' .f. Script,., Chair 

Joseph Licciardi 
Postdoctoral Scholar 

Dempsey E. Lott III 
Senior Hesea rch Spec;a lisl 

PosuloctorallnveSl.;gator 

John C. Weber 
Research Assoc;tlle /I 

Jean K. Whelan 

John M. Hayes 
Senior Scie tlt.isl 

Gerald Haug 
Adjunct Scientist. 

Hesearch Assoc;ate III 

Gregory E. Ravizza 
Associate Scientist 

Robert Ackert 
Postdoctoral Investigator 

Wolfgang Bach 
AssisUmt Sc i e~lf.ist 

William R. Martin 
Associate Scient.ist and 
}. Seward Johnson. Ch{/;r as 
Educat;on Coordinator 

Sl:'1zior Resea rch S peciaJ.ist 

Oliver C. Zafiriou 
Se~lior Scientist 
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Senior Scientists Don Anderson, (Jt (eft with Bob Cogosi(Jn, (Jnd Peter Wiebe , 
right, received officio( recognition in 2000 for being n(Jmed 1999 Environment(J( 
Heroes by th e N(Jtiono( Oce(Jnic clIld Atmospheric Aclministmtion. 

Porter Hoagland III 

Oceanography 

Physical 

Resea rch Specialist 

Department Denise M. Jarvinen 

Terrence M. Joyce 
 A ssistant Scientist 

Dep"rtmeul Chair DiJin 
ami Senior Scient ist Ass(x:iate SCieHlist 

Carol A. Alessi Hauke L. Kite-Powell 
T"f" . S)~lemsAssociate IT Heseorcll Specia list 

Geoffrey P. Allsup Robert Repetto 
EI1~ineer 11 Senior Research Felloll! 

Frank Bahr John H. Steele 
Heseare" Associate TTl Scient is!. Emeri/.lIs 

Robert C. Beardsley 
Rinehart Coastal 


The 1.IM,er A. o"d T-Jope 

Se,, ;or Sdenlist ami 

Research Center 
Noyes SlIlith Chi.ir Wayne R. Geyer 


Amy S. Bower 
 Director and 

Associate Sc ientist 
 Senior Sciel1.tist 

Cheryl Ann Butman Annalisa Bracco 
Flume Sciellce Coordimllor 
& Guest In vestigator 

Posldocloral Schowr 

Keith F. Bradley 

Research Associate Bruce W. Tripp
Melinda H. Hall Robert C. Millard Jr. Fiamma Straneo 

Assistan.t Director and 
Alvin L. Bradshaw Hesearch $opecialist Senior Research Spec;(Jlj.~, PaS/doctoral ScholaT 

HeseaTch Associate 

Heseareh Specialist 
 Karl R. Helfrich Ellyn T. Montgomery Bomin Sun 

Kenneth H. Brink Sen.ior Scientist Hese" ,.ch. Specioli.,' PaS/doctoral i>westigolor Computer and 
Seuior Sc ientist-and Information ServicesNelson Hogg W. Brechner Owens H. Marshall Swartz Jr. 
Director of Coaslal 

Senior Scientist and £,.-'1";0( Scientist Hesearch Associate TIl Julie M. Allen 
Oce(m Institute The IV Van Alan Info. SySlems Sp<!cilliist

Gwyneth H. Packard John M. Toole
Michael J. Caruso CI,,,k Sr. ChaiT 

Hesearch Associate {{ Senior Scient.i.s t Eric F. Cunningham
lufu. Systems Specialist David S. Hosom Info. SY';tC IIIS ;\',sociate 11

Richard E. Payne Daniel J. Torres 
Claudia Cendese Principal Engineer 

Research Specialist Hesec"ch Assoculle II Roger A. Goldsmith 
Assistant Scient ist Rui Xin Huang Info. Sys"'"'S Speciolisl. 

Joseph Pedlosky Richard P. Trask
David C. Chapman Senior Sciell list 

Sen-ior Scient'iSI. (Ind Hesearch Specialist Helen Gordon 
Senior Scientist. Heather D. Hunt-Furey Ilwr)' L. and Grace Do/umy Info. Sptcm.\ A ......oL'itl te 11

James R. Valdes
Yang-Ki Cho HesearchAssocio le ({ Oceanographer 

Senior Engineer Robert W. Katcher 
GIIcst Investigator Christopher Jones Helen E. Phillips It~ro. Systems Ih sociare 11

Michal Vanicek 
James H. Churchill Guest Investigator Posldocwrol Scholar 

Postdoctorallllvestigolor John Krauspe
Hesearch Specialist Joseph LaCasce Robert S. Pickart Info. Syste llb AS.wx:inte III

Bruce A. Warren
Ruth G. Curry Assisla~t.t Scientist Associale Scientist 

Senior Scielztist William S. Little 
Hesearcl. Specialist Sonya A. Legg Albert]. Plueddeman Tnfo. Splelll, Specialist

Robert A. Weller
Assistant Scien tist. Associate ScientistJerome P. Dean Sen.ior Scientist Andrew R. Maffei 

Oc.emwgrapher Eme ritus Steven J. Lentz Kurt L. Polzin Tnfo. S),.<Ielll' Spec ildisl
Sandra Werner 

Alan Faller Sen'iar ScierLtis/. Associate Sc ientist 
G uest Invesl.iga t.or Randal Manchester 

Guest 1,westigator James Lerczak Lawrence J. Pratt Tnfo. Systellls AS«".'i,,'e TTl
Deborah E. West-Mack

Raffaele Ferrari Postdoctoral Scholar Senior Scjen,/~s l 
Hesearch Associale II Elizabeth B. Owens 

PosuJocwral Scholar Richard Limeburner James F. Price Tnfo. Syslems Associate II
John A. Whitehead

Albert J. Fischer Senior Hesearch SpecialiSl Senior Sc ien.tist and 
Senior Scientist (md Warren J. Sass 

Posldocwral. ll1vesligawr }. Seward Johl1sol1 Chair as
Christopher A. Linder TI,e 1'11,,1 M. F)'e C hair Tnfo. S)~lemS SpecialiSIEdllcalum Coordinaw r 

Glenn R. Flierl Research-Associale 
Geoff Whitney Jr. Deborah K. ShaferAndrey Yu ProshutinskyGuest h tvestigator Lisanne (Sandy) Lucas Heseareh Associale T I Tnfo. Syslems Associale TIAssociate Scientist 

Nicholas P. Fofonoff Hesea rch Associate Suzanne B. Volkmann 
ScieH I-ist E meritus Philip L. Richardson

Alison M. Macdonald Marine Policy Center Tnfo. SySlellls Associate TIScientist Emeritus 
David M. Fratantoni Guest I n.vestigat,or Andrew R. Solow 
Assistan.t Scient,is!. Director and MBl/WHOI LibraryPaola Rizzoli 

Jochem Marotzke Guest In.vestigator Associate Scientist Colleen D. HurterPaula Fratantoni Guest 1111lest.igator 
Raymond W. Schmitt Info. Systems Associ,,'e IIIPosulocloral Tl1vestigowr Jesse H. Ausubel John Marshall Senior Scje~ltjst

Paul D. Fucile Gllest Investigator Adjullct Scientist Melissa Lamont 
William J. Schmitz Tnfo. S)~Ie",s Associale TflResearch Engineer Diane F. CowanCraig D. Marquette Scientist Emeritt ls 

Engineer II Hesearc/, Fellow Margaret A. RioLLx 
Robert 1(. Shearman Tnfo. Systems Associale ITI

Nancy R. Galbraith 
Info. SYSIe1n5 Associ",e TIT Daniel A. CurranCecile Mauritzen Pusldocloml Scholar Senior Hesearch FellowGlen W. Gawarkie,vicz Assistant $Cic,."lList 

Vitalii Sheremet Associate Scientist Makram Gerges Michael S. McCartney Assistnnl. Scieut.ist. Senior Research FellowSeuior Sc ien.l.;st ami 


Research Associate The Columbus O'Donnell Michael A. Spall 

Deborah Glickson 

Hillel Gordin 
Iselin C hair for Excellence in Associate Sciel'u;st Senior Heseorch FellowJason Gobat Ocellnograph)' 


Postdoctoral Investigator 
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Applied Ocean 
Physics & 
Engineering 
Department 

Shirley J. Barkley 

Philip J. Bernard 

Anthony H. Berry 

Andrew S. Billings 

Paul R. Bouchard 

Dolores H. Chausse 

Charles E. Corwin 

Thomas Crook 

Steven M. Cross 

Edward A. Denton 

Betsey G. Doherty 

James M. Dunn 

Joshua N. Eck 

Stephen Faluotico 

Gloria B. Franklin 

Andrew P. Girard 

Matthew R. Gould 

Carlton W. Grant 

Susan M. Grieve 

Renee M. Hansen 

Karen A. Heise-Gentile 

Sheila K. Hurst 

Thomas P. Hurst 

Craig E. Johnson 

John N. Kemp 

Olga I. Kosnyreva 

Karen Littlefield 

Christopher Lumping 

Marguerite K. McElroy 

Neil M. McPhee 

George A. Meier 

Marlene B. Messina 

Stephen D. Murphy 

Anita D. Norton 

Gregory J. Packard 

Judith A. Rizoli White 

Stanley G. Rosenblad 

James R. Ryder 

David S. Schroeder 

John J. Schwind Jr. 

William J. Sellers 

John D. Sisson 

Linda M. Skiba 

Gary N. Stanbrough 

Nancy W. Stedman 

Max O. von der Heydt 

Karlen A. Wannop 

Lynn R. Yarmey 

Thomas P. Zimmerfaust 

Biology Department Mary Bellino Scot P. BirdwhisteH Jeffrey B. Lord 

Molly Allison Victor Bender Emma Brackett Mary Ann Lucas 

J{jmberly Amaral Katherine W. Brown L. Susan Brown-Leger Theresa K. McKee 

Ellen Bailey Karen L. Coluzzi Sheila Clifford Gail McPhee 

Nicoletta Biassoni David L. DuBois Kate Doyle Ann-Marie Michael 

Iska Blusztajn Pamela V. Foster Joanne E. Goudreau William M. Ostrom 

Mari Butler C. Eben Franks Christie Haupert John B. Reese 

Anne C. Canaday Sarah Gaines Craig Herbold Hazel Sala7..ar 

Chip Clancy Parker Hackett Daniel Hines Ryan Schrawder 

Nancy J . Copley C. Frances Halbrooks Joanna F. Ireland Robert D. Tavares 

Scott R. Cramer Robert Handy Judith Kelley Deborah A. Taylor 

J\'Iary Ann Daher Marleen H. Jeglinski Kathleen Kucharski Rochelle Ugstad 

Sheri D. DeRosa Janet M. Johnson Ellen Lai Bria n S. Way 

Diana G. Franks Huichan Lin Donna Mortimer W. David Wellwood 

Linda G. Hare Jill Murawski Margaret M. Sulanowska Scott E. Worrilow 

David M. Kulis Patricia Long Mary Zawoysky Jeanne A. Young 

Bruce A. Lancaster Julianne Palmieri Marguerite E. Zemanovic 

Jane E. Marsh 

Susan W. Mills 

Dawn M. Moran 

Kari Paro 

Diane Pencola 

J{jra Pratt 

Physical 
Oceanography 
Department 

Eleanor M. Botelho 

Marine Policy Center 

Andrew Beet 

Joseph Savage Ellen R. Roosen Kenton M. Bradshaw 
Gretchen McManamin 

David Silvia Erik Ross (LOA) J{jmberly Murray 

Daniel W. Smith Wayne D. Spencer Nancy J. Brink Mary E. Schumacher 

Nan Trowbridge Dana R. Stuart Margaret F. Cook 
Rinehart Coastal 

Mary Jane Tucci Sean Sylva Lawrence P. Costello Research Center 

Margaret M. Walden Susan Trimarchi Anne Doucette Matthew R. Gould 

Matthew Williams Elaine A. Tulka Jane A. Dunworth-Baker Bruce A. Lancaster 

Geology & 
Geophysics 
Department 

Linda Angeloni 

Andrew Aubrey 

Shirley Waskilewicz 

LuPing Zou 

Marine Chemistry & 
Geochemistry 
Department 

David Fisichella 

Penny C. Foster 

Rosanna R. Fucile 

Barbara Ga ffron 

Brian J. Guest 

Olimpia L. McCall 

John D. Sisson 

Computer and 
Information Services 

Michael Bishop 

Ross Beaudette Tracy Abbruzzese William H. Horn 
Bruce R. Cole 

Rebecca A. Belastock George P. Knapp III 
Edward F. Dow 

Timothy Gage 

Karl Krueger 

Dennis Ladino 

James MacConnell 

Fay McIntyre 

Clara Y. Pires 

Adam Shepherd 

MBl/WHOI Library 

Maureen E. Carragher 

Robin Hurst 

Lisa M. Raymond 

Brenda Rocklage 

Nancy Stafford 
-B 
6 Administrative Staff 
o 
t Deborah A. Aimone 
!!, Senior ACCOH'l/.t.lll"// 11 

Glenn Enos (left ) helps Craig Marquette with an orde r at the Smith Stockroom. 
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Ellyn Montgomery, lleseurch Speciulist in Physicul Oceanography, received the 2000 Linda Morse-Porteous Award for leadership, mentol'ing, 

dedication to work, und involvement in the \,VHOI community The Publicutions and Gruphic Senlices group garnered the Penzonce Aw(ml for 

overull exception('/ per{onnunce, \,1,11-101 spirit, und contributions to the persollul und professional lives of Institution stuff, From le{t, receiving 

the award fl'Ol11 Bob Cagosioll (at for left) they are Fritz Heide, Jim Cunuvun, joyne Doucette, jeannine Pires, jack Cook, John Porteous, Poul 

Oberlander, J\!Iork Hickey, Len Cartwright, and Tim Silvo (not pictured ore Steve Allsopp, Dave Cray, jane Hopewooc/, lam Kleindinst, Lonny 

Lippset t. u/1(1 Kothel'ine joyce). The Vetlesen ;\word for a variety of exceptionol contributions to the WHOI community over a long period of 


] 
~ 
oUme went to Corpenter Shop Supervisor jack Bracebridge, who lost a bottle with cuncer (I few weeb ufter receiving the owmd. 

L-__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________--J~ 

Nancy E. Barry 
Human Resources Infornm/.1on 
Systems Manager 

Marie R. Basile 
Procurel1lent Representative 11 

Karin A. Bohr 
DepClmnen l Admin.is/.ral or, 

Pl1)'SicaJ OceanograpllY 

Carolyn A. Bunker 
Executi lle A ssistant to Chief 
FiwlJlcild Officer 

Stella A. Callagee 
fill/CaliON Planning & Fi170nce 

/\t/ll1 illislralOr 

Susan A. Casso 
DeparllnCllI Admi.1'l.isl rtl tor, 


Ma ri"e Chemistry & 

Geochemistry 


Christine S. Charette 
Dellelopmenl Officer 

Linda L. Church 
Accountant 

Tracey I. Crago 
Sea G ral'll C O/I/:I1J.'l/l1icalor 

Vicky Cullen 
Communications Director 

Peggy A. Daly 
Aclvc'lncement Services 

fVI llltager 


Cheryl C. Daniels 
ACCOltlltliut 

Lori Dolby 
lufo. Systems Associale II 

Mary M. Evans 
Direclor of FOllndation 
Relations 

Judith Fenwick 
Department Administrator, 

Biology 


Dana Fernandez 
IV/anage,. of Budgets 
& General. Accounting 

Maryanne F. Ferreira 
Department Admin;strntor, 
Geology & Geophysics 

Susan P. Ferreira 
Gra·l!ts Adlll.il1~'\tmlor II 

Danielle M. Fino 
ltVeh Communications 
fVIannge r 

Patricia R. Fisk 
Administralor, Office Programs 
& COllstitt ,ency Nlanage-ment 

Karen E. Flaherty 
Busitless Am,[ysl 

Larry D. Flick 
Secllrily Officer 

Annda W. Flynn 
Center Admilllsl.rator I 

Daniel J. Fornari 
Chief Scientist for Deep 

Submergence 


DennisJ. Fox 
Procurement J\ilatlager 

David G. Gallo 
Direclor of Special 

Commu"lication Projects 


Justine M. Gardner
Smith 

Metlia ReI(l/i0l1S Offi cer 

Ellen M. Gately 
Cellte-r Ad,ni,.,;slralor II 

Arthur S. Gaylord 
Cmn.plf.teral'ld 111fonuatiol1 
Senlices Di.rector 

Monika Grinnell 
Senior Grants Ad'11inistrator 

Deborah F. Hamel 
Administrator, Office of 
Associate Directorfor Finance 
&Admi '1 ist ration 

Christine L. Hammond 
A ssistant Director oj Computer 
ami Informaticm Services 

Carolyn S. Hampton 
Sr. Software Delle/uper/ 
Database Administ.mtor 

Susan K. Handwork 
Cn/ter AdmillisJmtor If 

Frederic R. Heide 
Manager, Graph-ic Sen1ices 

Wendy T. Henley 
Dellelopment Officer 

Hartley Hoskins 
Network Grollp Leader 

Kevin F. Hudock 
Benefils 1\1(lI'Ioger 

Joanne M. Hunt 
Hlf1llan Hesollrces Injonnation 
S)~tems Annlyst 

Charles S. Innis Jr 
Secu.ri ty Officer 

Judith L. K1eindinst 
Center Admiuistrator 11 

Kathleen P. LaBernz 
H·u·man Resources iVlam,ger 

Lynn M. Ladetto 
Procuremerl l liepresell tlltive 11 

Michael P. Lagrassa 
Assistan.t Procurement 

tVlclnager 


Shelley M. Lauzon 
Medici Helat.iolts Direclor 

Laurence S. Lippsett 
Science Editor 

John M. Lombardi 
B11sineS5 Analyst 

Katherine A.C. Madin 
Curriculum Coordinator 

Judith E. McDowell 
Assocwtc Dr-an 

Stacey L. Medeiros 
COlltmller 

Joseph Messina III 
Windows NT 
Admi1'ti.stratorlDeveloper 

Theodore Moukam 
Sr. Software Dmle/operl 
Database Aduliuistralor 

Laura A. Murphy 
Assistant. Controller 

Stephanie A. Murphy 
Infonnation Office & 
Exhibit eel·,ter fvlanager 

Steven M. Murphy 
Grants Administrator If 

Thomas G. Nemmers 
Department Admini.st.rator, 
Applied Ocean Ph)~ics & 
Engineering 

Jane B. Neumann 
Director of Principal Gifts 

Catherine N. Norton 
Direclor, MI3L1WHOI Library 

Kathleen Patterson 
Nledia Relations Ad,ninistralOr 

Andrey Yu Proshutinsky 
A rctic Coo rdinator 

James Rakowski 
DireCI.or of Major Gifts 

Karen Rauss 
Ominuis/EEO Officer 

Claire L. Reid 
Execl/tive Assis/{mt to the 

. Director of Research 

Lesley M. Reilly 
Dellelopment Officer 

Dena Richard 
Assistant. Payroll Atfanager 

Audrey M. Rogerson 
Developme'" Officer 

Peggy A. Rose 
Executive Secretary 
to the Director 

Emily H. Schorer 
!\ssistanl/-/1l111an 
Resources NIal117ger 

Sandra A. Sherlock 
Sr. Procllremellt Hepresentative 

Marcella R. Simon 
Registra r and Educat.iOIl 
Office Administrator 

David Stephens 
J\II{mager ofAccounts 

Heceh'able &- GOllemmelli 

Hegllialicms 


Michele Stokes-Mattera 

IIlSI.it"ti.oll Meetiugs & Office 

Systems Coo rdi,wlor 


Katrina A. Strozik 
Mflllngelllentlujorl1lntiull 
SerlJices MalUiger 

Daniel H. Stuermer 
Director of Develvp men.t 

Maurice J. Tavares 
1\4mtager oj Grants &- Contracts 

Alison Tilghman 
Delie/op"le," Officer 

Julia G, Westwater 
Assoc'iale Hegislrar 

Mary Ann White 
Procnreme1l1 Hepresentative II 

John A. Wood Jr. 
Procurement Reprc5elft17tive II 

Dianna M. Zaia 
iWal1tlger of Treasury 
Operat iO IlS 
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Robert J. Greene 
Dist.rihu ri ol'l- /VIClnager 

Penelope Hilliard 
Property Administrator 

Le\vis E. Karchner 
SafelY Officer 

William E. McKeon 
Faci/t.ies MClIUlger 

Facilities and 
Services Support 
Staff 

Esmail A. Ali 

John W. Allison 

Douglas H. Andrews III 
c Thomas A. Bouche 
c." 

"0 

John L. Broadford iZ 
E Edmund K. Brown ~ 

Mark Buccheri · .. . f 112000Dpp~udsoneThe crowd assembled for the employee recogni tIOn ce remony In D,. ' . t 'MHOl 
Barbara G. Callahanof the uwards. Sus Ho njo, at center left , was honored for 30 years serv ice 0 

a long with George Meier, Charlie Olson, and O llie Zafln ou. Henry R. Carlisle 

Richard J. Carter 
Administrative Pamela J. Goulart Timothy M. Silva 

John J. CartnerSupport Staff David L. Gray Ann E. Stone 
John P. ClementPierrette M. Ahearn Veta M. Green June E. Taft 
Charles Clemishaw Steven W. Allsopp Leman Hadway Mildred Teal 
Thomas N. Colon Mary Andrews Mark V. Hickey Judith A. Thrasher 
Marc A. CostaMarion Andrews Jane A. Hopewood Susan F. Tomeo 
John A. CrobarLisa A. Arnold Katherine S. Joyce Joanne E. Tromp 
William B. CruwysLinda Benway Lorraine E. Keefe 
Rowland N. CummingsKatherine A. Billings Facilities andThomas N. Kleindinst 

Services Staff Judith O. CushmanMarsha G. Bissonette Donna L. Lamonde 
Ernest G. Charette Elizabeth S. Delaney Suzanne M. Bolton Samuel J. Lomba Assisumt Facilities !vIm'Ulger 

James H. Dufur Jr. Marilynn B. Brooks Helene J. Longyear Alberto Collasius Jr. 
Susan E. Burlingame Nlechanical Services El1gj-neer Geoffrey K. Ekblaw 

Jeanne Lovering 
John FettermanGail F. Caldeira Richard E. Galat Richard C. Lovering 

Facilities Engineer Michael J. Field James J. Canavan Molly M. Lumping 
Sherry H. Carton Jennifer H. Lynch 
Leonard CarrnTight Pamela Moschetti 
John E. Cook Sandra E. Murphy 
Rachel H. Dahl E. Paul Oberlander 
Katherine M. Davis Sharon J . Omar 
Pearl R. Demello Andrew D. Payne 
Dina M. Dicarlo Isabel M. Penman 
LindaJ. Doane Jeanne A. Peterson 
Jayne H. Doucette Jeannine M. Pires 
Stacey B. Drange John Porteous 
Kittie E. Elliott Edward F. Reardon 
Lynne M. EJlsworth Tariesa A. Reine 
Glenn R. Enos Tariesa J. Reine 
Janet A. Fields Patricia A. Riley 
Katherine Fitzelle Brenda M. Rowell 
Paul R. Gentile Wendy L. Sandner 
Ruth E. Goldsmith Tracy L. Savage 

Jason E. Gaudet 

Damon E. Gayer 

Edward S. Good 

Billy Guest 

Patrick J. Harrington 

Craig T. Henderson 

Robert W. Hendricks 

Fred W. Keller 

Troy Kelley 

Raymond G. Kimball 

Remmert H.B. Kokmeyer 

Donald C. LeBlanc 

Paul E. LeBlanc 

Pamela A. Lopez 

Keith A. Mann 

Pau l Martin 

Robert A. McCa be 

Napoleon McCall Jr. 

Carlos A. Medeiros 

Norman E. Morrison 

Jose S. Mota 

John R. Murphy 

Jay R. Murphy 

Charles A. Olson 

Sheila T. Payne 

David C. Peterson 

Vasco Pires 

Dennis J. Reardon 

John P. Romiza 

LewisJ. Saffron 

Michael J. Sawyer 

Robert W. Schreiter 

Danie l L. Slevin 

Debra A. Snurkowski 

Kristen E. Gordon Sandra L. Sherlock Senior Distribution Ass is tant Paul LeBlanc smiles from a W HO! van . 
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KClty Wilson handles lines on the bow oj Atlanti s. 

Steven P. Solbo 

William F. Sparks 

Robert G. Spenle 

Mark L. St. Pierre 

William R. Tavares 

Anne Marie Taylor 

Kevin D. Thompson 

Maeve Thurston 

Robert Wiehterman 

Eileen R. Wicklund 

Bonnie L. Woodward 

Alvin and Marine 
Operations Staff 

Jonathan C. Alberts 
Marine Operat ions 
Coord j nator 

Courtenay Barber III 

Chief Male. RN Oceanus 


Richard C. Bean 

3'" iVlare, RN Adantis 


Lawrence T. Bearse 

M(<sler, RIV Ocea nus 


Michael P. Brennan 
Mariue Persmmel Coordinator 

Richard S. Chandler 
S"blllersible Operations 

Coordillalor 


Gary B. Chiljean 
Ilt/llsler, RN Atlan tis 

Joseph L. Coburn Jr. 
Ship Operat ions }Vlallager 

Arthur D. Colburn III 
MaSler, RN Knorr 

Craig Dickson 
2,ul Male, RN Atlantis 
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Richard S. Edwards 
PorI Caplain 

Kevin C. Fisk 
Chief Engineer, RN Atlanti s 

Larry D. Flick 
ft,l{a rhw Operal ions 

Adulinislrator 

Philip E. Forte 
Deel' Submergence 

Vehicle Pilol 


K.1. Faith Hampshire 
Center Admin istra tor] 

J . Patrick Hickey 
Deep SlIbmergence Vehicle 
E-,peclition Leader 

J. Kevin Kay 
Jr. Engineer, RN Oceanus 

William N. Lange 
Research Specialist 

Jeffrey Little 
}" Assistan t Engineer, 
HNAtlantis 

J. Douglas Mayer 
2'~ Male, HN Knorr 

Anthonv D. Mello 
2" Mat;, RN Oceanus 

Patrick S. Mone 
I jl A ssista l'lt E IlU;l1eer 
HN'~,orr " ' 

Theophilus Moniz III 
i\111rine Engineer 

Christopher Morgan 
3,d Assistant. Eno jl1eer 
HfII Knorr " ' 

Richard F. Morris 
Chief Engilleer, HfII OceallllS 

Matthew G. O'Donnell 
2"'/ Assistflllt Ellgineel; 

RfII Atlant is 

David I. Olmsted 
130al Operalor 

Terrence M. Rioux 
Dilling Safet)' Officer 

Kent Sheasley 
3,·1 Mil le, IlN Knorr 

George P. Silva 
Chief Ma le, RfII Atlantis 

Wallace C. Stark 
F'ee~ Plimning Officer 

William B. Strickrott 
Deep SlIiJf1lerge llce 

\"'hide Pilot 

Wayne A. Sylvia 
2'~ Assistant Engineer. 
RN Knorr 

Marcel Vieira 
Jr. Engineer, RfII Oceanus 

Barrie B. Walden 
IH anager, Operational 
Science Servi.ces 

Stephen Walsh 
g Chief Engineer, RN Knorr 

i.L 
~ Robert A. Waters 
" . ~ Deep Submergence 
0 Vehicle Pilot 

Ernest C. Wegman 
Port Ellgil,eer 

Robert L. Williams 
Chief Deep Submerge",ce 
\"'h iele Pilol 

Alvin and Marine 
Operations Support 
Staff 

Wayne A. Bailey 

Linda J. Bartholomee 

Robert Bates 

Harold A. Bean 

Kevin D. Butler 

Leonidas Byckovas 

John A. Cawley 

Michael J. Conda 

Torii M. Corbett 

Barbara L. Costello 

Margaret M. Crane 

Sallye A. Davis 

John C. Donovan 

William J. Dunn Jr. 

Deidra L. Emrich 

Julia Gidovlenko 

Jerry M. Graham 

Edward F. Graham Jr. 

Jay Grant 

Pa trick J. Hen nessy 

Marjorie M. Holland 

Alan J. Hopkins 

Sharon L. Hunt 

Andrew S. Kane 

John K. Kay 

Orville B. Kenerson 

Sara J. Kustan 

Calvin E. Lawson 

Peter T. Leonard 

Raymond J. Levalley 

Charles R. Le,vis 

Timothy P. Logan 

Glenn R. Loomis 

Piotr Marczak 

Eduwiges L. Martinez 

Joseph L. Mayes 

James M. McGill 

Todd D. Meeker 

Brian J . Mercier 

Mirth N. Miller 

Christopher Moody 

Brian M. O'Nuallain 

Edward S. Popowitz 

Kenneth W. Rand 

Richard Smith 

Jeffrey M. Stolp 

Linwood J . Swett 

Philip M. Treadwell 

Stephen Vetra 

Paul A. Vinitsky 

Herman Wagner 

CarlO. Wood 

2000 Retirees 

Karin A. Bohr 

Jeanne A. Peterson 

Hugh D. Livingston 

Donald A. Moller 

Philip L. Richardson 

R. David Rudden Jr. 

Fred L. Sayles 

William R. Tavares Jr. 

George H. Tupper 

c 
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A crowd, including George Frisk in a fuzzy hot (i nset), gathered on the pier in mid-Decem
ber to welcome Atlantis home Jollowing three and a half years away on Voyage tl3. 
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Institution Hosts ONR Colloquium on Oceanographic History 


As a follow-up to the 1998 International Year of 
the Ocean and led by its Executive Director 

Fred Saalfeld, the Office of Naval Research (ONR) 
sponsored a series of colloquia to commemorate 
accomplishments in understanding of the oceans, to 
promote learning from past experience, and to record 
the evolution of oceanography in the United States. 
The five regional meetings took place at Scripps 
Institution of Oceanography, Texas A&M University, 
University of Miami, University of Washington, and 
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution. 

Patty Fisk, center, and 
Jennifer Lynch welcome 
Dick Barber of the Duke 
University Marine Lab to 
the colloquium. 

Margaret Leinen, National 
Science Foundation 
Assistant Director for 
Geosciences, and the 
directors of tDEO, URI, and 
WHO I participated in the 
"Looking to the Future" 
portion of the program. 
Following the colloquium, 
Margaret Leinen was also 
the featured speaker at the 
Women's Committee's 
annual celebration of 
Women's History Month. 

The day-and-a-half WHOI program featured some 
30 talks by scientists and ocean science facilitators 
from Washington, DC, and a number of ocean 
science institutions. Students from the Lamont
Doherty Earth Observatory (LDEO), the University 
of Rhode Island (URI), and the MITIWHOI Joint 
Program introduced the speakers, and student 
posters were a feature of colloquium activities. 
Extensive vide%ral history interviews were taped at 
each venue with people who played important roles 
in the development of oceanography. 

Director Bob Gagosian, right, talks with Bruce 
Warren , left, and Arnold Gordon of LDEO 
before their presentations on physical 
oceanography. 

Admiral James Watkins, right, 

President of the Consortium for 

Oceanographic Research & 

Education, and WHOI Honorary 

Trustee Bob Frosch , left, were both 

speakers for the Morch 2000 ONR 

history colloquium. Alan Weinstein 

of ONR is at center. 


Clork 507 was filled to capacity with colloquium attendees. 
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Doctor of Philosophy Brenda A. Jensen 

Eckerd College
Robert P. Ackert Jr. 
Spec;al Field: BiologicalUniversity of Maine, BS, MS 
OceanographyS,J<!cial Field: Marine Geology 
Dissertat.ion: CharacteriZllt.;on & Geophysics 
of an Aryl HydrocarhonDisserta tion: AHtc"ctic C ltlc1al 
ReceplOr from a Cel<lcean:Chronology: New Constraints 
An Approach for Assessing

from. Swface Expos-LIre Dating 
Contamirumt. Susceptibility in 


Brian K. Arbic Protected Species 

University of Michigan 
 Daniel B. Kilfoyle 
Special Field: Phy,ical 

Massachusetts Institute of Oceanography 
Technology, SB, Si\oIDi$sertat-ioH: Gel1ercHjon of 
University of California, SanMid-Ocean Eddie,: The Local 
Diego, MSBaroclinic Instahility 
i\oIlTIWHOI Joint Program inHypothesis 
Oceanography/Applied Ocean 

Michael S. Atkins Science & Engineering, Si\oI 

University of California , Special Field: Electrical and 

Santll C ruz Oceanographic Eugineering 

Special Field: Biological Dissertation: Spatial 

Oceanography (viod"lntion in the Urderwater 

DisserttlLion: Assessment. of Acoustic C01llm'unicatiorL 


Flagellate Diversit)' at Deep Channel 

Sea Hydrot.henllflllknts Using 
 Kenneth Koga 
the Combined Approach of Sean P. McKenna Nicole Suoja Doctor of ScienceRensselaer PolytechnicCulture-Dependent and Ren sselaer POI}1echnic Washington State University Institute Alexander Ganachaud Culture-Independent Methods Institute Massachusetts Institute of 


Melissa M. Bowen & Geophysics d'Electronique de L'Ouest , 

Special Field: Marine Geology Ecole Superieu re 

Special Field: Oceanographic Technology, SM 


Stanford University, BS, IvlS Dissenatiol1: Ki.netic Processes France
Engineering Special Field: Oceanographic 
Dissertation: Experimental Engineering Special Fiekl: Physical of Mmz!/e Phases Univers-ite Pcwl Sabatier, 
Siudies of Free-S"rface Dissertation: Directional WaveOceanography FmnceJun Korenaga Hydrodynamics wit h Number Characteristics of Dis.'.;ertat-ion: j\1echan.isms and Spec ial Field PhysicalUniversity ofTokyo, BS, MS AppliCt/t.Wn to Turbulence Short Sea WavesVariability of Salt Transport in OceanographySpecial Fie"l: Marine Geology Driven Air-Water Gas TransferPart iully-Stratified Est.uaries Kathleen Wage Disserl<lt.ion: Lorge Scale

& Geophysics 
Albert S. Fischer Dissertation: l\1agmatism and Patrick). Miller University of Tennessee, Oceanic Circu lation and 

Georgetown University Knoxville Fi,e,", of Fresh.water, Heat,
Massachusetts Institute of DynamiCS of Continentai 

Technology Breakup in the Presence of a 
 Special Field: Biolugical MiT/WHO I Joint Program in Nutrients and Oxygen 

Oceanography Oceanography/Applied Ocean MIT/WHOI Joint Program in Mantle Pl"",e 
Dissertation: MailtUlin ing Science ", Engineering, SM Master of ScienceOceanography/Applied Ocean Elizabeth B. Kujawinski COlttact: OesiW' and Use of Special Field: Oceal1ographicScience & Engineering, SM Sam R. GeigerfVlassachu setts Institute of Acoustic Signals ill Killer EngineeringSpeciul Field: Physical Louisianna Technical Technology WIU/les, Orcin'" orca Disserl<l tiol1: Ilroadband ModalOceanography University Special held: Chemical Coherel'lce al'ld Beamfolll l.ingDissertatioll: The Upper Ocean Ann Pearson Special Field: OcemlOgmphicOceanography at Megameter RangesResponse 10 t.he Monsoon in the Oberlin College Engineering 

Aramu" Sea Special Field: C hemical Sheri N. White Dissertation: Hydrodynamic 
Dissertat.ion: TI,e Effect of 
Protozoan Grazing Processes on 

Oceanography Purdue University iVlodeling of Towed Buoya"lElizabeth D. Garland the Speciat ion of Chlori.1U1ted 
DisserUlt.ion: Biogeochemical Special Field: Marine Geology S ubmarine An/em/as in Florida Institute of Tec hnology Biphenyls (CBs) in Marine 
Applic(J!ions of Compound & GeophYS iCS M"ltidirectional SeasSpecial FielA: Biological Systems 
Specific RaAiocarbon Autllysis Disserwtion: An hwestigat.ionOce(/nography Patricia Kassis Kirsten L. Laarkamp inlO the Cht,raeteristies andDissertat.i(m: Temporal ",,d Gabrielle Rocap Willamette Unive rSityPennsylvania State University Sources of Light Emission atSpatial \!clr;ability i.n Larval Massachusetts Institllte of Special Field: PhysicalSpecial Field: Chemical ' Deep-Sea Hydrolhenllfll Ven~\Abundance Over the Inner Technology, SB, SM OceanographyOceanog ral,hy Shelf: 'The Potential Role of Special Field: Biological Xiaoyun lang Dissertation: S llbmesoscaleDissertation: Organ.icPhysical Processes Oce(/I1ogmphy Nanjing Institute of Coherent Vortices in the Deep 

Jason I. Gobat Seiliments: Chemical 
PllOsplwnls in t\llarine 

Dissertation: Evolution. and Meteorology, Peoples Republic Ilrazil Basin 
Genet.ic Diversity of Marine of China Colorado School of Mines Structure, Diagenetic James W. Partan
Cyanobacteria instilIIte ofAtmosphericSpecial Fieill: Ocetl/lOgraphic Aiterat,ion., and !Viechanisms of University of Cambridge.U KPh),ics, Peoples Republic of Engi lleering Preseroalion Alberto Saal Special Field: Elect.rical China, MS Dissertation: The Dynamics of Massachusetts I nstitute of E'lgineering Elizabeth Mann Special Field: PhysicalGeometrically Compliant. Tec hnology, SM Disse rtation: Analysis ofBowdoin College OceanographyMoori"lg Systems National University of AC01.j.~t. ic Com.. mnnicationSpecial Field: Biological Dissertatioll : Spectral 
Cordoba, Spain, PhD C luumel Characterization Eli V. Hestermann Oceanogral,h), Description of Low Frequency 

Purdue University Dissertation: Trace M etals ami Oceanic \ .fzriability Special Field: Marille Geology Daw in the S"rf Zone 
& GeophysicsSpecial Fieill: Bidlogical the Ecology of !Vlarine Hua Ru 
Dissertat.ion: Evaluating Yanwu Zhang Oceanography C),anobactericl WlI Han University, PeoplesiVla-ntle and Crustal Processes Northwestern PolytechnicDissertation: i\t[echanisms of Republic of China Thomas M. Marchitto Usi"g Isotope Geochemistry University, BS , MSAction for Aryl Hydrocarbon University of Houston, MSYale University MITIWHOI Joint Program inHeceptor Ligands in the William J. Shaw Special Field: PI'),S'ica{Special Field: Maril1e Geology Oceanography/Applied Qcean PLHC-J Cell Line Prince ton University Oceanography& GeoT,h ysics Science & Engineering. SM 
Special Field: Mllri"e Geology Dissertation: A hVOMark F. Hill Dissertat.ion: Zinc and Special Field: Oceanographic
& Geophysics Dimensional. TI1ermohaline Un ivcrsity of Massachusetts, Cad,nimll il1. Ben.thic Engineering
Dissertat,iml: iVlechanisms of Circ ulntion Mode/. withBoston, BS, MS J-'oraminifera as Tracers of Dissertation.: Spectral Feature 
7iubllient Mixillg in tlze Boundary Mixing Special Field: Biological Ocean Paleoclze",i'try Classification of 
Continental Sizelf Bottom Oceanography Oceanographic Processes 
Boundary LayerDiosertation: Spatial Models of Using an AutonmtlOHS 


Metapopnlatiol1S and Benthic Underwater Vehicle 

Commun.i ties in Patchy 

Enl1iromnents 


The graduCltes gCl tllered for CI portrait during commencement festivities. 
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MIT/WHOI Joint 
Program 2000-2001 
Fall Term 

AmyMarie Accardi 

Ren sselaer Polytechnic 

Insti tut e 


Erik). Anderson 

Gordon College 


Juli K. Atherton 

MeGill University, Canada 


Shannon M. Bard 
Univers ite de Nantes, France 
Stanford University 

Kyle M. Becker 
Boston University 
Pennsylvania State University, 
IvlS 

Mark D. Behn 

Bates College 


Bridget A. Bergquist 
University of Wisconsin 

Margare t S. Boettcher 

Brovm University 


Katie Rose 
Boissonnea ult-Cellineri 

Universi ty of Massaehusells, 
Dart mouth 

IYIIT/WHOI join t 

Program, SM 


Juan Botella 
School of Marine Science" 
Mex ico 
Auto nomous Univer!' ity or Baja, 
Cali fornia, Mexico, MS 

Mi chael G. Braun 

Brown University 


Rosemarie E. Came 

Boston College, 8S, MS 


Susan J. Carter 

HllTvard UniversilY 


Mea Young S. Cook 

Princeton University 


Anna M. Cruse 
University of Ivlissouri. BS, MS 

Kristin a A. Dahl 
Boston University 

Heather E. Deese 
Georgetown University 

Amy G. Draut 
Tufts University 

Donald P. Eickstedt 
Michiga n Technological 
Univers ity 
Johns Hopkins University, MS 

Ryan M. Eustice 

Mic higan State Univers ity 


John T. Farrar 
Universi ty of 
Oklahoma. BA, BS 

Baylor T. Fox-Kemper 
Reed College 
Brandeis University, MS 

Annette M. Frese 
University of Connecticut, BS. 
MS 

Jerry S. Fries 
Carnegie Mellon University 
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Summer Student Fellow Maria Murray. left, and Join t 
Program studen ts Annelte Fresa and Rob Jennings 
undertane procedures for DNA sequencing of marine 
animals in a moleculor biology lab, 

Qiao Hu 
University of Science & 
Technology of China, BS, MS 

Jason Hyatt 
University of Pennsylvania 
University or Cal ifornia , 
Berkeley,' MS 

Michael V. Jakuba 
Massac huse tts Institule 
of Technology 

Robert M. Jennings 
University of Michigan 

Markus Jochum 
Univcrsi tat Des Saarlandes, 
Germany 
Universi!at Kid, Germany 

Linda H. Kalnejais 
University of Western Australia 

Jody M. Katrein 
Maine Maritime Academy 

Robyn K. Kelly 
C 

University of South Ca rolina 
"0 

. ~ 

" E Timothy C. Kenn a 
~ Vassar College 

Shinichiro Kid a 
University of Tokyo, jupan 

Tin K1anjscek 
University of Zagreb, Croatia 

Vanja Klepac 
Beloit CollegeHeidi L. Fuchs Christie L. Haupert 


Universi ty of vVi scons in~ University of Nlinnesoto Andrea L. Kraay 

Madison, llS 
 George fvlason UniversityMarc A. Hesse Un iversity of Wyoming, BA 

Technisc he Universitat Astri J. Kvassnes 
Masami Fujiwara Munchen, German)' University of Bergen. Norway,

University of ;\Iaska, BA. MS University of Edinburgh. BS, MS 
Scot land

Geoffrey A. Gebbie Joy M. Lapseritis 

Un iversity of California, Fernanda G. Hoefe! Smith College, BA, MS 

Los Angeles UnivCTs ic\aue Federal do Rio 


de Jane iro , flra!. il . BS. MS 
 Gareth L. Lawson 
Jennifer E. Georgen IVIcGill University, Canada 


University of Virgi nia, Allegra Hosford ~· l emor iaJ Univers it)1 of 

Charlottcs\1 l1e Brown Unjversity 
 Newfou ndla nd, Canada, MS 

Jared V. Goldstone 
Yale University 
Massachusetts In stitute of 
Techn ology, SM 

Carolyn M. Gramling 
University of Pennsylva nia 
Florida Int ernational 
University 

Rebecca E. Green 
Cal ifornia Institute of 
Tec hnology 

Kristin E. Gribble 
Lawrence University 

Lara K. Gulmann 
Universit)' of California, 
Berkeley 

Michael R. Hamersley 
UniVt'Tsil ), of Victoria, Canada 
UniverSity of C;oI&"ty, Canada, 
ME 

Jennifer A. Hammock 
Massachusetts Instillite of 
Tec hnology 

Hea ther M. Handley 
James Cook Univers ity. 
Austra lia 

Adam T. Harter 
)alc Universi ty 

Xingwen Li 
University of Science & 
Technology of China 

Emily L. Lilly 

Smith College 


Ana Lucia L. Lima 
Universidade do Estado do Rio 
de janeiro, Brazil 
Universidad Politecnica de 
Catalunya, Spain, MS 

David C. Lund 

Ca rleton Co llege 

Oregon State Un iversity, MS 


William). Lyons 
Connecticut College 
Universi ty of Wyom ing, MS 

Daniel G. MacDonald 

Universi ty of New Hampshire 

Cornell Univers ity, MS 


Matthew C. Makowski 
State Un iversity of New York. 
Binghamton 

Sarah Marsh 
Rice University 

Amanda A. McDonald 
Universi ty of North Carolina 
Michigan State University. MS 

Amy R. McKnight 
Colgate College 

Eric W. Montie 
University of Rhode Island 
C le mson Unive rsi ty, rvlS 

Jennifer A. Munro 
Un iversity or Massac hu setts, 
Amherst , BS, MS 

Rajesh R. Nadakuditi 
Lafayette College 

Mitchihiro Ohiwa 
University of Tokyo, Japan 

Paya! P. Parekh 
University of Michigan 

Susan E. Parks 
Cornell Universi t)' 

Patricn Serfa ss, left, a Summer Student Fellow with AI Bradley, and summer employee 
Max von cler Heydt assemble a scale model of a new design for the Autonomous 
Benthic Explorer (A BE), 
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Yale J. Passama neck 
University of Ca lifornia. Sa nta 
Cruz 

Oscar R. Pizarro 
Universidad de Concepcion, 
Chi le, BS, MS 

Travis L. Poole 

Luther College 


Welkin H. Pope 

Massachusetts Institute 

of Tech nology 


Nicole Poulton 
Virginia Polytechnic Institute 

Timothy J. Prestero 
University of California, Davis 

Tracy M. Quan 

Un iversity of California, 

San Diego 


Rebecca A. Rapoza 

Dartmouth College 

Humbolclt State 

University, J\ifA 

Linda L. Rasmussen 
California State University 
f'\l'W Mexico State University, 
MA 
f.' lorida State Uni,'ersi ty, :\llS 

D. Benjamin Reeder 

Clemson University 


Matthew K. Reuer 

Carleton College 


Anna G. Fortunato Rhodes 
Massac hllseu s Ins titute 
of Techn ology 

Christopher N. Roman 

Virginia Polytec hnic In stitute 

Universi ty of Ca lifornia, 

San Diego. MS 


Sarah L. Russell 

Pomona College 


James J . Ruzicka 
Oregon State Un iversity 
University of Ha wa ii . MS 

Makoto Saito 

Oberl i n College 


Paulo Sa lles 

Nnt iona l Au tonomous 

Universi ty of Mexico 

MITtWHOI joint 

Program. SM 


Cam M. Santelli 
University of Wisconsin 

Theodore H . Schroeder 
University of iVlissouri 

Mario R. Sengco 
Long Island University, 
Sou tham pton 

Sheri L. Simmons 
Princeton University 

Emily F. Slaby 
Carnegie Mellon University 

Luiz A. Souza 
Facu ldade da Cidade. Brazil 
Naval Postgrad uate School, 
Brazi l, MS 

Jared J. Standish 
Colga te University 
Uni versity or Idaho. MS 

Charles A. Stock 
Princeton University 
Stanford University. MS 

Matthew B. Sullivan 

Long Island University 


Erin N. Sweeney 
Virgin ia PolytechniC Institute 

Fabian J . Tapia 
Univers idad de Concepci6n, 
Chile, IlS, MS 

Alexandra H. Techet 
Princeton Unive rsi ty 

MIT/WHOI joint 

Program, SM 


Rebecca E. Thomas 

Duke University 


Janelle R. Thompson 
Stanford University, BS, MS 

John D. Tolli 
Sa n Diego State University 

Andrew C. Tolonen 
Dartmouth College 

Caroline B. Tuit 
Beloi t College 

Alison E. Walker 
University of Sydney, Australia 
Flinders University, 
Aust ralia, /\lIS 

Matthew R. Walter 
Universi ty of Ill inois 

Joseph D. Warren 
Harvey Mudd College 

Stephanie L. Watwood 
University of Nebras.ka, 
Lincoln 

Judith R. Wells 
Radcliffe/Ha,,'ard University 
University of California, 
Ilerkeley. MCP 
University of Massachusetts , 
Boston , BS 

Helen K. White 
University of Susse.x, England 

Ken Koga, left , a 2000 Joint Program gradua te, and Kevin Johnson , center, a 1990 
degree recipient, chat with HenlY Dick followin g commencement. 

Joanna Y. Wilson 
McMaster University, Canada 
University of Victoria, Canada, 
MS 

Joshua D. Wilson 
Un ivers ity of Idaho 

Rachel J. Wisniewski 
Universily of Georgia 

Rhea K. Workman 
University of M is~ouri 

Wen Xu 
University of Science & 
Technologv of China 
Insritute of t\coustics, Peoples 
Hcpubli( of 
China, MS 
MIT/WHOI joint 
Program, SM 

Summer Student 
Fellows 

Tommaso A. Ascarelli 
Universi ty of Rome, 
La Sapienza , Italy 

Cecily O. Chun 
Brown University 

Mary K. Derr 
Rice Univers il}1 

Paul M. Dombrows ki 
Manhattan College 

Nicholas J. Drenzek 
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institule 

Anna C . Euser 
The Colorado College 

Katie L. Gagnon 
Worcester Polytechnic Institllte 

Sun Hur 

EwhaWomens' 

University, Korea 

Matthew G. Jackson 
Ya le University 

Julia I. Jacoby 
Georgetown University 

Lillie A. Jaffe 
Uni\'c~ ily of Cali fornia, 
Sa n Diego 

Erdem M. Karakoylu 
Florida I n51 itute 
ofTechnology 

Jena T. Kline 
The College of St. Catherine 

Yang Luo 
Mount Holyoke College 

Nilauro Markus 
Universi ty of California, San ta 
Cruz 

Maria C. Murray 
University of Virginia 

Pamela C . Murray 
The University of Tennessee 

Adam R. Rivers 
New College at University 
of South Florida 

Patrick R. Serfass 
Dartmouth College 

Ari D. Shapiro 

Boston College 


Zoltan B. Szuts 

Oberlin College 


Christopher P. Thomton 
Harvard University 

Kali E. Wallace 
~ Brown Uni versity 
. ~ 

~ Minority Trainees 
~ Jame E. McCray 

Anna Euser, a Summer S tudent Fellow in G reg Ravizza's lab, di splays nicke l sulfide 
"beads" that contain platinum group elements isolated from marine sediment sam ples. 
The furnace used in this procedure is being operated in the background. 
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Geophysical Fluid Vincent Janik 

Dynamics Seminar 
 Un iversity of SI. Andrews. 

ScotlandStaff and Visitors 
Gentw7I.Academic Exchange 

Michael D. Allison Sen'ice Pos/tloc /oral fellowl 
BASF-Postdoc/oral FellowshipGoddard Institute for 
oj the Gern'aII Na/.iOlwl Meri/Space Studies 
FO ll lUlat.iorL

James Anderson Stevens 
Houshuo Jiang 


or Technology 

Stevens Institute 

Johns Hopkins Un iversity 
George D. Grice

Oliver Buhler Pas/doctoral Scholar 
University of SI. Andrews. UK 


Sonke Johnsen

Cara Cartwright University of Nort h Carolina, 

Princeton University Chapel Hill 


Eric P. Chassignet 
 Vet lescn FOUHdatioll 
Posltlocloral ScholarUniversity of Miami 


Matthew G. Jull 
Michael Cullen 

European Center 
 University of Cambridge. 

United Kingdom ror Medium Range 
NSE RC Postdoctoral FellowV\'eather Forecasts 


Daniel Clay Kelly 
Paul J. Dellar 
University of North Carolina.St. John 's College. UK 

C hapel Hill 


Jinqiao Duan Doher/). Foundation/ USGS 

Clemson. University Postdoctoral Sclwlar 


Glenn Flierl Karl J. Kreutz 
Massachusetts Institute University or New Hampshire 
of Technology DetJOtlshire FouJulatiort 

Balasubramany T. Nadiga George Veronis 	 Colomban de Vargas Postdoctoral ScholarPascale Garaud 

Univers ity of Cambridge. UK Andone Lavery 
Department of Energy. Los Yale University Un iversity of Geneva. 

Alamos National Laboratory S,,; tzerland
Huijun Yang 	 Cornell UniverSity Sarah Gille 	 Swiss NS F Fellow

Claudia Pasquero Univers ity of So uth Florida 	 j. Seward j011115011 Fund 
University of Postdoctoral Scholar Istituto di Cosmogeofisical 	 Jeffrey P. DonnellyCalifornia, Irvine JieYuC NR. Italy 	 Brov.rn University Jae-I1 Lee The FloridaIsaac M. Held 	 USGS PosU)oc /oral Scholar

Raymond Alan Plumb Atla ntic UniverSity 	 National Universi ty of Korea
Geophysical Flu id 


Massachusetts Institute Sonya T. Dyhrman 
 Korea Science QJltl Ellgineeriug 
Dynamics Laboratory. National 

of Tccl1l1ology Postdoctoral 	 Scripps Institu tion of F""ndation Pus/doctoml Fellow
Oceanic and Atmospheric 

Adminis tration , Scholars/Fellows James A. Lerczak 
Ocea nography. University of 

Lorem.o M. Polvani Cali forn ia. San Diego Princeton University 	 Scripps Institut ion of Columbia University Abdallah S. AI-Zoubi Stanley W Watson Chair Oceanography. UniverSity of Jeffery L. Hollingsworth 	 SI. Petersburg Mining Postdoctoral Sc holarKevin Prendergast 	 California, San Diego
NASA Ames Research Center! 	 Institute, Russ ia Columbia University 	 Falk Feddersen CICOR Pos/doc/oml Scholar
San Jose State UniverSity 	 Fulbright PaS/doc/oral Fellow 

Timour Radko Scripps Institution of Aibing Li

Louis N. Howard Stacey E. Beaulieu Oceanography, UniversilY of 
Florida State University Brown University 


flori da State Un ivcf<ityl Scripps Institution of California. San Diego 
 j . Seward johnson Fund 
1\II.1 ~s(lch'lSC I1 S Instillite Claes G. Rooth 	 Ocea nography. University of j. Seward jol"",,,, Fund Postdoctoral Scholar
or 'Iechnology University of Miami 	 Ca lifornia. San Diego Posldocwral Scholt" 


EXXON F""ndnr ian Joseph M. Licciardi 

Gregory C. Johnson Richard D. Rosen 	 Raffaele Ferrari Pos/doc /oral Sclwlar 	 Oregon State University

National Oceanic and AtmospheriC and 	 Scripps Institution of v\foods Hole Oceanographic
Atmosphe ric Adminis tmtion Environmenta l GiancarIo G. Bianchi Ocea nography. Universi ty of I,.stilu/.ioll Pos/doc/oral Scholar

Research. Inc. University of Cambridge. C" lifornia. San Diego
Joseph B. KeJler Uni ted Kingdom j. Seward johnson F",uJ Rebeka R. Merson 

Stanford University Richard L. Salmon 
NERC. UK Ocean Drilling Posltiocwral Scholt" 	 University of Hhode Island 

Scripps Institution of 
Stefan G. 	 Program Fellow Na/iollall17s/i/lI/es of Health

Oceanography. Universi ty of 	 Andrew J . Fredricks Postdoc/oral I-e llow Llewellyn Smith California. San Diego Annalisa Bracco Rensselaer Polytechnic 

Scripps Institut ion of 
 University of Genoa. Italy Inst itute LauraJ. Moore 

Oc<'al1()grlJphy. University Wayne H. Schubert 
 USGS Pas/doctoral. Scholar ONH Ocean Acol<';/ics 	 Univers ity of Ca lifornia. Santa 
of Ca lifornia. San Diego Colorado St"te University Pos/doc/oral FelloUlShip Cruz Claudia Cenedese

Edward A. Spiegel 	 Vet/esen FOlmdn/ionGudrun Magnusdottir University of Cambridge. Deborah Fripp
Columbia UniverSity 	 pos/<ioc /ural SclwlarUn iversity of DAMTP. United Kingdom MIT/WHOI Joint Program 


Ca lifornia. Irvine 
 Katepalli R. Sreenivasan Doher/'}' Foundation NRSAlNIH Jennifer L. Morford 
Yale University Postdoctoral Scholar Postdoctoral Fellow Universi ty of Washington Amala Mahadevan 

Cabot Nlarine E,wiroH llle1'ltalAtmospheriC and Environmental Matthew A. Charette Brenda L. HallMelvin Stern Scie,ree Fundi j. SewardResearch. Inc. Florida State University University of Hhode [sland University of Maine jolm5011 Fund 
Willem V.R. iVlall(Us Posltloc/oral Scholar lle /iesen Founda /ion USGS Pas/doctoral Scholar 

Peter H. Stone Pos/tloc/oml I-e llow in Mari,,"Massac husetts Institute Heather HuntMtlsSJc husctts Ins titute Chemistryl(md Geochemistry 	 Ann E. Mulligan of Technology of Tec hnology 	 Dalhousie Un iversity, Canflda University of Connecticut 
Diane F. Cowan NSERC Pos/doctural FellowJeffrey M. Moehlis 	 USGS Pos/doc/oral Scholar Jean-Luc Thiffeault Boston UniverSityPrinceton Universiry Columbia UniverSity ). Sewa rd jOl1l15011. FrmJljolm Naohiko Ohkouchi 

Peter Molnar E. Sawyer Endowed Fund University of Tokyo. Japan LuAnne Thompson
Massachusett s Institute Marine Policy Fellow 	 japa n Soc iety for the Prorno/i""University of Washington 
of Technology of Science Pos/doctoml Fellow 

Geoffrey K. Vallis 
Princeton University 

Isaac Held of the GFD/NOAA lab at Princeton University was the principal lecturer 
for the summer 2000 Geophys ical Fluid Dynamics (G FD) program on "The General 
Circulation of the Atmosphere. " 
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Kalle Olli Huixjang Xie Karen Hurley Katarzyna Niewiadomska Maya Said 

University of Tartu , Estonia Dalhousie University, Cnn~da Bridgew"ter State Co ll ege State University of New Yo rk, Massachusetls I nst itul c 

NSF-NATOI Woods Hole Oceanographic Stony Ilrook of Technology


Peter Huybers Dellollshire Foulu:/ation. iI,stitlltioJl Postdoctoral Scholar 
MHssacllllsetts Ins titute Kerry Nor ton Lorna Seitz Post<ioc/oral Scholar 

Christopher J. Zappa of Technology Universit), of Ca lifornia, Santa Boston University 

Francesco Paparella Universi ty or Washington C ruz 


Paal Erik Isachsen Angela Senese Univers ity of Genov" , It" ly J. Seward Jolwscm Fund 
N orweigan PolCl r Akiko Okusu Sa ndwich High SchoolDellonshire Foum/tltiaJ1 Postdoctoral Scholar 
Institute, Norway Harvard Universiry Posttloctoml Scholar Alex Sessions 

Guest Students Bethany Knorr Julia Parsons Indio=tna Univers it)1 Steven T, Petsch 
Colby College Massachllsetts Insrillite Ya le Un iversity Carlin F. Aloe Kenneth Alex Shorterof Tec hnologyUSGS Post<loctoml Scl101a>" Wes leyon Uni vers ity Peter Kuhn The U nivcrsity of Colorado 
Albion Co ll ege Dane Percy Helen E. Phillips Oladipo M. Ashiru Deb SlaterBridgewater State CollegeUniversitv of Tasmania Franklin ond Marshall College David Lawrence Sourhanlplon Uiliversity, 

\1?tlesel1 Foul1daJion Boston University Graziela da Rosa Persich United Kingdom Kiyoshi Baba Postdoctoral Scholar Fundacio UniversidadChib" University, Japan Pernil.la Lundgren Rachel Stanley do Rio Grande, Brazil 
Karen Badaraco Costa

Wade H, Powell University of Massaehllsclls In stitute of 
Emory Un iversity Don pfitsch Stockholm , Sweden TechnologyUn iversidade Federal Donaldsoll Foun<iarion Columbia University do Rio Grande, BrazilPostdoctoral Fellow Carolina Luxoro Andrew Sweetman 

Universid"d de C hile, C hile Sylvain Pichat Southampton UniverSity,Christine J. BandKarin E. Rengefors Ecole Normale Superieure de United Kingdom SchmidtUpPS" ," Universit)" Sweden Hallie Marbet Lyon. France 
Swedish FOHlullilion for Centro de inv(:sLig.'lciones Bridgewater State College Timothy Talmadge 

Biologicas del Norot:Ste, Me.xicoI l1lenmtionai C()(Jperal iol'l in Daniel Renzi Rensselaer Polytechn ic 
BredaJ, McKay

Hesearch (f/ld Higher Rensse.lear Polytechnic fnstitllte Institute Mark Baumgartner Boston UniverSityEdw ...'a liD f'I Postdoctoral Felluw Oregon Sttlte University Katie L. Resnick Nhi Tan 
Archie McLean Estelle F. Rose University of New Hampshire Massachusell s Institute Sebastien Bausson The University of 

National Poly technique de of TechnologyInsbtut National Victoria, Can"da Maria G, Reznikoff 
Lorra ine, France Poly technique dc Daniel Thornhill Renssei"er Polytechnic
I...fl llo ;sicr ]..ou-ndution Jennifer MiksisGrenoble , France fn stilul e Michigan State University 
Pas/doctoml Fellow/ Unive rsit y of 
j. Seward Jollllson F"' I(I Anne Beaudrea u Nlassachusetts, Dartmouth Susan Richardson Miako Ushio 

Postdoctoral Scholar Harvard University Yale UniverSity Carleton College


Carolyn Miller 

Christoffer Schander Heather Borkowski Boston Universit), K, Alison Rinderspacher Jackie Van Etten 


Gbteborg Unive",it y, Sweden Ca rleton College Barnard College Bridgewater State College

Tracey Morin 

Matthew S. Carson Universitvof Veronica Vigilant 
NS F Pnrtllershipsfor 
Ell lwllcil1g Expertise in 


1iI.YOII0l11Y (PEET) Aword 
 Hunter College High Sc hool i\ll assach~l se ll sl Boston Southampton College 

Rachel Cave Michiel Vos 
Southampton Universit y, 

Timothy M, Shank 
Universi ty of Groningen, 

United Kingdom 
Rtllgc.rs, The State UniverSity 

The Netherlands 


Del1(}1lSi,i re Foundation Hyun-Ju Cha 

or New Jersey 

Greg Weissel 
Postdoctoral Scholar Seoul Nat iona l Northern Highl"nds Regiona) 

U niversity, Kore<l High School 


Oregon St"te University Heidi J. Clark 

Robert K. Shearman 

Heather Whittier 
D ell{)lls1T ire Foullda/ io l1 Y"le UniverSity Hoger Williams University 
Posltlocto",1 Scholar 

Susan Cosier Lutz Wiesner 
Stefan Sievert \IVesleyan Univers ity Ernst· Moritz-Arndt University.

University of Bremen Germany
'Jowllselld Post<loctoral Scholar Thibaut de Crisnay 


Ecole Poly technique, France 
 Irene Zeldenrust 
Christopher Sommerfield Free. Universit y,Daniel DeSousa Slale University of Ne"rYork, The Nethe.rI"nds 

Slony Brook FlriJgcII'atcr Slate Col lege 
Henk ZemmelinkUSGS Postdoctoral Sc hoh" Brad Dooley 

UniverS ity of Croningell ,Fiammetta Straneo Bos[Qn Uni verSity 
The Netherlands 

University of vVashington Marci Epstein 
CICO Il IVetiesell !--o l/Jldo tion University of Sa n Diego 
Postdoctoml Sch.olar 

Jonathan FingerutAaron M, Thode 
University of California, 

Scripps Institution of 
Los !Ingeles

Occ"nography, University of 

California , San Diego Karen Fisher 

Secretary of the Navy-MIT Cornell University 

Postdoctoral l:.ellow 


Wendy Gentleman 
Joseph D. Warren Dartmouth College 

MIT/WHaT Joint Program 
Celine Godard Offie" of Nllval Research 

C lemson University Ocean Acoustics 
Posldactoral Fellowship Damien Grelon 

Eric A. Webb University or Quebec at 

Rimourski , C mada 
Uni vt>rsity or vVisconsin , 

Madison Aubrey Hounshell 
j. Seward Johllsoll Fll n,[ Un iverSity or Hawaii at Hilo 
Postdoctoml Scholar ONR Postdoctoral Fellow Joe Warren sClys the baseball 

cap helps him think. 
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T he first year of the new millennium opened on a 

positive note as the Institution experienced no "Y2K" 

service interruptions or other related problems. Financial 

performance consistently exceeded expectations throughout 

the year and another excellent financial year has been 

achieved. Government-sponsored research surpassed both 

budget and 1999 levels and provided some hope that the 

downward trend in this primary revenue source has finally 

been reversed. 

Despite weakness in the financial markets during 2000, 

the total return of the endowment and retirement trust was 

5.0 percent, substantiaJly outperforming 

both the S&P500 and the Institution's 

strong and healthy balance sheet and has provided the 

resources to implement an aggressive and productive cash 

management program. 

Gifts, grants, and pledges from private sources totaled 

$14.5 million in 2000, substantially exceeding 1999, at $9.4 

million previously the best noncampaign year ever. Outstand

ing pledges at the end of 1999 were $2.9 million, compared 

to $5.4 million in 1999 and $4.8 million in 1998. 

During the past several years, it has become obvious that 

the Institution must develop reliable and substantial sources 

of unrestricted income to meet the ever-increasing demands 

of cost sharing, outreach, bridge support, 
Table 1 and operation of the newly created 

investment managers. 

As of December 31, 2000, the Institu

tion had $3.9 million in long-term debt on 

its balance sheet, the proceeds of which 

were used for the construction of the 

Fenno addition and a Significant upgrade 

to the WHOI computer network infra

structure. The use of debt has a substan

tial financial benefit based on the applica

tion of government regulations and the 

low cost of tax-exempt borrowing. 

Total sponsored research revenue was 

$77.6 million in 2000 compared with 

$69.2 million in 1999, and government- sponsored research, 

excluding ship and submersible operations, was $51.5 

million compared to $45.6 million in 1999. This represents 

increases of 12 percent and 13 percent, respectively. The 

Institution's labor bases, against which hinge benefits and 

overhead are recovered, finished the year ahead of budget, 

while overhead costs met budget, resulting in a modest over

recovery of overhead expenses. All government audits are 

current for the sixth consecutive year. 

Unrestricted income from gifts and pledges exceeded 

budget while the expense for bridge support, which covers 

scientists' salaries between funding, again came in under 

budget, contributing to an unrestricted operating surplus and 

an overall increase in unrestricted net assets. Consistently 

good financial performance has allowed WHOI to build a 
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Sources of Research Funding 

custom benchmark. The endowment S80 $76.4 $77.6 Institutes. Consistent with this need, a 
$73.3 $72.0 

518.2 increased in market value to $278.8 trust distribution of $1.4 million received 24" 
million after distributions and additions during 2000 was designated to support 

compared to $270.5 million at December the Institutes. In addition, the income 

31, 1999. The Investment Committee is received from investing current Institu

making good progress in its efforts to tion financial assets has increased from 

allocate endowment and retirement fund approximately $100,000 in 1995 to 

assets into alternative investments. During almost $1 million in 2000. Despite this, 
1991 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000the year, the Institution committed an the need for unrestricted income is 

additional $30 million to some of the growing faster than the sources. In order 
T;a,blt 2

country's most successful alternative Endowment Maricet Vafue to achieve its goals, the Institution must 
(udlOding.uppa..n.ncal 

........._nt ....n) 
continue to build its endowment, aggres

sively pursue nongovernment projects , 

and seek other sources of income. 

To remain competitive in the conduct 

of research, graduate education, and the 

recruitment of the best scientists, research 

facilities must be modernized or replaced. 

The Institution has established an Ad Hoc 

Committee on Campus Planning that 

includes Trustees and Corporation 

members with experience in architecture 

and construction, and an architectural firm 

has been engaged to assist in development 

of a campus master plan. In order to prepare for a major 

construction program, the Institution is preparing financing 

plans and long-range financial projections. It is anticipated 

that a substantial portion of the anticipated new construction 

will be funded by tax-exempt borrowing. 

In summary, the financial strength of the Institution in 

recent years has provided a strong foundation to address 

short-term challenges. Long-term challenges include funding 

the Institutes, cost sharing on federal and foundation grants, 

the need for major new and renovated facilities, and main

taining a state-of-the-art technology infrastructure. 

-Paul Clemente, Associate Director 

for Finance & Administration 
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Statements of Financial Position as of December 31, 2000 
(with comparative infonnation as of December 31, 1999) 

Assets 

Cash, unrestricted 

Cash, restricted 

Reimbursable costs and fees: 

Billed 

Unbilled 

Receivable for investments sold 

Interest and dividends receivable 

Other receivables 

Pledges receivable 

Inventory 

Deferred charges and prepaid expenses 

Investments, pooled 

Investments, nonpooled 

Prepaid pension and postretirement 


benefit cost 

Supplemental retirement 

Other assets 


Property, plant and equipment : 

Land, buildings and improvements 

Vessels and dock facilities 

Laboratory and other equipment 

Construction in process 


Accumulated depreciation 

Net property, plant and equipment 

Remainder trusts 

Total assets 

Liabilities 
Accounts payable and other liabilities 
Accrued payroll and related liabilit ies 
Payable for inveslments purchased 
Accrued supplemental retirement benefits 
Deferred revenue and refundable advances 
Deferred fixed mte variance 
Loan payable 

Total liabilities 

Commitments and contingencies 

Net Assets 

2000 1999 

$21,637,368 $16,388,928 
2,373,675 826,309 

2,078,150 1,925,005 
2,053,172 3,775,094 

152,708 
835,835 533 ,861 
4J 5,364 355,502 

2,875,144 5,408,983 
1,070,303 808,919 

314,906 59,636 
278,691,287 270,852,643 

11,340,898 5,78 1,811 

4,629,623 2,228,384 
7, 158,6J 4 7,733,93 J 
4,628,344 4,889,752 

340,102,683 321,721,466 

54,977,722 48,794,999 
3, 186,277 2,654,406 

11,036,930 9,641,61 9 
1,959,353 5,351,347 

71,160,282 66,442,37 [ 

(37,627,865) (34,770,021 ) 

33,532,417 31,672,350 

316,464 846,630 

$373,95 1,564 $354,240,446 

$8,059,206 $7,912,400 
5,537,049 5,298,550 

402,557 
7, 158,6 14 7,733,931 
6,495,459 4,082,935 
3,595,425 3,070,148 
3,921,516 2,999,2 14 

35, 169,826 31,097,178 

Temporarily Pennanently 
Unrestricted restricted restricted 

Undesignated $7,828,139 $ $ 7,828, 139 4,543 ,295 
Designated 1,552,954 12,355,100 13,908,054 7,736,8 14 
Pledges and other 4,538,823 164,774 4,703,597 6,9 16,236 
Plant and facili ties 30,434,561 189,172 30,623,733 30,741 ,936 
Education 2,889,562 2,889,562 2,679, 11 9 
Endowment and 

similar funds 70,075 ,164 166,395,249 42,358,240 278,828,653 270,525,868 

liltal net assets$ 109,890,818 $186,367,906 $42,523,014 338,78 1,738 323, 143,268 

Total liab ilities 

Statement of Cash Flows For the Year Ended December 31 , 2000 
(with comparative infonnation for the year ended December 31, (999) 

2000 1999 
Cash Hows from opemting ac tivities: 
Total change in net assets $15,638,470 $40,068,658 

Adjustmen ts to reconcile increase in net assets to net cash 
provided by (used in) opemting activities: 
Depreciation 3,338,844 2,706,749 
Change in split-interest agreements (154,086) 
Ga in on sale of property (481 ,000) 
Net realized and unreali zed gain on investments (3,235,539) (41,229,880) 
Contributions to be used for long-tenn investment (4,787,404) (4,262,220) 
(Increase) decrease in assets: 

Restricted cash (1, 54 7,366) 1,079,287 
Interest and di\~dends receivable (301,974 ) 603,041 
Reimbursable costs and fees: 

Billed (153,145 ) (778,949) 
Unbilled 1,72 1,922 (8 5,284) 

Receivable for investments sold 152,708 1,1 27,013 
Other receivables (59,862) 76,590 
Pledges receivable 2,533,839 (594,921 ) 
Inventory (26J ,384) (l15,962) 
Deferred charges and prepaid expenses (255,270) 263,683 
Prepaid pension and postretirement benefit cosL (2,40 1,239) (17,061) 
Other assets 26 1,408 (50 I ,824) 
Remainder m.J sts 684,252 370,037 
Supplemental retirement 575,3 17 (84 1,548) 

Increase (decrease) in liabilities: 
Accounts paya ble and other liabilities 146,806 (990,804) 
Accrued payroll and related li abilities 238,499 473,785 
Paya ble for investments purchased 402,55 7 (2,8 45,856) 
Deferred revenue and refundable adva nces 2,412,524 (1,034,671) 
Accrued su pplemental retirement benefits (575,3 17) 841,548 
Deferred fixed rate variances 525,277 (498,244 ) 

Net cash provided by (used in) operating activities 14 ,418,837 (6,186,833) 

Cash flows from investing activities: 
Capital expenditures: 
Additions to property and equipment (5,414 ,975) (7,941 ,807) 
Disposals of property and equipment 697,065 
Endowment: 
Proceeds from the sa le of iJ1vestments 203,949,829 126,094,9 54 
Purchase of investments (21 4, 112,022) (124,845,656) 

Net cas h used in investing ac tivities (14,880,103) (6,692,509) 

Cash flows from financing activities: 
Borro"~ngs under debt agreement 922,302 2,999,214 
ContJibutions to be used for long-tenn investment 4,787,404 4,262,220 

Net cash provided by financing activities 5,709,706 7,261,4 34 

Net increase (decrease) in cash and cash equivalents 5,248,440 (5,6 17,908) 

Cash and cas h equivalents, beginningof year 16,388,928 22,006,836 

Cash and cash equivalents, end of year $2 1,637,368 $16,388,928 

and net assets $373,951,564 $354,240,446 
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Statement of Activities for the year ended December 31, 2000 

(with summarized financial information For the year ended December 31, 1999) 


Unrestricted 
Sponsored Temporarily Pennanently 

Operating research restricted restricted 2000 1999 
Operating: 
gevenues: 

Fees $398,557 $ $ $398,557 $294,132 
Sponsored research: 

Govemment 51,483,430 51,483,430 45,588,822 
Nongovemment 9,032,802 2,962,806 1] ,995,608 11 ,317,094 
Ships and subs operations 14,577,06] 14,577,061 ]3,393,32 ] 
Sponsored research assets 

released to operations 77,63 3,257 (75,093,293) (2,539,964) 
Education: 

Tuition 2,300,021 2,300,021 2,335,701 
Endowment income 3,340,692 1,432,228 4,772,920 4,458,526 
Sponsored research 677 (677) 9,879 
Gifts and tTansfers 232,210 232,210 597,886 
Education funds released from restriction J,453,3 ]8 (l ,453,3]8) 

Investment retum designated for 
current operations 3,347,29] 3,347,29] 3,732 ,750 

Contri butions and gifts 1,000,227 9,090,075 1,285,076 ]1,375,378 6,844,310 
Contributions and gifts released 1,0]1 ,475 (2,233,572) 1,222,097 
Changc in split-interest agreements 762,576 296,282 1,058,858 
gental income 689,987 689,987 759,364 
Communication and publications 204,607 204,607 207,211 
Other 835,531 835,53] 59,220 

Total revenues 92,978,216 7,489,788 2,803,455 103,27 1,459 89,598,216 

Expenses: 
Sponsored research: 
National Science Foundation 28,905,513 28,905,5]3 26,647,498 
United States Nm~' 14,833,446 14,833,446 12,935,069 
Subcontrac ts 5,885,445 5,885,445 5,136,638 
National Oceanic & AtmospheJic Administration 4,097,038 4,097,038 2,853,135 
Department or Energy 683,316 683,3 16 653,341 
United States Geological Survey 939,757 939,757 ],020,622 
National Aeronautics & SpaceAdministration 725,017 725,017 654,835 
Ships Operations ]0,868,821 10,868,821 9,440.957 
Submersible and ROV operations 3,708,240 3,708,240 3,952,364 
Other 6,986,664 6,986,664 5,929,4]7 

Education: 
Facultye\llenSe 2.288,385 2,288,385 2,303 ,217 
Student expense 2,904,506 2,904,506 3,059,049 
Postdoctoral programs 476,988 476,988 512,404 
Other 560,659 560,659 540,347 

Business development 11,235 1] ,235 92,119 
gental expenses 536,965 536,965 458,444 
Communication publicntions nnd development 3,085,429 3,085,429 2,751 ,471 
Unsponsored programs 4,152,772 4,152,772 2,867,766 
Other expenses 1,142,875 1,142,875 1,868,945 

Total e"')lenses 92,793.07] 92,793,071 83,677,638 

Change in net assets from operating activities 185,145 7,489,788 2,803,455 10,478,388 5,920,578 

Nonoperating income: 
Investment return in excess of amounts 
designated for sponsored research, 
educa~on and current operations 

Change in prepaid pension cost 
Nonoperating expenses: 

Other nonoperating expenses 
Net asset transfers 

1,549,532 
2,401,239 

476,696 
(142,134) 

1,686,007 

142,134 

3,235,539 
2,401,239 

476,696 

34,447,906 
142,889 

442,715 

Change in net asse ts from nonoperatingactivities 3,331,941 1,686,007 ]42,134 5,160,082 34.]48,080 

Total change in net assets 3,5 17,086 9,175,795 2,945,589 15,638,470 40,068,658 

Net assets at beginning of year 106,373,732 177,192,111 39,577,425 323,143,268 283,074,610 


Net assets at end of yenr $109,890,8 18 $ $186,367,906 $42,523,014 $338,781,738 $323,143,268 
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Report of Independent Accountants 
To the Board of Trustees of Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution : 

In our opinion, the accompanying statement of financial 

posi tion and the related statements of activi ties and of cash flows 

present fairly, in all material respects, the financial position of 

Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution (the "Institution") as of 

December 31, 2000 and the changes in its net asse ts and its cash 

flows for the year then ended, in conformity with accounting 

principles genera lly accepted in the United States of America. 

These financial statements are the responsibility of the 

Institution's management; our responsibility is to express an 

opin ion on these financial statements based on our audit. The 

prior year summarized comparative information has been derived 

from the Insti tution's 1999 financial statements, and in our report 

dated March 10, 2000, we expressed an unqualified opinion on 

those financial statements. We conducted our audit of these 

statements in accordance with auditing standards generally 

accepted in the United States of America, which require that we 

plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance abou t 

whether the financial statements are free of material misstate

ment. An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence 

supporting the amounts and disclosures in the financial state

ments , assessing the accounting principles used and significant 

estimates made by management, and evaluating the overall 

financial statement presentation. We believe that our audit 

provides a reasonable basis for our opinion. 

March 9, 2001 

A. Background 
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution (the "Institution") is a 

private, independent not-for-profit research and educational 

institution located in Woods Hole, Massachusetts. Founded in 

1930, the Jnstitution is dedicated to working and learning at th e 

frontier of ocean science and attaining maximum return on 

intellectual and material investments in oceanographic research. 

The Institution is a qualified tax-exempt organization under 

Section 50 I (c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code as it is organized 

and operated exclusively for education and scientific purposes. 

B. Summary of Significant Accounting Policies 
Basis of Presentation 

The accompanying fina ncial statements have been prepared on 

the accrual basis and in accordance with the reporting principles 

of not-for-profit accounting as defined by Statement of Financial 

Accounting Standards CSFAS") No. 11 6, Acco·unting for Contribu
tions Received and Contributions Made, and No. 11 7, Financial 
Statements of NotJor-Profit Organizations. SFAS No. 116 requires 

that unconditional promises to give be recorded as receivables and 

revenues within the appropriate net asset category. SFAS No. 11 7 

requires that the Institution display its activities and net assets in 

three classes as follows: unrestricted, temporarily restricted, and 

permanently restricted. Additionally, it requires the presentation 

of a statement of cash flows. 

The financial statements include certain prior-year summa

rized comparative information, but do not include sufficient detail 

to constitute a presentation in conformity with generally accepted 

accounting principles. Accordingly, such information should be 

read in conjunction with the Institution's audited financial 

statements for the year ended December 31, 1999, from which 

the summarized information was derived. 

Net assets, revenues, and realized and unrealized gains and 

losses are classified based on the exis tence or absence of donor

imposed restrictions and legal restrictions imposed under 

Massachusetts State law. Accordingly, net assets and changes 

therein are classified as follows: 

Permanently Restricted Net Assets 
Permanently restricted net assets are subject to donor-imposed 

stipulations that they be maintained permanently by the Institu

tion. Generally the donors of these assets permit the Institution 

to use all or part of the income earncd and capital apprec iation, if 

any, on related investments for general or specific purposes. 

Temporarily Restricted Net Assets 
Temporarily restricted net assets are subject to donor-imposed 

stipulations that mayor will be met by actions of the Institution 

anellor the passage of time. Unspent endowment gains are 

classified as temporarily restricted until the Institution appropri

ates and spends such sums in accordance with the terms of the 

underlying endowment funds at which time they will be released 

to unrestricted revenues. 

Unrestricted Net Assets 
Unrestricted net assets are not subject to donor-imposed 

stipulations. Revenues are reported as increases in unrestricted 

net assets unless use of the related assets is limited by donor

imposed restrictions . Expenses are reported as decreases in 

unrestricted net assets. Gains and losses on investments and 

other assets or liabilities are reported as increases or decreases in 

unrestricted net assets unless their use is restricted by explicit 

donor stipulations or law. Expirations of temporary restrictions on 

net assets , that is, the donor-imposed stipulated purpose has been 
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accomplished ancllor the stipulated time period has elapsed, are 
reported as reclassifications between the applicable classes of net 
assets. Amounts received for sponsored research (under exchange 
transactions) are reflected in unrestricted sponsored research until 
spent for the appropriate purpose, or as deferred revenue if 
ex.penditures are yet to be incurred. 

Contributions 
Contributions, including unconditional promises to give, are 

recognized as revenues in the period received. Contributions 
subject to donor-imposed stipulations that are met in the same 
reporting period are reported as unrestricted support. Promises to 
give that are scheduled to be received after the balance sheet date 
are shown as increases in temporarily restricted net assets and are 
reclassified to unrestricted net assets when the purpose or items' 
restrictions are met. Promises to give, subject to donor-imposed 
stipulations that the corpus be maintained permanently, are 
recognized as increases in permanently restricted net assets. 
Conditional promises to give are not recognized until they become 
unconditional, that is, when the conditions on which they depend 
are substantially met. Contributions other than cash are generally 
recorded at market value on the date of the gift (or an estimate of 
fair value), although certain noncash gifts, for which a readily 
determinable market value cannot be established, are recorded at 
a nominal value until such time as the value becomes known. 

Contributions to be received after one year are discounted at the 
appropriate rate commensurate with risk. Amortization of such 
discount is recorded as additional contribution revenue in 
accordance ,'lith restrictions imposed by the donor on the original 
contribution, as applicable. Amounts receivable for contributions 

are reflected net of an applicable reserve for collectibility. 
The Institution reports contributions in the form of land, 

buildings, or equipment as unrestricted operating support. 
Dividends, interest and net gains on investments of endow

ment and similar funds are reported as follows: 
• as increases in permanently restricted net assets if the tenns of 
the gift require that they be added to the principal of a permanent 
endowment fund ; 

• as increases in temporarily restricted net assets if the terms of 
the gift or relevant state law impose restrictions on the current use 
of the income or net realized and unrealized gains; and 

• as increases in unrestricted net assets in all other cases. 

Operations 
The statements of activities report the Institution's operating 

and nonoperating activities. Operating revenues and expenses 
consist of those attributable to the Institution's current annual 
research or educational programs, including a component of 
endowment income appropriated for operations (see Note C). 
Unrestricted endowment investment income and gains over the 

amount appropriated under the Institution's spending plan are 
reported as nonoperating revenue as investment return in excess 
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of amounts designated for sponsored research, education and 

current operations. 

Cash and Cash Equivalents 
Cash and cash eqUivalents consist of cash, money market 

accounts, certificates of deposit and overnight repurchase 
agreements with initial maturities of three months or less when 

purchased which are stated at cost, which approximates market 
value. At times the Institution maintains amounts at a single 
financial institution in excess of federally insured limits. 

Included in cash at December 31, 2000 and 1999 is 
$2,143,974 and $607,163 , respectively, representing advances 
received from the United States Navy and other U.S. Government 
and state agencies. Such amounts are restricted as to use for 

research programs. Interest earned on unspent funds is remitted 
to the federal government. 

Also included in cash at December 31, 2000 and 1999 is 
$229,701 and $219,146, respectively, representing cash restricted 
by the Massachusetts Department of Public Health. Interest 
earned on unspent funds is reinvested within the restricted cash 

account. 
In addition, cash and cash equivalents include uninvested 

amounts from each classification of net assets (e.g., endowment). 

Investments 
Investment securities are carried at market value determined 

as follows: securities traded on a national securities exchange are 
. valued at the last reported sales price on the last business day of 

the year; securities traded in the over-the-counter market and 

listed securities for which no sales prices were reported on that 
day are valued at closing bid prices. For investments in venture 
capital and investment partnerships, the Institution relies on 
valuations reported to the Institution by the managers of these 
investments except where the Institution may reasonably deter
mine that additional factors should be considered. 

Purchases and sales of investment securities are recorded on a 
trade date basis. Realized gains and losses are computed on a 
specific identification method. Investment income, net of 
investment expenses, is distributed on the unit method. 

Investment Income Utilization 
The Institution's investments are pooled in an endowment 

fund and the investments and allocation of income are tracked on 
a unitized basis. The Institution distributes to operations for each 
individual fund an amount of investment income earned by each 
of the fund's proportionate share of investments based on a total 

retu rn policy. 
The Board of Trustees has appropriated all of the income and a 

specified percentage of the net appreciation (depreciation) to 
operations as prudent considering the Institution's long and short
term needs, present and anticipated financial requirements, 
expected total return on its investments , price level trends, and 
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general economic conditions. Under the Institution's current 

endowment spending policy, which is within the guidelines 

specified under state law, between 4 percent and 5.5 percent of 

the average of the market value of qualifying endowment invest

ments at September 30 of each of the previous three years is 

appropriated. This amounted to $10,109,203 and $9,608,901 for 

the years ending December 31, 2000 and 1999, respectively, and 

is classified in operating revenues (research, education, and 

operations). The Institution has interpreted relevant state law as 

generally permitting the spending of gains on endowment funds 

over a stipulated period of time. 

Inventories 
Inventories are stated at the lower of cost or marke t. Cost is 

determined using the first -in , first-out method. 

Contracts and Grants 
Revenues earned on contracts and grants for research are 

recognized as related costs are incurred. 

Property, Plant and Equipment 
Property, plant and equipment are stated at cost. Depreciation 

is provided on a straight-line basis at annual rates of 8 to 50 years 

on buildings and improvements, 28 years on vessels and dock 

facilities, and 3 to 5 years on laboratory and other equipment. 

Depreciation expense on property, plant, and equipment pur

chased by the Institution in the amounts of $3,238,068 and 

$2,605,973 in 2000 and 1999, respectively, has been charged to 

operating activities. 

Depreciation on certain government-funded facilities (the 

Laboratory for Marine Science and the dock facility) amounting to 

$100,776 and $100,776 in 2000 and 1999, respectively, has been 

charged to nonoperating expenses as these assets are owned by 

the Government. There were gains on the disposal of property, 

plant and equipment of $48 1,000 in 2000. 

Use of Estimates 
The preparation of the financial statements in accordance with 

generally accepted accounting principles requires management to 

make estimates and assumptions that affect the reported amounts 

of asse ts and liabilities and the disclosure of contingent assets and 

liabilities at the date of the financial statements and the reported 

amounts of revenues and expenses during the period. Actual 

results could differ from those estimates. 

Reclassification of Amounts 
Certain prior year amounts have been reclassified to conform 

to the December 31, 2000 presentation. 

C. Investments 
The cost and market value of investments held at December 

31 are as follows : 

2000 1999 

Cost Market Cost Market 
u.s. Government and 

government age ncies $6,010,333 $6,205,973 $9,11 5,196 $8,649,788 
Corporate bonds 42,266,542 42,396,551 23,495,708 22, 190,605 
International bonds 6,290,635 5,9 11 ,656 6,259,492 5,923,533 
Equit)' securities and mutual funds 95,417,5 13 123,939,867 99,099,911 135,345,966 
International equities 50,557,666 47,850,287 55,951,945 64,823,332 
Hedge fund limited partnerships 18,920,000 32,25 1,037 18,920,000 27,940,091 
Venture Capital and private equity 13,4 JO,OO6 19,800,254 6,406,9 19 5,701,217 
Other 299,465 299,465 325,729 325,729 

Subtotal investments 233,172, 160 278,655,090 219,574,900 270,900,261 

Purchased call options 66,294 38,387 13,913 3,297 
Written call options (19,653) (1,006) (7,168) (4,699) 
Written put options (17,625) (1,184) (15,188) (46,216) 

Total investments $233,20 1,176 $278,69 1,287 $2 19,566,457 $270,852,643 

Amounts held in Venture Capital and Investment Partnerships 

and other investments are invested in securities or other assets for 

which there is not necessarily a publicly-traded market value or 

which are restricted as to disposition . The return on such 

investments was $7,095,950 and $2,698,148 for the years 

ended December 31, 2000 and 1999, respectively, including 

dividends, distributions and changes in the estimated value of 

such investments. 

The follOllVing schedule summarizes the investment return and 

its classification in the statements of activities: 

Temporarily 2000 1999 
Unrestricted restricted Total Total 

Dividend and interest income $4,118,662 $1,432,228 $5,550,890 $5,073,790 
Investment management costs (1 ,307,8 13) (1,307,81 3) (1,075,32 1) 
Net realized gains 7,641,691 8,184,809 15,826,500 13,0 16,62 1 
Change in unrealized appreciation 702,727 (6,498,802) (5,796,075) 28,213,259 

Total return on investments 11 ,155,267 3, 11 8,235 14,273,502 45,228,349 

Investment return deSignated for: 
Sponsored research (2,917,752) (2,917,752) (2,589, 167) 
Education (3,340,692) (1,432,228) (4,772,920) (4,458,526) 
Current operations (3,347,291) (3,347,291) (3,732,750) 

Total distributions to operations (9,605,735) (1,432,228) (11 ,037,963) (10,780,443) 

Investment return in excess of amounts 
designated for sponsored research, 
education and current operations $1,549,532 $1,686,007 $3,235,539 $34,447,906 
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Endowment income is allocated to each individual fund based 
on a per unit valuation. The value of an investment unit at 
December 31, is as follows: 

2000 1999 

Unit value, beginning of year $4.5884 $3.9089 
Unit value, end of year 4.5650 4.5884 

Net change for the year (.0234) .6795 
Investment income per unit for the year ~ ~ 

Total retum per unit 

D. Pledges Receivable 
Pledges receivable consist of the following at December 31: 

2000 1999 
Uncondihonal promises expected to be collected in: 
Less than one year $1,979,540 $4,125,666 
One year to nve years 895,604 1,283,317 

E. Deferred Fixed Rate Variance 
The Institution receives funding or reimbursement from 

federal government agencies for sponsored research under 
government grants and contracts. The Institution has negotiated 
fixed rates with the federal government for the recovery of certain 
fringe benefits and indirect costs on these grants and contracts. 
Such recoveries are subject to carryforward provisions that provide 
for adjustments to be included in the negotiation of future fixed 
rates. 1l1e deferred fixed rate variance accounts represent the 
cumulative amount owed to or due from the federal government. 
The Institution's rates are negotiated with the Office of Naval 
Research (ONR), the Institution's cognizant agency. 

The composition of the deferred fixed rate variance is as 
follows: 

!)efelTed Fixed Rate Variance (~abi~ty), December 31, 1998 $(3,568,395) 

1999 indirect costs 33,084,487 
Amounts recovered (32,586,240) 

1999 change in liabJity 498,247 

DefelTed Fixed Rate Variance (liability), December 31, 1999 (3,070,148) 

2000 indirect costs 34,876,295 
2000 adjustment (76,092) 
Amounts recovered (35,325,480) 

2000 change in liability (525,277) 

DefClTed Fixed Rate Variance (liability), December 31, 2000 $(3,595,425) 

As of December 31, 2000, the Institution has recovered a 
cumulative amount in excess of expended amounts of $3,595 ,425 

which will be reflected as a reduction of future year recoveries. 

This amount has been reported as a liability of the Institution. 

F. Loan Payable 
On May 27, 1999, the Institution entered into a $3,000,000 

loan agreement with the Massachusetts Health and Educational 
Facilities Authority (the "Authority") to finance various capital 

projects. On January 31, 2000, the agreement was amended to 
increase the ma\1mUm loan commitment to $6,000,000. As of 
December 31, 2000, $3,921,516 had been drawn down on the 
loan and was outstanding at year-end. Draw downs are eA'Pected 
to occur during an eighteen month period subsequent to the 
amendment to the loan agreement. During this period, no 
principal payments are due on the loan, but the Institution is 
required to pay interest on the draw downs at a variable rate 
established by the Authority, which was 3.25% for the year ended 
December 31, 2000, Once the final draw down has occurred or 
the eighteen month period has lapsed, a schedule of principal 
payments will be established by Authority until the final payment 

due on June 30, 2010, 

The loan agreement has covenants, the most restrictive of 
which requires the Institution to maintain unrestricted net assets 
at a market value equal to at least I ,Ox outstanding indebtedness. 



Supplemental PlanC, Retirement Plans 
The Institu tion maintains a noncontributory defined benefit 

pension plan covering substantially all employees of the Institu
tion, as well as a supplemental benefit plan which covers certain 
employees. Pension benefits are earned based on years of service 
and compensa tion received. The Institu tion 's policy is to fund at 

least the minimum required by the Employee Retirement Income 
Security Act of 1974. 

2000 1999 
Change in Benefit Obligation 
Henellt obligation at beginningof year $11 5,969,678 $11 7,287,8 16 
Sen'ice cost 3,669,981 4,180,879 
Intert'St cost 9,085,277 8,208.944 
Amendments 10.584,215 
Actumia l (gain)/Ioss 4,860,581 (17, 180.701) 
Benefits paid (5,696,287) (7, III ,475) 

BeneRt obligalion at end of year $127,889,230 $115 ,969,678 

Change in Plan Assel s 
Fair va lue of "hill assels al beginning of year 179, 573,553 158,790,517 
AClual relurn on plan assets 8,718,327 27,894,511 
Benefits paid (5,696,287) (7, III ,475) 

Fair w,lue of plan assets at end of year $182,595,593 $179,573,55:1 

Qualified Plan 
Pension Benefits 

2000 1999 
Funded slatus $54,706,364 $63,603,875 
Unrecognized actuanal (gain)J1oss (6 1,207,888) (73, 106,806) 
Unrecognized portion of net obligation!(asset) at transition (642,22 3) (1,289,293) 
Unrecognized prior sen·ice cost/(credit) 10,984,544 12,160,543 

Nel amount recognized $3,840,797 $1,368,319 

Amounts Recognized in Ihe Statement of 
Financial Position Consist of: 

Prepaid beneRt cost $3,840,797 $1,368,319 

Weighted-Average Assumptions 
Discount mte as 01' December 31 775% 800% 
Expected return on plan assets for the year 10.00% 10.00% 
Hate of compen5.1tion increase as of December 31 350% 3.50% 

Components 01' Net Periodic Benefit Cost 
Service cost $ 3,669,98 1 $ 4,180,879 
Interest cost 9,085 ,277 8,208,944 
Expected return on plan assets and reserves ( 13,982,038) (12,688, 120) 
Amortil.ation of: 
transition obligation/(assel) (647,070) (647,070) 
prior service cost/(creclit) 1,247,238 1,175, 999 
aetuarialloss/{gain) ( I ,774 ,627) (176,454) 

Net periodic benefit cost/(income) $(2,401, 239) $54, 178 

The Institution has reflected the net periodic beneFit income 
in nonoperating income as th e change in prepaid pension cost. 

Effective JanuaIY I, 1999, the qualified plan was amcnded to 
improve benefits for service over 25 years, reduce the vesting 
period, expand the lump sum option and eliminate certain early 
retirement subsidies for newly hired employees. 
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Pension Benefits 

Change in Benefit Obligation 
Benefit obligation at beginning of year 
Service cost 
Jnterest cost 
Actuarial {gain)J1oss 
Benefits paid 

Benent obligalion at cnd of Yellr 

Change in Plan /Isseis 
Fair value of plan assets at beginning of year 
Employer contribution 
Benefits paid 

Fa ir val ue of plan assets at end of year 

Funded status 
UnrecognizeJ actuarial (gain)!loss 
Unrecognized portion of net obligation!(asset) at transition 

Net amount recognized 

True up to earmarked rese,ws 


Total earmarked reserves 

Amounts RecognizeJ in the Statement 
of Financial Position Consist of: 

Accrued benefit liab ility 

Weighted-Average Assu mptions 
Discount mte as of December 31 
Expected return on plan assets for Ihe year 
Rate of compensation increase as of December 31 

Components of Nel Pcriooic Beneflt Cost 
Service cost 
Interest cost 
Expected return on plan assets and reserves 
AmortiJ.ation of: 
transition obligabon!(asset) 
actuarialloss/(ga in) 

Net periodic benefit cost/(income) 

Investment return on invested reserves 


"lotal pctiod ic cost 

The earmarked reserves are matched by a "Rabbi" Trust with 
$7,158,614 and $7,733,93 1, respectively as of December 31, 
2000 and 1999. 

2000 

$3.277,024 
90,50.1 

233,808 
(154,526) 
(26R,.l97) 

$3,178,410 

268397 
(268,397) 

(l I78,410) 
(514. 216) 

127.993 

(3,5R4 ,633 ) 
(3,573,9H I) 

$(7,158,6 14) 

$(7, 158.6 14) 

7)5'1(; 

10.00% 
3.50~ 

$90,501 
233,808 

(279,486) 

128,957 
(50,13 1) 

123,649 
184,63 1 

$308,280 

1999 

$3,685,:179 
109,906 
221,296 

(407,215) 
(132342) 

$3,277,024 

332.342 
(332,342) 

(3,277,024) 
('J24,676) 

256,950 

(3,544,750) 
(4,189,181) 

$(7,733,93 1) 

S(7,733,93 I ) 

8.00% 
10.00% 
3.50% 

$109,906 
22 1,296 

(29 1,188) 

128,957 
(11 ,375) 

157,596 
165,904 

$323,500 
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H. Other Postretirement Benefits 
In addition to providing reti remen t plan benefits, the Institu

tion provides certain hea lth care benefits for retired employees 
and their spouses. Substan tia ll y all of the Institution's employees 
may become eligible for the benefi ts if they reac h normal 
re ti rement age (as defined) or elect early retirement after having 
met certain time in service criteria. 

Other 
Postretirement Benefits 

2000 1999 
Change in Benefit Obligation 

l3enefi t obligation at heginning of year $19,030,443 $21,998,9 13 
Sen~ce cost 36J,902 490,2 10 
1ntercst cost ],490,203 1,420, I 08 
Pian participants' contri butions' 
Actualial (gain)Aoss 630,033 (4,091,749) 
Benefits paid (907 ,7 56) (878,018) 
Plan participants' contributions 89,562 90,979 

Benefit obligation at enel of year $20,694,387 $]9,030,443 

Change in Plan Assets 
hlir va lue of plan assets at beginning of year 15,866,3 13 13,70 I ,233 
Actua.l return on plan assets 129,370 2,02 J,124 
Employer contribution 464,7 18 930,995 
Plan participants' conlJibutions ' 
Benefit s paid net of plan participants' contributions (8 18, 194) (787,039) 

Fair ""Iue of plan assets at end of ye-d r $15,642,207 $J5,866,3 J 3 

,. plan participants' cont ribuhons are netted out or benefit cbi l11s 

Funded status $(5,052,180) $(3,164, 130) 
Unrecognized actuarial (gain)iloss (7 15,549) (2,859,332) 
Unrccognized pOltion of net obligatiorJ(asset) at lTansition 10,242, 594 11,096, 143 
Unrecognized prior sen~ce cost/(crcdit) (3,686,039) (4,2 12,6J6) 

Net amount recognized $788,826 $860,065 

Amounts Recognized in the Statel11ent 
of Financial Pos ition Consist of: 

Prep"id benefi t cost $788,826 $860,065 

Weighted-Average Assum~rion s 

Discount rate as of December 31 7.75% 8.00% 
h]Jected return 0 11 pl'ln "ssets for t'he year 10 00% 10.00% 

For measurement purposes, a 6. 5% and 8.0% annual rate of 
increase in the per capita cost of covered hca lthcare benefits was 

assumed in 2001 for pre-65 and post-65 benefits, respectively. 
These were ass umed to dec rease graduaJly to 4.5% and 5.0% 

respectively, and remain at that leve l thereafter. 

2000 1999 
Components of net periodic benefit cost: 

Sen;ce cost $36 1,902 $490,2 ]0 
1nterest co>t 1,490,203 1,420,108 
Expected return on plan assets and resen'es (1,574,077) (1,.m,5'3) 
Recognil.cd aeruaJial (gain)lIoss (69,043) 
Amort ization of: 
Transition obligation/(asset) 853,549 853,549 
Prior service cost/(credit) (526,577) (526,577) 

Net periodic benefit cost/(jnco l11e) $535,957 $859,757 

The Institution has reflected the net periodiC benefit cost in 
operating expenses, as the amount is reimbursed through federal 
awards , 

Assumed health care cost trend ra tes have a significan t effect 
on the amounts reported for the hea lth ca re plan. A one

percentage-point change in assumed health care cost trend rates 
would have the following effects: 

December 31, 2000 
I-Percentage I-Percentage 

Point Increase Point Decrease 

Effect on IOtal of service cost and interest cost 322,253 $ (256,939) 
Effec t on the postretirement benefit obligation: 3, ]21 ,456 (2,528,592) 

I. Commitments and Contingencies 
The Defense Contract Audit Agency (DCM ) is responsible for 

auditing both direct and indirect charges to grants and contracts 
on behalf of the ONR. The Institution and the ONR have settled 
the years through 1999, The current indirect costs recovery rates, 
which are fixed, include the impact of prior year settlements. 
While the 2000 direct and indirect costs are subject to audit, the 
Institution does not believe settlement of this year will have a 
material impact on its change in net assets or its financial position, 

The Institu tion through its endowment fund is committed to 
invest $48,040,000 in certain venture capital and investment 

partnerships. 
The Institution is a defendant in legal proceedings incidental 

to the nature of its operations, The Institution believes that the 

outcome of these proceedings will not materially affect its 
fi nancial pos ition. 
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Martha's Vineyard Coastal Observatory 

A year of hard work culminated in the mid-December set

ting of the 8-meter (26-foot) meteorological mast at the 


Institution's new Martha's Vineyard Coastal Observatory. Fac

ing the open ocean, the observatory offers scientists an ideal 

yet relatively aC<1essible site for studying coastal processes. 

Data collected from a variety of instruments both on- and off

shore will allO\'I' lstudies of how winds, waves, 

currents, air-sea interactions, beach erosion, 

sediment transJ,ort, and other factors 

combine to affect the coastline and ~ 


seafloor morphology. 


The photos, from top right, show the observatory's small laboratory; split-spoon 

coring in preparation for directional drilling; the directional drilling system, 

which placed cable conduits under environmentally sensitive areas without 

damaging them; logistics coordinator Marga McElroy on site during directional 

drilling; chief mechanical engineer Mike Purcell checking the bolts for the mast; 

Marga McElroy and John Romiza preparing to move the mast off the crane 

truck; and (above , from left) chief scientist Jim Edson, [Vlike Purcell, and MCITga 

NIcE/roy setting the mast. 




